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W eygandt, C lara Sophia, M . S., M ay 2002 Environm ental Studies
Release; Three Seasons in the F ield with Peregrine Falcons 
Director: Don Snow
When I w as twenty-five, I returned to school. Initially interested in a degree in 
w ildlife biology, I spent a sum m er re-introducing peregrine falcons in California. The 
experience was pivotal; it opened up the w orld o f  nature and possibility. W ith  personal 
narrative I have tried to bring the reader into the world I encountered. The time-line follows 
m y stumbling beginnings and recounts the various sites I w orked  each season. At each site 
the goal was the same; to keep three juvenile peregrines alive while they learned to fly and 
hunt. A t each one I learned m ore about the birds, nature, and  myself. At each one the way 
we succeeded w as different.
Along w ith my perceptions I bring in the natural h istory  o f peregrine falcons, the 
reasons they were endangered, and some o f the techniques used  to augment the population 
in California.
Chambers. I see my first peregrines in the breeding cham bers o f the Santa Cruz 
Predatory Bird G roup. I find out why the peregrine falcon is endangered, and what is 
being done to prevent extinction.
Muir Beach. My first réintroduction site, located on the California coast. I le am  bird 
identification and the day to day o f field work. I fall in love w ith the birds and the process.
Hetch H etchy I. A difficult site in the Sierras. How landscape, w eather and 
personnel can effect the situation.
Hetch H etchy II. The beginning o f  my second season. Experience counts for 
som ething, but not everything. The best intentions can still lead  to failure.
Call. A  site near Mt. L assen in m y fifth season. A coalescing of know ledge and 
luck. There is alw ays som ething unexpected to be discovered.
u
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C H A M B E R S
When I first drove dow n the dirt road to  the Bird G roup, I'd never know n there 
w as an old quarry  here, a granite and dirt bow l scooped out o f  the grass-covered hills. I 
certainly didn't know about the funky conglom eration of trailers and tem porary buildings in 
the bottom. T hey represented the entire W est C oast peregrine recovery effort: breeding 
facilities for peregrines and quail, housing for researchers, and  the offices o f  the Santa 
C ruz  Predatory B ird Research Group.
My path crossed w ith the peregrines because at tw enty-five I w anted to tie knots. 
T ie  knots, hike, build  fires and clim b rocks. A  clim ber I da ted  showed m e the figure-eight, 
a bom ber knot used to secure the clim ber to the end of a c lim bing rope. He did it with flair: 
a com plex twist o f  the wrist and the knot appeared like a rabb it popping out o f  a hat. I 
learned it. I learned the grapevine, the prusik, the figure-eight, the water knot. I practiced. 
F o r the first tim e in my life I went back-packing. I went in to  the Sierras. I clim bed granite.
I go t blisters. I pum ped water. It w as more w onderful than I 'd  imagined.
I realized that my life needed more trees, more granite, more quiet. W ith this in 
m ind I returned to school to get m y degree. It w as because o f  granite and m ountains that I 
decided to explore wildlife biology.
Mainly, I w anted to work outside in the w ild and get paid  for it. But I knew that the 
theory  o f som ething and the practice o f it are different. I m ight have done well in biology 
classes, but w ould I enjoy the w ork? I determ ined to try a jo b  in the field before I 
com m itted m yself further.
I didn't particularly care about birds, I w as indifferent to  peregrines. But because 
I'd clim bed in Y osem ite, I knew  that there were routes on El Capitan that closed every
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spring because o f peregrines. They w ere on the North Am erican W all, an inaccessible 
overhanging monster with a  huge area o f  dark rock tha t looked like the N orth A m erican 
continent. The routes on this w all were on ly  for the m ost dedicated or m ost insane 
climbers, taking upwards o f tw enty-tw o days. They w ere  not nearly as popular as T he 
Nose or The Zodiac, so clim bers respected the closures. W hen talking about El C ap 
peregrines often came up in discussion, as their nest w as close to El C ap tree, a large pine 
growing out o f  the granite about eight hundred feet above the valley floor.
T im e on a big w all is m easured in days, not hours. It's a whole different w orld  up 
there. And the peregrines claim ed that rock  as theirs w ith  the surety o f nature. An easy  
inhabitant, they flew, hunted, bred, nested, made the w all their hom e every spring. I m ore 
impressed that they lived on that incredible piece of rock  than with any other attribute. A 
climber I knew  was m ajoring in wildlife biology and he 'd  done som ething with peregrines. 
I f  I talked to  him, perhaps he could suggest work w here I might have an "in." I called  him 
and he told me to call the Bird Group and  ask for Lee Aulm an.
"They're always looking for people  during the sum m er." he said.
Later I found out that was som ething o f  an understatem ent. W hen the B ird Group first 
started, th ey ’d hire anyone w ho breathed.
As I drove up and parked next to  a  couple of beat-up  Toyota trucks I wasn't even  
certain I w as in the right place. I took a deep  breath and m ade my way up the three sta irs of 
the wood deck at the front o f  the building. I entered a cram ped entrance hall, which on ly  
seemed to connect the room s in the building with the door. A woman behind the desk  in the 
room  on m y right raised her head.
"I'm  here for an interview  with L ee Aulman. A m  I in the right place?" I asked.
"Just a m inute." She pressed a bu tton  on her phone  and spoke into it. "Som eone to 
see you," she said. I stood aw kw ardly in the  doorway un til a wiry blond m an appeared at 
the end o f  the tiny hall.
"I'm  Lee," he said. " C ’m on back here. "
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I took three steps into a back room  cram m ed with two desks, bookshelves, and file 
draw ers. Piles o f papers and books w ere everywhere. The w indow s looked ou t on  the 
rocky d irt of the quarry. On the w alls were a series o f  m aps—C alifornia, O regon, 
W ashington—and a riot o f  photos: a cliff-face, falcons, close-ups o f  piles o f fea thers and 
bones, o f  nests and eggs and a few far-away shots o f  blue sky w ith a black shape in the 
m iddle.
"Here, have a seat." He m oved a stack o f  file folders o ff a chair, and I sa t down. 
Lee sat at his desk. "So, you want to  be a hack attendant?" he said and looked sharply at 
me.
"Yes," I said. I w as nervous. I'd  been a m usician, a B ohem ian, w orking in 
coffeehouses, restaurants, and boutiques and rehearsing at night. N ow  I was w orking  on 
my undergraduate degree at a com m unity college. I didn't see how any of that w ould  help 
me be a scientist. But I’d always been  good at biology. In high school, my friend  M olly 
and I w ould study together at her house the afternoon before a test, then I'd sleep  over, and 
we'd g igg le  into the night. The next m orning w e'd take the test. I'd get A's and  sh e ’d get 
C 's .
"And you know  R ob Ram ey," Lee said, looking at som e papers on his d esk —my 
job application, I assum ed. Rob w as m y "in."ssss
"Yes. W e have a m utual friend and that's how  I met him."
"H e’s a great guy. He's done som e really good w ork for us," Lee said.
"So w hat do you know  about peregrines?"
"Nothing," I replied. "I don't know  about birds. But I'm  thinking about a degree in 
wildlife biology, and I thought I be tter get some hands-on experience. Rob is the  only 
person I know  w ho does this kind o f  w ork, and he recom m ended you. I have ro ck  
clim bing experience, I love being outdoors, but I don ’t know  anything about b irds."
L ee glanced at m e, then looked at my application. I looked at his desk. P iles o f 
papers. R olls o f m aps. Pens, paper c lips. Feathers o f  all kinds w ere stuck in the spaces
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betw een books, along the w indow  ledge, and  even behind som e o f the pho tos on the w all. 
Later, I found out about a gam e that Lee p layed with everyone at the B ird Group. H e’d find 
a feather in the field, then pull it ou t later and say: W hat is it? If  you were good, you could  
I.D. the bird and the kind of feather: primary, secondary, tail. There was a  scientist in 
Santa Barbara who analyzed the prey rem ains from peregrine nests for the B ird Group, and 
according to Lee had near-legendary abilities and could supposedly identify the sex, age, 
and species o f a bird from a single feather.
Lee looked up. "To be honest with you , for this kind o f  work," he flicked his 
fingers against the application in  his hand, "you don't need to know about birds. You ju s t 
need to stay. It's hard—twelve, sixteen hour days, all sorts o f  weather. It can  be really 
boring, but we need you there. Y ou live at the site, and everything you do is around those 
birds. If you are at a site, you are at the site. Y ou can't decide you can't take it anymore and 
quit. Once you are in, that's it. T h is is not ju s t a job. You are the parent to  those young 
birds. They need you. They can 't m ake it w ithout you. You need to stay for however long 
it takes for them  to m ature and disperse." He glared at me through his haw k-like eyes, and 
I felt like a mouse caught out in the open.
"I understand that," I sa id , "and if I decide  to do it, I'll stay. I have a question, 
though."
"Yes?"
"Why is the jo b  for a hack ' attendant? W hat does that m ean?"
Lee nodded, like this w as something he was used to answering. "It refers to a 
board. In M edieval tim es, when a  falconer w as training a young hawk, he w ould put food 
out for the birds on a light colored board, so the young w ould see it more readily  and then 
fly in and feed. The board itself w as known as a hack board’. It's actually a  dialect varian t 
on the word hatch,’ w hich in those  times referred  to one o f  those doors that have a top and 
a bottom  that open separately. W hen  young b irds were in the process of learning how to fly 
and  hunt on their ow n but still b e in g  fed by a falconer, they w ere said to be  ’at hack.'
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W e’ve used a lot o f the sam e techniques in designing our réintroduction strategy, and so 
we use hack' to  refer to a site  where hum an attendants are the surrogate parents. I t ’s an 
hom age to falconry and the  contributions it's m ade to  this effort. N ow ," he continued, "we 
can teach you everything you need to know . The m ain thing is that you  stay at the site, that 
you stay the course. It does get easier as tim e goes on, but you really need to stay fo r the 
entire site. That can be for six  to eight weeks."
"W hy six to eight w eeks; why the difference?" I asked.
"The fem ales m ature more slowly than the m ales, and depending on the different 
sexes that are being released, you may have to stay longer. "
"Oh. W ell, if  you w ant to teach m e, I can learn. A nd, as I said, if  I decide to  do  it. 
I’ll stay."
W e looked at each o ther for a m inute. Lee, I’m sure, trying to  see if I was 
bullshitting; m e, trying to look  sincere. T he fact I was sincere helped.
"Okay," he said, tilting his chair forward with a little bang and standing up 
abruptly, "would you like to  see the birds?"
"Sure." I said, getting  up. I w asn 't certain what the "okay" w as about. D id that 
m ean I was hired? Did it m ean he was still thinking about hiring me and was taking m e to 
the next phase o f  the in terview ? I had no idea, but I w anted to see a peregrine, so I agreed.
I follow ed Lee through the tiny hall, onto the deck, down the stairs and crunched 
across the gravel parking lo t toward the b ig  w arehouse-looking building. There w as a door 
facing us, but L ee continued along a dirt path along the side o f the build ing to the back.
"These are the cham bers." He w aved at the w all we were passing. "It's w here we 
keep the breeding adults and  the young that are going to be going to hack  or cross-foster 
sites."
"W hat's a cross-foster site?" I asked. W e’d reached another d o o r at the back  corner 
o f the building, and Lee stopped.
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"At a cross-foster site we pu t peregrine dow nies into a w ild  prairie falcon nest. 
Prairies aren’t endangered, but they are closely related to peregrines. We climb in to  a 
prairie nest, remove the young, and replace them  w ith peregrine chicks. The fem ale raises 
them  as if  they were her original brood."
"W hat happens to  her young? The ones you took out?"
"W e move them  to a prairie nest that doesn 't have many young. When possible, we 
try to foster them near their hatch site. A  lot depends on how m any peregrine eggs we have 
to cross-foster. It can get pretty com plicated. " Lee m om entarily looked down, as if  tracking 
the com plications o f cross-fostering and fostering in his mind. L ater, I'd find ou t ju st how 
chaotic the breeding season was for the Bird Group. I could smell the faint tang o f  the bay 
trees tucked up against the western edge o f the arroyo. Lee looked back at me.
"Okay, now before we go in here, it is im portant that you be  quiet. W e try  to keep 
down any unnecessary disturbance o f  the birds. The adults are here  in the back, and the 
adults with young are in  front. So, y ou ’ll see som e o f the breeding adults first and then 
adults w ith young."
"All right," I said.
Lee opened the door and ushered me into the building. It w as dark and dusty. A fter 
the bright sun outside, it took my eyes a m om ent to adjust to the dim . We were in a narrow 
corridor with plywood w alls and concrete  for a floor. A nd KGO—the AM talk radio  station 
out o f  San Francisco—w as playing at a  fairly loud volum e. W hat w as that about? Didn't 
Lee just tell me to be quiet?
I followed him  dow n the narrow  hallway. This w as not w hat I expected, exactly. I 
had a half-form ed idea o f  open cages, o r large aviaries, from  visiting zoos. D ark 
claustrophobic hallways filled w ith a  m an's boom ing voice were no t it. We reached the end 
o f the corridor and turned  left into another hall.
"Now," Lee said  softly, lean ing  towards me, "these are the adults in here. There are 
peep-holes that you can look through, but there's a p roper way to do  it. Peregrines are
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predators—they com pletely focus on m ovem ent. You don’t w an t them to see you—you w ant 
to m inim ize your movements. So  when you go to look through the peep-hole, block it w ith 
your finger first. L eave it like that for about a m inute. Then m ove your finger and look 
through. Like this." He put his finger over a sm all hole in the plywood w all, w aited, and 
then brought his eye  close to h is finger and slowly moved his finger aw ay. He looked 
through the hole fo r a bit, then stepped back and motioned fo r me to try it.
"So, why d o  you think y o u r  husband is cheating on y o u !"  boom ed the radio.
I put my finger against the peephole. The plywood felt rough against it. I waited.
"He ju st doesn 't come hom e when he's supposed to anymore. H e 's  always 
w orking late..."
I put my head  close to the wall, slowly m oved my finger back, and  looked through 
the hole. I saw a room  filled w ith light. The entire ceiling, though covered w ith a large wire 
mesh, was open to  the sky. Pea gravel covered the floor. At the back o f the room  was a 
shelf lined with A stro  turf—sort o f  like a ledge—and on the sh e lf  was a b ird . It wasn't 
looking at me, so I m ust have done okay with the peep-hole.
" M aybe he 's  working la te  so he can a fford  the m ortgage on that new  house you've
got."
The bird w as absolutely stunning. A black helmet o f  feathers, a back  that was blue 
to slate gray and a buff-colored breast that glowed with an internal warmth like the last 
rem nants o f  a sunset. The bird w as the size o f  a crow , sleek and  compact. Its eyes were 
sharp and dark and the feet a startling yellow.
"Wow," I thought. I cou ld  be working w ith that? A nd how had such an am azing 
bird becom e endangered anyw ay? This bird obviously didn't belong here. It belonged on 
the side o f  a cliff rising  a thousand feet or more, or on the w rist o f a M edieval king.
I turned from  the peep-hole and the bird. I looked over at Lee in the dim ness o f the 
corridor. He smiled at me and began to m ove away. I was am azed that there w ere more 
cham bers in here, a ll with birds as m agnificent as the first one. I  caught up  to  Lee.
8
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"Use Preparation H —the form ula  m ore people trust."
"W hy the radio?" I hissed.
"It m asks any noise w e might m ake and keeps the birds from getting stressed."
I got it. W hite noise. Sound to drown out other sounds. It m ade sense, but why 
K G O  and not something like  classical m usic was beyond me.
"Plymouth, Chrysler, Dodge Bonanza!"  the radio  boomed.
We continued dow n the corridor, past several c losed  doors. I assum ed these led to 
m ore chambers. Lee stopped at another peep-hole.
"This is where the juveniles are. W e keep them w ith  an imprinted female who feeds 
them  until they are ready to  go to a hack site. The birds you 're going to see won't be ready 
for about ano ther week, bu t the ones you'll be taking care o f  will look a lot like them ." H e 
did the peephole thing again, then stepped back and gestured for me to look. M indful o f 
w hat I'd Just learned, I b locked the hole w ith m y finger, counted to about forty-five, 
couldn't wait any  longer, brought my eye close, moved m y  finger, and looked.
This cham ber was the same as the o ther one, except a board covered with A stro-turf 
angled out from  the A stro-turf ledge—for extra  perch space, I supposed. Same gravel, sam e 
open ceiling. B u t there w as m ore activity here. The adult fem ale perched on the ledge was 
ju st as stunning as the other adult. But the young didn't have the adult plumage. They w ere 
chocolate brow n, with light-colored breasts, and dark stripes. There w as down sticking out 
from  beneath their feathers, on  their w ings, under what I guessed w ere their arm pits, 
around their legs, under the ir tail, and a dollop o f down hobbled on top  o f their heads, 
w hich made them  look silly as well as lum py. One was on  the board looking at its siblings 
on the ledge, shifting its feet, and bobbing its head. The o th er two w ere perched together 
on the other side  o f the ledge from the adult. The one that w as on the board  raised its w ings 
and started to flap  hard, and  I expected it to take off, but it didn't. It ju s t flapped like a 
m aniac for about ten seconds and then stopped. This set o f f  one of the others because it did 
the same thing. Through all this, the adult rem ained perched, quiet bu t watchful.
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I stopped looking and turned to Lee, my m outh  open for a  question. H e silenced me 
with a finger to his lips and m oved away down the hall. I follow ed. W hen w e'd gone about 
10 feet, he stopped and looked at me.
"W hy do they flap  like that?" I asked.
"It's exercise. A  precursor to flying. You'll see a lot o f that. It's sort o f  like 
children craw ling before they can walk. Young birds flap before they can fly."
T hat made sense, I’d just never thought about it before. B u t then. I’d never really 
thought about birds at all. M y only experience with b irds was w hen I was twelve. A  baby 
bird had fallen out o f  one o f  the huge M onterey pines in our front yard. I’d stayed up all 
night feeding  it with an eye-dropper every two hours. It would grow  up and return to  our 
yard year after year to  visit me, recognize me and perch  on my shoulder. Despite m y 
assiduous feeding it d ied  on the second day. But this w as different. I wasn’t going to  have 
to feed these birds w ith an eye-dropper. And I’d have help. Lee continued dow n the hall, 
opened the door at the end  and we stepped out into the  bright sun o f  an April afternoon.
"So, what do you think?" he asked.
"V ery im pressive. I had no idea they were so elegant, ” I said.
"D o you think you could w ork w ith them? I t’s hard. Y ou’ll have to get up really  
early. Four, four-thirty m ost m ornings," he warned. I winced. Four-thirty  sounded like the 
middle o f  the night. I thought about those awkward juveniles and the enchanting adults, 
and how I ’d better try som e wildlife w ork to be sure I ’d  like it.
’T d  be thrilled to  w ork w ith these birds, ” I said.
"O kay, well, le t’s get you som e reading."
W e walked back  to the office, and Lee—after som e rum m aging in the stacks o f  
paper—handed me the H a ck  M anual, w hich I could keep , and a copy  o f Behavior o f  Young 
Peregrine Falcons by S teve Sherrod, and a video o f  peregrine falcons, both o f  w hich I had 
to return on "pain of death." Then he got a phone call, and I left. I drove carefully out o f
10
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the quarry, past the trailers and sheds, out o f the  arroyo on the  dirt road, and turned back 
onto the main road o ff campus.
After being in that little quarry  and the cham bers, I w as more aware o f light, of the 
glorious view across the bay to the m ountains above M onterey. The fam iliar w as som ehow 
different, because I knew som ething I hadn't know n before. T here was a sense o f  
anticipation and adventure.
At home I read everything, watched everything. I learned  that peregrines eat 
prim arily  birds. T hey hunt by flying so high they  become a m ere speck. Then w hen a bird 
isolates itself over w ater or a m eadow ,—some place where it cannot take cover—the 
peregrine dives. T his dive is know n as a stoop. T hey ’d been clocked at speeds o f  more 
than 200 mph. They hit their prey in an explosion o f  feathers and, as it falls to earth, they 
grab it. Later a falconer said to m e ; "Other birds flap. Peregrines fly." On the video I heard 
the b irds wail, the sound they m ake when they w ant food, heard  them cack, a loud repeated 
call o f  agitation. T hey do it at other raptors, at each  other, at anything that might harm 
them. The young do it, the adults do  it. It’s a loud  rapid, ringing  call: Cack-cack-cack-cack. 
I saw  the adults eating their prey, holding it w ith  those strong feet, their beaks smeared 
with b lood, their crisp wings folded behind them , no hint o f w hat they could do in the air. 
The v ideo  didn't really show me w hat they could  do in the air, either. The cam era would 
follow this fast m oving dark speck, and som etim es it looked like there might be some loop- 
de-loops, but it w as blurry and hard to  follow. I  learned why the birds were in trouble, 
how the population had crashed in the  60 s and 70  s, how T he W orld Center fo r B irds of 
Prey in Boise, Idaho, and the Bird G roup had coordinated to try  to boost the W estern 
population with m ore birds. B irds w hose bodies had not been contam inated by DDT.
Peregrine falcons are a global species. T here  are local populations, and several 
subspecies, but the nam e "peregrine" means "foreigner." Traveler. Peregrination means 
wandering. There are records o f peregrines flying from  the A rctic  to South Am erica. W hen 
the population crashed, it crashed everywhere.
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I once picked up and thum bed through a used copy  o f a Sunset G arden book from  
1962, the y ear I was bom . The recom m endations for any  kind o f garden pests were the  
same: Earw igs? DDT. Snails? DDT. Aphids? DDT.
In tw o  decades, populations of bald  eagles crashed. Brown pelicans. Peregrine 
falcons. W hen a population declines this rapidly, there is reason for alarm. Extinction is the 
dying out o f  a species, and also the process o f  bringing about such a condition. The 
peregrine w as not extinct, but it was rapidly sliding dow n the slope tow ard extinction.
W hat w as happening in the peregrine's bodies w as a process know n as 
biom agnification. According to one biological dictionary, biom agnification is the 
"...increase in the concentration o f  toxic chem icals with each new link in the food chain." 
Peregrines are predators at the top of the food chain, w hich means they get the m axim um  
concentration o f  toxins. A t a 1991 conference on peregrines Brian W alton, the director o f  
the Bird G roup put it quite well by stating: "The peregrine is an incredibly efficient 
accum ulator o f  pesticides."
The effect o f chem icals on the peregrines' reproductive success is com plicated. I'm  
using the present tense, because even though DDT was banned in the United States, it is 
still used in m any third w orld countries. Som e peregrines m igrate, and even if they d o n ’t, 
the birds they feed on do. A peregrine on the coast of C alifornia can catch a bird m igrating 
up  from South America, and get a decent dose of pesticides. In addition, further research 
has shown that DDT is not the only chem ical factor. It's m ore o f a cocktail o f  DDT,
P C B ’s, (a.k.a. polychlorinated biphenyls) and  dioxins. H ow ever, for the sake o f c larity . 
I 'm  only going to  talk about DD T.
These chem ical effects are an intricate and complex puzzle that has been teased out 
o v e r many years. For the sake o f illustration let's say it w orks like this: It's 1962, and you 
pu t about four ounces o f D D T in your garden to kill insects. The DD T w orks great. B u t a 
flock  of sparrow s comes along and eats som e o f  the insects before they die. M aybe they  
take  a dust bath , and get D D T  on their feathers which enters their system  w hen they preen .
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DDT is not water soluble. It is fat soluble. This m eans it will not be flushed out o f  the 
animals' system, but will rem ain stored in fat of the body of the anim al that ingests it. To 
get an idea o f how this effects a peregrine, lets say each sparrow does this in enough 
gardens to have about one unit of D D T  in  its body. A nd lets assum e that one unit equals a 
sub-lethal dose o f DDT. At this point I need to point out I am not talking about any kind of 
actual amount. The actual amounts are so small that when people talk about them , I have 
trouble conceptualizing them . So I'm taking the liberty  o f talking about a fictional unit in 
order to keep this understandable.
Okay, we've got som e sparrows w ith a unit o f  DDT each in their bodies, (very 
polluted, but not lethal) Then a peregrine comes through. A peregrine can easily eat four 
sparrows a day. And it does this for a  w eek. That's four times seven units of D D T  in the 
peregrine's body. That's tw enty-eight un its a week. 112 per m onth. 1,134 units p e r year. 
Biomagnification.
In reality. The am ounts of D D T ingested in an animals' body are very very  small. 
Minute. So small that scientists talk about them in the terms o f parts per million o r ppm . 
The am ount o f toxicity is in relation to the whole anim al.
T o  conceptualize this, let’s p retend that a fem ale peregrines' body is represented by 
a typical back-yard sw im m ing pool. In addition, let's say that the sm allest amount o f  DDT 
that it takes for a female peregrine to produce non-viable eggs is .1 ppm , that is one-tenth 
of a ppm . A  back yard pool holds approxim ately one hundred cubic m eters. A sugar cube 
is about one cubic centim eter. To get a  toxic level o f . 1 ppm all you need to do is toss ten 
sugar cubes into your pool.
B ecause DDT doesn 't break dow n in water it rem ains stored in an anim als' body. 
Yours and m ine too. If  you 're alive, you  have D D T in your tissues. This is know n as 
bioaccumulation, which is "the accum ulation of toxic chem icals in living things." Actually, 
I'm not great at chem istry, and I’m sim plifying a bit. D D T  does break  down, but it doesn't
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get any less toxic. It turns into D D E , a byproduct o f DDT, and w hat DDE does is mimic 
estrogen.
Horm ones, especially sex hormones, pack  a lot o f  punch in a tiny package. A 
sm all shift in a horm one level can cause big shifts in the body o f the animal affected. The 
problem  with DDE is that it is N O T  estrogen. B ut it m imics estrogen just enough  to cause 
som e serious damage. Imagine that in the com plex endocrine cycle o f an anim al one 
horm one is a key that opens a door. When that door is opened, it triggers the rising or 
low ering o f a different hormone. T his change opens another door, which triggers another 
horm one, and so on throughout the cycle. W hen DDE m im ics estrogen, the k ey  gets put 
into the lock and broken off. The door does not open. The process is stalled. T he complex 
dance o f biology stum bles and trips and down the line things go very wrong.
In peregrines D D E interferes with the horm ones in the fem ale peregrine and 
interrupts the process that lays dow n the calcium  layer o f the egg. As a result the eggshell is 
considerably thinner than normal. W hen the m other snuggles the eggs betw een her body 
and the bottom  o f  the scrape, the eggs crack and die. There are no young.
I thought this w as awful, that these birds would be extinct if  chem icals and 
pesticides were still being used at the deadly rate  that they once were. I was taken with their 
beauty, motivated to try  to make a difference. M otivated, but not necessarily organized or 
effective. Later a friend told me his first im pression o f me was that I was earnest to the 
point o f  being scattered. W hen I w ent out to m y first site, I forgot my binoculars. Lee told 
me later that he thought I was a com plete num skull. (Actually, I think it was "numb-nuts."
It d id n ’t matter to  him  that gender-w ise I couldn’t be a num b-nuts.) Lee cared about the 
birds and he did not suffer fools. I found out la ter he'd only hired m e because he  was 
desperate. There was no one else.
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A ccording to the H ack M anual, in a perfect w orld, an ideal hack site would go like 
this: A large plyw ood box (abou t the size o f  two refrigerators laid side b y  side,) is 
constructed and placed on the side of a cliff. Not a sheer cliff, but a steep one where the 
box can be reached to feed. T he front o f the box—a com bination of bars and wire—can be 
removed. The juvenile birds are confined in the box about a  w eek before they are ready to 
fly. At this point they are usually  between thirty-five and forty days old. The birds that are 
hacked come from  different places. Some are from  eggs that were laid by  captive bred 
birds. Some were collected from  wild nests. They are not genetically related and the only 
criterion for being hacked together is that they are close in age. Peregrines are behaviorally 
hard-wired. At forty to forty-five days o f age, they start to fly. They naturally begin to 
chase birds after they get com fortable in the air, and then they start to hunt. No one 
"teaches" them  these things. T hat's part o f  the reason that a hack site can work. The birds' 
behavior is som ewhat expected and predictable. W hen the birds are in the box they look  out 
the front, and get used to the view  while being  safe and protected. The open front faces 
out, m imicking the feel of an enclosed c liff  ledge. A piece o f  plywood angles across one 
corner o f the box. I f  a predator shows up the birds can retreat behind this "blind" and feel 
safer. After the birds have been  in the box for a week, the lead biologist from  the B ird 
G roup com es to the site, attaches telemetry transm itters to each bird and the front o f the box 
is taken off, allowing the three young inside to venture out. A t this point they are ju st ready 
to  fly, like a 15-year-old w ith a learner's perm it.
W hile the birds are be ing  fitted transm itters the attendants take the front off the box. 
Then they get to their observation points—places where they are far enough away from  the 
birds not to disturb them, but still have them  in view—and spend the rest o f  the day 
watching the birds. O bservation points are w here the attendants will spend most o f their 
tim e. In site-speak, observation points are alm ost alw ays referred to as O. P. 's.
Juveniles have bouts o f  furious w ing flapping. And then one day they become 
airborne. The first flight o f a young bird is called a fledge. A  bird that has ju s t learned to  fly
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is a fledgling. It's a beautifu l word: fledgling. Fledglings are birds that look m ature, but 
don’t land very well. T hey  may vocalize a lot when they fly; som ething about their 
m ovem ents is awkward. L ike all young animals, they stumble. T hey  crash land the first 
week or so. It's not intentional. Often, after that astonishing first fligh t and crash landing, 
they will sit still for hours, taking it in.
If all goes well, the birds fledge on the first or second day after release, return to the 
hack box w ithin tw enty-four hours and eat. This is the single most critical aspect o f  a site. 
Once this happens, the site  is over its biggest hurdle. The birds now  know w here food is 
and they w ill return to the box when they  are hungry.
Juvenile peregrines are brown and tan, and m ore closely resem ble an adult prairie 
falcon than an adult peregrine. Even though they are young, they are the same size as the 
adults.
D uring the first tw o  weeks, the birds stay close to the box and interact w ith  each 
other. They do  perch-to-perch flights, from  box to ledge, to snag, to  box. Like a kitten that 
hides under the couch the first few days in a new place and slowly ventures from  there into 
the other room s o f the house, the peregrines use the box as their cen te r as they explore the 
world. They return for food  and shelter, but slowly radiate farther and  farther out. A fter the 
first week, they often sleep  somewhere else. They return for food un til they've learned to 
fly, learned to hunt, and then they are gone. As an attendant, you've kept them fed and 
protected and your parenting days are over; at least until the next site.
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M UIR B EA C H
W hen you first have an experience, you have no com parison. You on ly  know w hat 
other people have to ld  you. If they  have said: this will happen, and it happens, you are 
perhaps not sufficiently grateful, o r cognizant o f your luck, because you have no idea o f all 
the things that could possibly go wrong.
At my first hack  site I w as lucky. It w ent like a textbook on peregrine 
réintroduction. In retrospect, I w as grateful. A t the tim e, I just tried to keep up.
I got the call in the beginning of May. I'd be going to M u ir Beach and work w ith a 
falconer. Bring s tu ff to  camp out, and food for two weeks. M eet Lee at the B ird  G roup on 
June 5th, and I could follow him to  the site when he delivered the birds. I w as excited and 
anxious. W ho was the guy I’d be working w ith? W hat if we d idn 't like each other? W here 
was M uir Beach? I'd never heard o f  it. I got out a m ap and found it in the G olden  Gate 
Recreation Area ju s t north of San Francisco. The Recreation A rea  once was ranches, 
m ilitary bases, dairy land. It was steep grassy hills rolling to the edge of the continent 
where they gave w ay to  jagged cliffs dropping into the Pacific. A long this coast, beaches 
occurred where creeks lined with w illows and eucalyptus ran in to  the ocean. There were no 
trees on the hills, how ever, and no t many bushes. It was m ainly grass that by June had 
dried golden and invasive thistles, taller than the grass, that form ed impenetrable thickets o f 
spines.
M uir Beach w as both the beach and an enclave of houses nestled into the hills 
northeast o f the beach. Our hack site was on the hills and the cliffs south o f  the beach 
proper. I first got there driving w ith  Lee and Bill O swald, a park  biologist, along an access 
road from  Tennessee Valley. W e’d m et Bill at Tennessee Valley where there w as a bam  
w ith a freezer for the quail, a phone and a shower. M uir Beach w as approxim ately three 
m iles north, and as w e bumped along  the dirt road it seemed like even the sound o f the
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truck  was m uffled  by fog. In  Santa Cruz, the fog came in a t night, in the evening, 
obscuring the sky, blurring the outlines o f everything. T he  a ir had the scen t o f saltwater. 
T here was som ething both active and sensual to it. W rapped in a cloud, everything 
changes, becom es more cozy and muffled. Som e people th in k  fog is spooky, but I never 
did. There w as a seven-year drought in California when I w as growing up, and seven 
years is most o f  a childhood. I was left with a  deep appreciation for w ater—whether the tiny 
m isting of a heavy fog or the deluging rains o f  an El Nino.
Lee and Bill discussed the logistics o f the site. Lee explained to bo th  of us that 
B rent Hetzler, the other attendant, wouldn’t be showing u p  until later. H e was doing som e 
w ork at Point Reyes. As L ee and Bill started discussing site finances, the agencies involved 
and various sources of funding, I looked out the window. T h is was a landscape o f subtle 
colors; grays, golds and brow ns. Even the trees by the c reeks looked w ashed  out by  fog. It 
w as like being inside a watercolor. The edges o f everything softened and were difficult to 
see.
W hen w e arrived, the fog was starting to burn off. A s we drove up, I saw the hack 
box perched on  a narrow ridge 150 feet above the water. T h e  white boards were a stark 
contrast to the dark  rock around it. I'd already read about the hack box in the hack m anual 
and seen a demonstration box at the Bird G roup, a m ock-up used to help other agencies or 
biologists involved in the réintroduction o f other raptors. A t the time, the box really didn't 
seem  like m uch o f  anything to  me. Just a plyw ood box. B u t now, seeing it perched on the 
ridge, I saw how  big it was. I didn 't even want to think abou t how they had  m ounted it out 
there.
There w as a truck parked at a flat spot ju st off the road . A tall b londe man in his 
tw enties w atched us approach. He had round gold rimm ed glasses and h is strong jaw  and 
regular features rem inded m e o f  a man in uniform . But he w as wearing jea n s  and a green 
sw eater. He did  have what I w ould later recognize as the b irder's  uniform; a pair o f 
binoculars hanging around his neck, and a w atch on his w rist.
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W e pulled up and  got out. Lee m ade introductions.
"C lara, Matt N ixon. Matt, C lara W eygandt. M att is an ornithologist with the B ird 
Group and he'll be staying here for a few days until B rent Hetzler gets here. A nd you all 
already k now  Bill O sw ald..." Evidently everyone did.
"O kay, " Lee continued, "lets get this show on the road." H e opened the cam per- 
shell at the back of his truck  and handed M att an apple box. I heard a little scratching noise 
from inside. I realized w ith  surprise that this was how  he transported the birds. I’d thought 
that he w ou ld  use som ething like a dog carrier, but I w as wrong. Peregrines are visual so 
you need to  deprive them  o f visual stimuli to keep them  calm. This is one o f the reasons 
that falconers hood their birds.
L ee handed a box  to Bill and kept a box for him self. I got to  carry the quail. I later 
discovered there is a hierarchy to carrying the birds to  the hack box. W ell, not a hierarchy 
exactly, bu t i f  one of the people representing the agency that has given money for the site is 
there, that person gets to  carry a bird. It's a perk. G ive us $15,000 fo r a hack site and carry 
a peregrine to  the box! O f  course, I d idn’t know that then; I assum ed that because I w as the 
least experienced. I'd carry  the quail. As they started along the trail to  the ridge, I grabbed 
the quail from  the bed o f  the truck. The dark  brown, w et, feathery lum ps were in a clear 
plastic bag. These were Japanese quail that were raised at the Bird Group. Fed strictly on 
organic feed it was cheap and insured that the peregrines started their life pesticide-free.
I opened the bag  and counted the lum ps. 1, 2, . . . 6 . W ould that be enough? I 
supposed so. Every fem ale got tw o per day, so even i f  w e had three fem ales, there w as 
enough. Fem ales got tw o, males got one. A s I counted, I realized I didn't know the gender 
o f  our birds.
I ran  a  bit to catch up, feeling like I did in kindergarten, the first day, when I didn't 
know  anyone, and everything was strange. I caught u p  w ith them, and  we started slow ly 
down the ridge. I was struck  by the form ality  o f what w e were doing. Som ething about the 
situation rang  o f  presentation, o f bringing fealty to a lord  or king. I felt like I should be
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leading a charger, or carrying a silk pillow coddling a golden pear, to be eaten by the 
princess under a  spell that had kept her im prisoned for a thousand years.
But really , I was carrying a bag of dead  quail behind three guys with apple boxes 
tow ards a big w hite plyw ood box on the edge o f  a cliff. W e were a long way from  the 
tim es when falcons were used to hunt birds, used  world-wide by kings and com m oners 
alike. A good falcon has always been valued; there are records o f land trades, treaties, and  
agreem ents m ade with the inclusion of a num ber o f falcons.
Lee told m e that one o f  the things I had to watch out for was people trying to steal 
the birds. "It probably  won't happen," he said, "but you need  to be aware o f  it. One o f 
these beauties could  easily be worth several thousand dollars to the right buyer, both here 
and in the M iddle East. So keep an eye out."
Getting to  the box was no picnic. It w as about 100 yards dow n a crum bly ridge, 
w ith  a  steep rocky  hillside to the east, and a 200  foot cliff on the west. The thought that I 'd  
be clambering dow n this in the dark made m e pause. I hoped I’d be fam iliar enough w ith it 
by then not to m ake too m any m istakes. Ahead o f  me everyone seemed solem n and sure­
footed. I was g lad  m y only responsibility was the quail.
Once w e got to the hack box—I hung back  and watched as Lee knelt by  the little 
door in the side. M att handed him an apple box and Lee carefully m aneuvered it into the 
hack  box with the upper ha lf o f his body in the box, his knees on the dirt and rock outside. 
H e 'd  do som ething in there, then com e out w ith an empty apple box and shut the door. 
H e'd  put the em pty  cardboard box on the roo f o f  the hack box, and he repeated the process 
until all three birds were in the hack box. M att and Lee collected the cardboard boxes and 
clim bed up to w here  Bill and I waited a little above.
"Why d o n ’t you take a look," he suggested. And w e did. One by one, we 
clam bered carefully  down to see the birds. W hen it was m y turn, I put my finger over the 
peep-hole and w aited. As I did, I looked out at the view, the steep drop, the ocean, and
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tried to imagine I w as a peregrine. I thought about the hack box being my hom e. But I w as 
too excited to really feel that. I w anted to see the birds. After a  m inute, I looked.
There they w ere. One in front of the box, already looking out the bars, one perched 
on a sm all rock in the middle, and the third hidden behind the screen, where I couldn't see 
it very well. They w ere  brown and lumpy with down. Their eyes were deep b lack  and 
alert. They looked alm ost identical to the juveniles I'd  seen in the chambers. I knew  they 
were older, but they looked the sam e to me. On their right legs w as a perm anent metal 
identification band. O n their left a leather cuff with a dummy telem etry transm itter attached. 
The dum m y transm itter was about a  half-inch long by  a quarter-inch wide, w ith a twelve- 
inch wire attached to it. The reason for the dum m ies was to get the birds used to  having a 
transm itter on their leg . Lee would put real transm itters on them  on release day. As I 
watched, the bird on the rock lifted its foot, and started biting the leather cuff.
Telem etry is an interesting thing. It's incredible at tracking animals—especially large 
ones—throughout their ranges. E ven though catching an animal fo r radio collaring can be 
traum atic for the anim al, the overall information about their m ovem ents, territory and 
habitat use is phenom enal. Better electronics m eans that the telem etry unit itse lf is less and 
less invasive. But all that aside, fo r our purposes, th is is how it w as done.
Before the young were put in the box for the first week o f  acclim atization, they 
were fitted with dum m y transmitters at the B ird Group. These dum m ies were the same size 
and weight o f the real ones, to get the birds used to having this thing  like a m etal almond 
with a long tail on one o f  their legs. The real transm itter was attached with a sm all leather 
cuff fastened by a sing le  stitch o f  cotton thread. The thread rotted through ten days to two 
weeks after release, and  the transm itter dropped off. W e didn’t need  to track the  bird 
beyond that, and by tha t time the transm itter had usually stopped transmitting. W e let them  
fuss w ith the dum m ies for an entire week while they were in the box so they w ouldn't rip 
o ff the real transm itters.
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It w as funny. Som e of the birds I'd helped re lease  would shake their feet, and  look 
at the transm itters initially, sometimes biting at the cuff, trying to get it off; but as the week 
wore on, they  would stop. Others w ould shake their feet the first day or so, and then be 
fine w ith it. At one site, there was a fem ale which w e named W ire-biter. W e got her name 
from how  she treated the transmitters. She not only b it the wire o ff  o f  her dum m y 
transm itter in the box, but also o ff the transmitters o f  her two siblings. W ithin three days 
after release, she'd bitten the wire o ff all the real transm itters as w ell ! Luckily it was a 
coastal release, where eagles were not a threat. T racking was relatively easy, so the fact that 
our telem etry wasn't w orking well w asn't as critical as it would have been at a m ore rem ote 
site.
N o t that telem etry was fool-proof. There w as, o f  course, M urphy's Law  o f 
Telem etry, which stated that the transm itter on the b ird  you were m ost worried about would 
fail; som etim es within the first day or two. Always. W ell, maybe not always, but it 
certainly seem ed that w ay.
T he way radio telem etry works is this; There's a receiver, and  any num ber o f  
transmitters. The transm itters are program m ed to transm it a radio pulse at difference 
frequencies. The receiver picks up these different frequencies, w here they appear as a 
series o f beeps. Each frequency has a different tone and  pulse. The receiver is a sm all metal 
box with a speaker, a couple of dials, and a large alum inum  antenna that looks like a old 
1950’s T V  antenna. W hen  you take a reading, you h o ld  the box in one hand, and the 
antenna in the other, and sweep for the signal. The an tenna is attached by a fairly long 
cord. U sually  the higher up  you are, the better you can  pick up the signal, so often w e'd 
get on top  o f  a ridge, o r i f  we were low er, we'd clim b on top of som ething—a boulder, a 
truck—and sweep.
T elem etry can a lso  bounce. The signal can hit a  c liff or a tall building and bounce 
o ff it and you pick up the bounce rather than the actual signal. To get a cleaner reading, it is 
always w ise  to triangulate your signal. This means you  m ust take your readings from  three
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different locations, about a quarter mile aw ay from each other, and if all three line up  on 
one spot, that's m ost likely w here the transm itter is.
It’s im portant to rem em ber that all the telemetry tells you is w here the transm itter is. 
It does not necessarily m ean that is where the bird is. It does not tell you anything about the 
condition o f  the bird, w hether it is dead or alive, or badly injured, although with som e 
telemetry now, researchers can  infer this. Som etim es the signal is faint, o r fades in and out 
rapidly, and that can mean that the bird is in  flight, but not always.
Telem etry is a good tool, extrem ely useful, but it is a ball park tool—accurate, but
not precise, capable of giving you solid inform ation, but with lim itations.
* * * * * *
During that first week, I learned the difference betw een a raven and a red-tail. I 
learned what a turkey vulture looked like, and I started hearing about the uneasy alliance 
between falconers and biologists.
The way I heard the story, the falconers first noticed that the peregrine population 
was not what it had been. Falconry is an o ld  sport, dating back to at least the M edieval 
period in the W est, even further back in the M iddle East and the Orient. T here are several 
ways to obtain a bird, but this one is the one that lead to the techniques used  at a hack site. 
A  falconer locates a mating pa ir early in spring. He keeps an eye on the nest, and w hen the 
young have hatched, he clim bs to the nest and  takes one. He rears it by hand, feeding it and 
getting it to im print on him as the source o f  food. W hen it reaches 35 to 42  days o f age, he 
takes it out and lets it learn to  fly  in the w ild. He tracks it, however, and lays out m eat on  a 
light-colored board for the b ird  to return to  and  feed. The bird will naturally pursue prey , 
and once it has learned to hunt, the falconer re-traps it and uses it to hunt. T he process o f  
letting the juvenile bird go and then re-trapping it is called hacking. Juvenile birds in th is 
process are said to  be "at hack. "
Today, falconers in C alifornia are licensed by both federal and state wildlife 
officials. Initially you must apprentice under a M aster falconer for a total o f  two years. You
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have a license, but you  can only fly a kestrel o r a red-tail. I f  you continue, you  becom e a 
G eneral falconer and can own tw o birds. I f  you are a  M aster falconer you can  own three. 
Falconers fly every k ind  of raptor. They still collect birds from  w ild nests, w ith  permits 
from  the state. W hich  is why, in California in the 1960's, they noticed that m any peregrine 
nests w ere failing.
M att the ornithologist told m e a lot o f  the history of peregrine recovery during that 
first w eek at M uir Beach. He also filled me in on the tension betw een biologists and 
falconers. Both groups worked together tow ards the same goal, both recognized the 
im portance of what they  were doing and were alm ost always in agreement about how it got 
done, but the tension showed itself mainly in their attitude tow ards the birds.
I learned falconry terms from  Brent. M att didn't like it. H e 'd  warned m e about it 
before B rent got to the  site.
"You'll be hearing Brent using some term s that are not biologically correct. He's a 
falconer, and falconers have a different way o f referring to the birds. I'm not saying that's 
bad, but you need to  be  aware that there are tw o different ways o f  looking at w hat we are 
doing "
"Okay," I said. This was new  to me, and it w as interesting to find ou t about points 
o f  contention.
"Falconers, w ell, they tend  to regard the birds as theirs. There 's a lw ays a tendency 
to want to control or confine the birds. Not the birds that we have  here, but b irds in 
general. Biologists d o n 't want that. They tend to w ant the population to be b ack  to what it 
was because of the b igger ecological picture. There are also w ords and term s that you'll 
hear used in falconry that are not used in biology," he continued. "For exam ple, falconers 
refer to the fem ale as 'the falcon' and the m ale as the tiercel.' I t’s a word tha t m eans third ' 
and it's because the m ale  is approxim ately a third sm aller than the female."
"W hy is that?" I asked
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"That's the m illion dollar question." he rep lied . "We d o n ’t know. In m ost species 
when there 's a difference in size betw een male and  female, the m ale is the larger one. 
That's know n as sexual dim orphism . In raptors, often  it’s the fem ale that is larger than the 
male. T h is  bucks the trend, so it's called  reverse sexual dim orphism ."
"And it isn't know n w hy that happens? " I pressed.
"N ot in raptors, it's not. Sexual dim orphism  is easier to  explain. M ales need  to 
defend the females from  other m ales, defend territories, things like that. But w ith raptors, 
the advantage for the fem ale being larger isn’t as obvious.”
"Okay. So, if  in falconry you say falcon and  tiercel, w hat do you say in biology?"
"Female and m ale."
Sometime la ter at the site Brent told me about rehabilitating a red-shouldered hawk. 
It was sort o f  a drag to  fly, he explained, as it kept going after snails. Brent did not find 
this exciting prey. B ut to  a bird that had been injured, perhaps snails were the easiest 
source o f  food for the least amount o f energy. O r it could have been  what it was used to 
eating. W hat 1 found interesting was the judgm ent, the separation in perception, the 
difference between being  dissatisfied w ith snails and  thinking it w as pretty dam n sm art o f
the bird to  go for that prey item.
*  *  *  *  *  *  *
Various philosophies, m ainly Eastern, talk about the concept o f detachm ent. O f 
being in  the world, bu t not o f it. It's one of those slippery things that sounds like a simple 
thing to practice, but it's not. H ow  are you close and  caring and still detached? H ow  do 
you love and let som ething go? H ow  do you subsum e your neuroses and desires, and try 
to see things from a larger perspective?
I got into peregrine work for com pletely selfish reasons. The desire to help an 
endangered species m ade me look good. Peregrines were on o f  the charism atic m egafauna, 
a phrase used to describe a species, usually a large one which everyone agrees should  be
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saved. Peregrines had a h istory  with m an, they were beautiful, sexy and rom antic, and  
perhaps som e o f that would rub  off on m e.
All that is true. But th is is true as well: that I kept doing the w ork  because I fell in 
love. Because it wasn't just the peregrines that I encountered with im m ediacy and intim acy. 
It was the pocket gopher by the observation point at M uir beach, the goldfinches pulling at 
m ilk-thistle dow n to reach the seeds, the soft feel o f fog in the morning and the orange and 
gray beetles in my tent. It w as the warm dry winds o f afternoons in the Sierras, the 
occasional rattlesnake, the Townsend's solitaire that sang from  a snag above one cam p, the 
bats and cricket that sang a sym phony o f counterpoint at dusk. It was the sweet pace and 
the unnecessary generosity o f  the natural world. I kept getting taught things I didn't even 
know I had to learn. Because, ultimately, I had to care deeply and let go. That was m y job. 
The falcons, all they had to do  was be wild.
I've m et falconers w ho  had no use for conservation beyond peregrines, and 
falconers that worked tirelessly throughout the field season and were raging 
conservationists. I've heard biologists call any bird that w as not a peregrine "prey species" 
and seen them  clim b into nests on dangerously crum bling cliffs. There w as respect and 
selfishness on both sides o f  the  fence.
On m y second day M att started teaching me about birds. We headed for the shore 
below  the box, as M att thought there m ight be a raven nest nearby. W e walked dow n the 
fire road that led to the beach when suddenly a large bird appeared over the brush covered  
field to the east.
"Okay, w hat's that?" asked Matt.
The bird w as big and dark.
"Eagle?" I ventured.
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"No, no, b u t it is big. N o , that's a turkey  vulture. Y ou don't have to  w orry about 
them , because they  won't bo ther our birds. Y ou'll see plenty o f  them; they 're all over."
W e w atched as the vulture soared over us. I could see its little red  head.
"That's a n ice sighting," M att com m ented, "but you m ay not alw ays get such a 
good look, so how  do you tell it's  a TV right away."
A what? H ad  he just sa id  TV ? D idn't he ju st say it w as a turkey vulture...oh.
"Short for Turkey Vulture." Matt explained.
"I know, I ju s t got it." I replied.
"So, how do you tell a turkey vulture w hen it's far aw ay, like over that ridge?" He 
pointed to a hill at least a mile aw ay. I couldn't imagine being able to tell a  bird from  that 
distance, but M att w as an ornithologist, he knew  the m ysteries o f birds.
"I have no  idea," I said earnestly. This seem ed im possible to me.
"You look at the silhouette o f the bird and the way it flies. Both those together will 
get you to TV. F irst, the silhouette. Turkey vultures have a very  steep w ing angle, 
especially com pared to other b irds their size. N o other bird that size will have that wing 
angle. " M att put his hands out, palm s down, fingers together, everything flat. "Eagles have 
a very flat profile, like this..." H e  moved his hands so the palm s were up, and form ed a 
"V." "Turkey vultures have a p ro file  like this, even when they aren't flapping. On top o f 
that, they tilt when they soar. It m akes them  look unstable, bu t they aren't." M att took the 
V o f  his hands and tilted it sharply, then righted it. "Like that."
I looked at h is hands, and  then over to the ridge. The b ird  had disappeared. I m ust 
have looked disappointed because he said, "Don't worry, you 'll be seeing a lot o f them."
W e resum ed walking. I had  my binoculars, but I kept forgetting to  use them. 
Suddenly Matt stopped, and put h is bins to his eyes in one flu id  motion. I looked where he 
was looking. A b lack  speck. O h geez, a speck.
"Okay, " M att said, "take a look at that. You might need  your binoculars," he added 
helpfully.
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I looked at the speck and, trying to im itate the m aster, I brought m y bins to m y eyes 
in  one smooth m otion, still looking at the speck. Blue. A ll I saw was blue. I m oved the 
b in s  a little. M ore blue. G od, I w as such a doofus. I m oved them  som e m ore—nothing bu t 
sky. I took m y bins down and looked for the speck with m y  bare eyes. I looked where 
M att was looking with his binoculars—oh, I saw  it. 1 tried again and this tim e I got it. T he 
speck  became a black, flat silhouette, about as big as the TV .
"Eagle?" I ventured.
"No. R ed-tail hawk. You'll see a lot o f  them, too. B u t your instincts are good, its 
silhouette is m ore flat—like an eagle. But it's m uch smaller, and its fingers are not so 
pronounced."
Sm aller than an eagle? H ow  was I supposed to know  that? I had nothing to 
com pare it to. A nd what was that "fingers" rem ark?
"Also," M att continued, "it has the c lassic  buteo silhouette, and it does have a red  
tail, but not alw ays. Red-tail haw ks are notorious for having different color m orphology, 
so  that's not a good way to i.d. them . The rea lly  solid way is by their arm pits. They're 
b lack . RTH's are the only buteo w ith black arm pits."
Oh God. I had been afraid o f  this. T his always happened with nature stuff; people 
started  talking and suddenly I didn 't know w hat they meant. They'd rattle on and I'd have 
to stand there and rem ind m yself that I was intelligent, and not only that but they were 
supposedly speaking English. A nd birds had armpits?!
"Back up ." I said. " You lost me at bu teo , and the co lo r m orphology didn't m ake 
anyth ing  any clearer, and then you tossed in arm pits, and I am  so lost, it's not even 
funny." Matt th rew  back his head and laughed.
"I'm sorry ," he said. "I forget how it sounds in the beginning. B uteo  is a 
description for a certain kind o f raptor body shape. Raptors have different silhouettes, 
d ifferent body shapes that reflect how they hunt. " He hunkered down and sm oothed out the  
dust o f  the fire road. "This is a buteo silhouette." He sketched a bird w ith w ings
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outstretched. It looked like  a bird to m e. He sm oothes a bit more. "This is a falcon. And 
this is an accipiter. See how  the falcon's wings are like a boom erang and they have a 
narrow tail.? The accipiter has oval w ings, and a narrow  tail? The body shape reflects how 
it hunts." I looked again at the buteo shape. It looked spread out; w ide wings, w ide tail.
"This looks m ore spread out." I said brilliantly, pointing to it.
"You got it," he said. "We'll d raw  all the shapes in  your field notebook w hen we 
get back to cam p. That w ay  you can re fe r to them and start to tell the difference. D on't 
worry if  you don’t get it righ t away, you  have time."
"So how  do they hunt? " I asked as we continued down the hill.
"Buteos tend to hun t in open areas. They ring up—you've seen that, a b ird circling 
without flapping its w ings—and watch the ground for prey. They have wide w ings and a 
wide tail that allows them  to  soar and hover while they hunt. They eat a fair num ber o f 
m am m als and reptiles. R ed-tails, rough-legged, black, H arris’, red-shouldered, they 're all 
buteos. You'll probably on ly  see red-tails and red shouldered here. M aybe a rough­
legged."
"Okay," I said, try ing  to concentrate. I was a little overw helm ed.
"The accipiters you 'll see here are most likely sharp-shinned and Cooper's. I doubt 
you'll see a goshawk. W e’re not in their range. A ccipiters like forested areas. T hey tail- 
chase their prey, and they have more oval shaped wings and a long narrow  tail that enables 
them to m aneuver in the close quarters o f  a wood. Falcons ring way up  and isolate their 
prey over water, or an open  area. Then they dive on it, and kill it w ith  their feet. Y ou'll 
most likely only see kestrels here. T hey 're  the sm allest North Am erican falcon. Y ou might 
get a m erlin blow ing th rough , but that's it."
I nodded. My head  w as spinning with goshaw k, sharp-shinned, and m erlin . I 
hoped I could keep it all straight.
At the bottom o f  the hill, we veered  west and w alked onto the beach. T here w as a 
small creek that disappeared into the sand. In front o f us the Pacific tossed fiercely in the
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sun. T here  were some rocks on the north end of the beach. M att pointed to one particularly 
large dark  one. "Beyond that is the unofficial nude beach," he said . Growing up  in Santa 
Cruz I w as used to rocky  north coast beaches being clothing-optional. Som ehow w ord got 
around, and  the people w ho wanted to take their c lo thes off did. T hey’d huddle up against 
the cliffs and when the sun made a b rief appearance, strip and lie in the sun. I had no 
objection, but it looked cold as hell to me. Not an enjoyable way to  be naked. The beach 
itself w as like all N orthern California beaches: rocky; churning w ater that you couldn't 
really sw im  in. Even if  you took the cold, it was m uch  too rough. The technique was 
mainly d ip  and then run  rapidly out o f  water. There w as always fog , or if not, a cold wind, 
so you bundled  up good, and ju st your feet were bare.
W e continued along the south edge o f the beach. I looked up. The ridge rose 
steeply above us. I saw  a bird fly overhead. It was b ig  and jet b lack.
"M A TT!" I exclaim ed, "Is that a  boo ..boo...you know, one of those birds?!" He 
glanced at it.
"N ope. Good try , the silhouette is similar, b u t see, that's no t even a raptor. "
"It's  not? "
"C orvid. It's a raven."
O h. It seemed m y ignorance was glaringly apparent every tim e I opened my mouth. 
But I cheered  m yself up by thinking that at least I’d so rt o f  recognized the silhouette.
"A nd how do  you say that w ord again, boo..."
"Boo-tee-oh. B uteo." he replied.
"A nd we just saw  a raven, and it's a what?"
"C orvid. It m eans it's in the crow  family."
"A nd how do you say that other w ord? Ah..." I couldn't even  fully rem em ber it, 
not even enough to bu tcher the pronunciation.
"Ak-sip-ah-ter. Accipiter. T here 's buteos, accipiters, and falcons."
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I nodded. I sort o f w anted to a sk  how he knew  it was a raven and not a crow , and I also 
w anted to know  w hat other b irds where in the  "crow fam ily" w hich sounded large, bu t I 
w as afraid I'd get another big explanation w ith  a lot o f names that I couldn't remember.
As we got closer to the w ater I sm elled the fam iliar sm ell o f the lim estone cliffs, 
so ft and chalky m ixed with the pungent tang o f  seaweed piled on the tide line. W e walked 
to  the edge o f  the sand and as I looked out, I realized w hat I w as seeing. Seagulls. LOTS 
o f  them. And they w ere birds, not just part o f  the landscape like they had been  before. M y 
heart sank. I'd forgotten about them . And I w as here w ith an ornithologist, and there w as 
undoubtedly som ething com plicated and tricky about them  as well. They all looked alike, 
how ever, so perhaps it w ouldn 't be too hard.
"I know  w hat these are," I said, like a  kid showing off. "They're seagulls,"
M att w inced. "Don't say  that," he said.
"Say what?"
"Seagulls. It's very im proper."
"It is?" I w as astonished. "Why is it im proper?"
"They are 'gulls'. T here is no such b ird  as a 'seagull.' It's sort o f snobby, I know , 
bu t in ornithology, you display your ignorance im m ediately w hen you say seagull. "
I guessed I wouldn't tell h im  about m y favorite pun on the packages o f  frozen 
bagels my mom used to buy w hen  I was a kid . "W hen is a seagull not a seagull?  When it's 
a bay  gull!"
"Oh," I looked out at them , flying, perching on large rocks just o ffshore, standing 
in groups on the sand. I thought there must be  at least two different species; one species 
w as gray and white and black w ith  yellow bills. Their plum age looked crisp. Sort of like a 
uniform . The other species w as sort o f a gray-brow n-w hite m ixed together, kind of 
m uddy. "I bet there 's m ore than one kind here  too, isn't there?"
"I'd say there’s at least five species here. Don't w orry about it too m uch," he added  
quickly , seeing my face. "You don 't have to know  the difference."
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"W ell, what’s the difference between those tw o main species?" I asked.
"What are you talking about?" He looked at m e quizzically.
"Those ones that are gray and white, and neat looking, and  then those sort o f 
m uddy-looking ones."
M att frowned out at the gulls standing at the waters' edge, then his face cleared.
"Oh, oh, I ge t it. No, those aren't tw o different species, even  though it seem s like 
they are because o f  the  plumage. N o, the neat' looking ones are  the adults, the  'muddy' 
ones are the first years." He looked at me. "And there are still at least five different species 
here."
T his was getting  worse and worse. Those w ere the juven iles?  There w ere tons o f 
them. There were five different species? But they w ere all alike !
I m ust have looked crushed, because he said, "Don't worry about it. Gulls are  tough. Just 
w ork on identifying raptors."
I w as relieved to  be off seagull duty. No, "gull" duty, I corrected m yself. I felt like 
m y ignorance was apparent enough without m aking it worse by saying taboo things like 
"seagull."
W e headed south , scram bling over slick rocks exposed by  low tide. O ur goal was 
to get to the shoreline below  the box , and see if there was any danger to the b irds from that 
direction. Part o f our du ty  as hack attendants was to assess potential dangers to the birds. 
The rocks were a dark gray that rem inded me o f slate. There w ere tide pools, bu t no 
colorful anem ones o r starfish. T here  were some prehistoric looking things on the rocks, 
though. T hey looked like big sow -bugs to me. They w ere hard and clung tightly  to the 
rock. I touched one; it felt like leather and didn't m ove. I wanted to  ask M att w hat they 
were, but he was far ahead  o f me, scanning the c liff  above us w ith  his b inoculars. He'd 
seen a couple o f ravens near the box  this morning and wondered if  they w ould be a 
problem . It depended on how territorial they got. An adult raven could certainly give a 
young peregrine a hard  time.
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W e found the raven 's nest on a rock  just offshore, not right below  the box, but 
farther south. I had never seen a raven's nest. From below , it looked like a lot o f  sticks 
stuck in a horizontal cleft in the rock about thirty feet up.
"It's a good location." M att noted. "See, they are protected from  predators ou t 
there, isolated, but still close to land. I b e t there are gulls nesting on that rock as w ell. I 
don't like how  close it is to the box, though. We'll ju s t have to keep an eye on it."
W hen we returned to camp. M att dug around in his car and handed me his b ird  
guide. It w as the National Geographic one, which he explained was the best, as it show ed 
all the different plumages for each species: male, fem ale and juvenile, as sometimes birds 
didn’t m olt into their adult plum age until after their first year. He also said that som etim es 
different individuals in the sam e species went through various color variations; for 
example, light and dark m orphs. He show ed me the pages with silhouettes of haw ks in 
flight, and suggested I copy them  in m y notebook. I nodded and listened, trying to  take it 
all in. I knew  that birds w ere com plicated, but this w as daunting. I didn't say I had n o  idea 
what he m eant by "morphs. " I assumed by  the way he was using the word it m eant 
different appearances, but I thought I'd w ait and ask him  about it later.
I sat down in m y new  alum inum  law n chair, w hich looked so cam py I w as 
em barrassed to be using it. Even as I paged through the guide I noticed it was surprisingly 
comfortable. I looked at peregrines. I noticed that juvenile  peregrines looked a lot like  the 
adult prairie falcons. "That could  get confusing," I thought. I found the pages with the 
silhouettes o f  female haw ks in flight, and drew them  in my notebook.
A t one  point, betw een drawing the female red-tail and the fem ale Cooper's, I 
looked up. M att was in his truck, door open , and it looked like he was drawing too. In 
front of m e, the ground sloped, and then dropped sharply. I could see the little ridge the 
box was on , and the box itself, glaring w hite  in the afternoon sun. For a moment the  
surreal quality  o f the entire scene hit m e. The box, isolated there on the c liff edge, and  then, 
a  little aw ay from  it perched on  the one flat place on th is steep grass and thistle-covered hill,
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a m otley conglom eration o f  tw o tents, th ree trucks, a few  alum inum  chairs, and us, our 
heads bent over notebooks, recording.
B ut then, when you cam e to think about it, m aking espresso drinks was pretty  
surreal too; standing behind a  counter all day and selling little cups o f a brown liquid to 
people w ho cam e up and gave  you m oney. I looked out across the ocean. I was learning. I 
was outside, draw ing in a notebook. I w asn 't waiting on people, I w as doing som ething 
scientific, I w as getting a chance to do som ething on the right side o f the scale, to balance a 
wrong that had been done b y  m y species towards another. M aybe done in ignorance, but 
done nonetheless. I'd rather do  this than sell things to people, any day.
B rent w as the sort o f  person w ho would have m ade a good pioneer. I sw ear, he 
could scratch a living from a rock. The first day he was there he scrounged old lum ber left 
from  when the land was a ranch: warped pieces of plyw ood and gray-patinaed 2X 4's 
hidden in the grass. He nailed  them  together with ham m er and nails from  his toolbox and 
built an outdoor kitchen. It h ad  a little table where we set the stove and three little w alls to 
cut the wind. It faced the ocean , and he pu t in a bench so we could sit, cook, eat, and see 
the box. H e didn 't have a saw , so pieces o f  wood stuck out at odd intervals, m aking it look 
like a fort built by a couple o f  kids. But it becam e the center o f  our cam p. Later in the site, 
when the birds w ere older and  flying all over, we'd sit there and make pancakes and watch. 
Brent had a Colem an stovetop oven, and one weekend we m ade blueberry muffins from  a 
box. Oh, were they good! B ig  treat after tw o weeks o f ram en, soup, and Kraft m acaroni 
and cheese.
Before w orking at the site, Brent clerked in a T hrifty  D rug store in Southern 
California. I couldn 't picture h im  there. T o  m e he alw ays had his scruffy beard and the old 
navy-blue ski bibs that he w ore all the tim e. I could not im agine him in a florescent-lit drug
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store. Here, outside, he looked like he belonged. Brent w as all about practicality. The ski 
overalls were from  a thrift store; they w ere cheap and w arm .
He knew  how to deal with the cold. Even though he was from  Redondo Beach, he 
w as savvy. H e wore the ski bibs with a  wool shirt, a p ile jacket and a hat with flaps. He 
had a thin, haw kish face, a  scraggly beard, and generally looked pretty scary. I ju st 
bundled: wool hat—hand-knit by a student for m y father—big pile jacket, long johns, jeans, 
boots. We bo th  looked hom eless. That's w hat happens w hen you live in a tent and a R am  
Charger parked on the side o f  a hill for six weeks. Inevitably, everything gets dirty. W e 
cam ped in the dirt, and the w ind blew dust around. The first few w eeks o f the site we were 
too tired to stay clean. W e’d show er in the utility room in the barn w hen we could.
On the day of release M anel cam e to the site with Lee. He was a Spanish wildlife 
biologist w ho w as studying an endangered harrier in Spain and wanted to look at the 
techniques that the Bird G roup  used in hacking, to see if  sim ilar efforts would be effective 
w ith the harrier. He was com pact, gorgeous, and very polite . I don’t th ink my m outh 
dropped open w hen I saw him , but I definitely  registered the gorgeous part.
6/12/87 Release day
7:15 pm. Release. I  am in le ft O.P. We are doing an evening release instead o f  a m orning  
one. M ost likely  the birds w ill no t f ly  tonight. M att by box, putting q ua il on top. N ow  he's  
removing na ils that hold on fro n t o f  box on the right side.
7:17 Lee is by  the bo.x. B irds are aware som ething is going  on
7:18 Lee opens door to box, enters, b irds each wildly—L ee  now in box herding birds B ren t
and  M att are rem oving fr o n t  o f  the box. B. on fa r  side by  ocean, M. on this side
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7:19 B ren t lying across top o f  box removing bo ttom  nail with M a tt hanging o n to  his foot. 
Lee putting  transmitters on birds, M anel taking pictures.
7:24 B irds still caching, Lee still in box. Matt a n d  Brent waiting to remove f r o n t  o f  box.
7:25 B rent taking no tes on top o f  box. Lee still in box, M anel still watching fr o m  top o f  
cliff. W indy and  clear, S /SW  winds. M att p lacing  quail on rocks by  box.
7:31 M att/Brent remove the fron t o f  the box. M att hands Lee a p lastic  bag. M a tt out o f  
view, B rent on top o f  box, Lee inside, putting q ua il remains in bag.
7:37 B ren t gets o f f  top o f  box. M a tt & Brent on top o f  cliff. Lee still in box.
7:40 Lee still in box, has a ll birds beh ind  blind. M a tt going back to right O.P. M anel and  
B rent take box fro n t a n d  leave by fe n c e
7:41 Lee  removes cardboard fro m  fr o n t  o f blind, squirts water on the birds to keep  them 
fro m  fly in g , and  slow ly em erges fr o m  box, closes door and  leaves. M att com es back up 
hill w /  gear, pu ts it a t fence.
7:48 B irds out fro m  b eh in d  blind, 2  fe m a le s -b o th  by edge o f  box, much w ing flapping, 
that f la p  at each other—
7:50 R igh t red fem a le  is on perch outside o f box. M ale still behind  blind. O ther fem a le  
perch ed  on rock in box  flapping.
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7:53 R ight red  fem ale go es around to outside o f  box by ocean. W hite fem ale takes her  
place on perch  on board  outside o f  box.
7:55 R ed  fem a le  out o f  view. White fe m a le  flapp ing  on board. Can see  wing tip o f  fem a le  
by ocean. M ale  still b eh ind  blind.
7:57 M ale com es out fr o m  behind blind, sees fem ale, cacks, retreats. Looks out again  and  
emerges, cacking. He sits  on stick p e rch  in box, flu ffed  up, caching. Female on b o a rd  still 
flapping, both looking around  a lot. M ale  stretches wings, cacks again. Red fem a le  still 
unseen.
9:30 Watch until dark, bo th  fem a le  a n d  male in box, don 't know i f  they  ate. R ed  fem a le  is 
still on ocean side o f  box. So  fa r  a g o o d  release—no trouble with ravens.
6 /1 3 /8 7
Up a t 4:35 in blind by 5:45. M orning: dense fo g  with w inds S.-SW  
poor visibility, about 100 fee t.
6:20 a .m . M essed  w / telem etry, writing in ball-point until /  get a pencil, white fe m a le  
telemetry working well—re d  fem ale  a n d  m ale don't seem  to be com ing through as well, but 
this m ay be m y  inexperience as well a s a transm itter problem . Increased visibility down, 
can see ocean, but as fa r  a s across can barely see outline o f  box.
By the end o f  the day I w as getting the hang of it, and w rote this:
7:43 p .m . Just d id  telem etry on box, w hite fem ale  com ing through really clear. R e d  fem a le  
not good, it's breaking up a lot. M ale cam e out o f  box, sa t on board, returned to box. ( ju s t
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got truck, it's great! A t  the end o f  this I ’ll have to d o  som ething really  nice fo r  B ill.) It's  
fu n n y  though, the truck  is obviously fo r  larger people. The seat is no t adjustable. N o t  
many sh o r t women driving  4-wheel drives fo r  the governm ent. I  am  in a great m ood, I 
laughed a t two foolish  things today, and  more at the peregrines. They are am azing to 
watch, inspiring and cute and silly and regal, I can 't see too m uch fro m  this O.P. that's 
why I'm  w riting this.
7:50 N o  sign  o f  birds fro m  here. I  love being by m y se lf  alone, ta lking to new  people, 
watching young peregrines, this vast sea, and white box, fee lin g  these restless winds, two 
hours fr o m  m y house, h a lf  an hour aw ay fro m  the city, and a w orld  away fro m  both.
T he thing that I really got after the first release was that you never knew w hat the 
birds w ou ld  do. W ell, you did, a bit, bu t there was such a luxury in being able to ju s t 
watch them . That w as w hat we were there to do, w atch. Vincent V an Gogh wrote It is 
looking at things for a long time that ripens you and gives you a deeper understanding "
Voyeuristic, perhaps, but the w ord voyeur im plies a sexual charge, and illicitness 
som ehow , and that w asn 't what we were doing. L ikew ise, the w ord  "observer" im plies an 
objectivity that after that first day, I certainly didn't have. In the hack  report instructions it 
says: do not refer to the birds as "the kids." When I first read that I thought, how 
unprofessional. Later, I understood. O ur w atching o f  the birds w as som ewhere betw een 
the parent watching their toddler at the play ground, and  a child face down in the dirt 
watching ants demolish some small dead animal o r insect. Both protective and curious.
So m uch came from  watching. F rom  the priv ilege of seeing those young lives
develop, learn , and change. O f seeing their different personalities so clearly, seeing their
interaction. I couldn't w atch that and not feel the ridge was theirs, the box was theirs. The
sky, after a  few  weeks, w as theirs. The w ild  was theirs. And I, p inned  to the ground by
gravity, b y  w inglessness, my legs alw ays connected to  the earth, could only glim pse these
m om ents o f  pure joy, o f  surprise, o f  m ovem ent, o f  b lessed flight.
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I’d w atch them ring up , that long slow  ring in a therm al that rap tors do, som etim es 
without flapping at all. I w ondered, do they  have sensors on their w ings, on their bodies, a 
lateral line o f feathers to sense the wind, the currents? D o they read the landscape, o r do 
they actually see the therm als, the currents, the eddies o f air? Birds have twice as m any 
cones in their eyes than w e do; there are hypotheses that they see light waves, why not air 
currents? So m uch o f what they do is m ysterious.
A nd that long, slow , ringing up and up, and up, until you can 't tell color any  m ore, 
then you can't tell wing or ta il, then you can ’t even tell silhouette, ju s t speck. That's it. 
That's how high our birds go t. So high you couldn't even see them, and as for keep ing  one 
in your bins during a stoop, forget it. S toops are for w atching with bare eyes, they are too 
fast for optics.
But that wasn't m ost o f  what we saw . We saw  m ostly learning. W atching a bird 
leam  to fly is like watching a toddler learn to walk, except they don’t cry  when they fall. 
They m erely sit there for a L O N G  time and look stunned. Those clum sy first flights are a 
total surprise to the birds, m ore  so than to  us; then the perch-to-perch flights, from 
outcropping, to  snag, to box. The birds had  favorite perches, places w here they'd hang 
out, creatures o f habit from the beginning. Places where they could see and feel safe, 
perhaps. They w ould sit and look for hours with those eyes that perhaps saw therm als, that 
perhaps saw light waves, certain ly  saw birds, m ovem ent, insects flying above the dry  
grass.
M att left two days a fte r release. H e had to get to another site. W ith  any field w ork 
concerned with populations during breeding season, everyone is sw am ped. Both M att and 
L ee had been w orking more than full-time since February. In a way, B rent and I w ere 
lucky. We only had to stay in  one place and take care o f  three birds, not drive all over the 
state, concerned w ith dozens. Yes, our hours were long, som etim es b o rin g —and w e w ere 
exhausted—but because we w ere  in one place, there was an unfolding o f  time, a shift in
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perception that stillness allow ed to happen. The flow o f o u r lives becam e more bird than 
hum an, the w orld  slower and  m ore full.
At M uir Beach we had  two females and a male. E ven though the birds were in the 
box together, and  we called them  siblings, they were not related. All three cam e from  
different clutches. In addition the male was a w eek younger than the fem ales. Because he 
w as m ale he’d naturally develop  faster—so perhaps being a w eek younger wasn't a big 
deal. But Brent and I were concerned about him . The Bird G roup tried to have all the birds 
as close in age as possible, b u t som etim es the ages of the b irds didn’t sync. H ow ever, it 
m ay have been th is age difference that led to som e extraordinary behavior.
One o f the females had  a red transm itter, and she w as dominant from  the start. She 
flew first, she ate  well, she w as a little aloof from  the other tw o birds. T he second fem ale 
had a white transm itter. She flew  as well as the red bird, but when the little male 
aw kw ardly fledged, and ended up on a bum p above the box  where he sat for hours, she 
flew to him and perched beside him. Eventually, he headed back to the box, which was 
funny since, w hen peregrines walk, they look like a w inged version o f  the H unchback o f 
N otre Dame: the ir shoulders u p  around their heads while they  waddle like a duck, those 
deadly feet aw kw ard on the uneven ground. But where he w ent, she w ent also. During the 
first tw o weeks, the white fem ale was the protective older sibling to the little male. I f  you 
saw one, you saw  the other. T h is was good, because the telem etry  on the m ale failed 
w ithin the first 24  hours. The telem etry alw ays failed on the bird that you w ere—for 
w hatever reason—m ost w orried about. R em em ber? M urphy's Law o f Telem etry.
But at M u ir Beach, i f  w e needed to know  where the m ale was, w e looked for the 
w hite female. Inevitably, she'd be  near him. T his behavior on  the part o f  the birds led to 
their names.
The im periousness o f  the red transm ittered female w as very queen-like, so we 
called her the R ed Queen. The second female becam e the W hite  Queen. T he male, due to 
his gender, could not be called Alice, but he did rem ind us o f  Alice in W onderland, sort o f
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sweet and bumbling, so w e called h im  Alex. B esides, the W hite Queen was n ice  to him, 
while the Red Queen ignored everyone.
Once Alex really began to fly , the behavior o f  the W hite Queen changed, and soon 
all the birds were treating each other w ith equal curiosity and detachment.
Young peregrines learn by watching, and trying what their "siblings" do. Some 
réintroduction program s released m ore than three birds, but for various reasons, including 
best developm ent o f the young, the B ird  Group had  decided that three was the optim um  
num ber that could be protected. T hree is the num ber o f birds norm ally hatched in a clutch. 
Single birds develop slow ly, and tw o  aren't m uch better. But three give a good degree of 
interaction among the birds.
A fter that first hack site, I n ever saw two birds socialize like Alex and the W hite 
Queen. Interact, yes. B ond, no.
*
W e made an interesting trio, B rent, Manel and me. Both Brent and M anel were 
much m ore know ledgeable about b irds than I, w hich  was reassuring. I could a sk  either one 
questions. M anel's English  was a b it quaint, but that didn't get in the way of 
communication.
Even though M anel was a b io logist, and lovely to look at, he hadn't brought the 
right clothes. He thought California w as the state h e ’d seen on television and in  the  movies: 
sunshine and palms. H e didn 't know the coast o f  northern C alifornia is bone-chilling in the 
sum m er. It's a function o f  the heat tha t builds up in  the inland valleys. There's som ething 
that d raw s the fog in to w rap the coast in coolness. The first few days he was shivering at 
the O .P. and politely refusing all o u r offers of m ore clothes. B rent and I discussed it when 
we w ere  at the south O.P. and he w as on the hilltop.
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"He's freezing," Brent said. "I've got extra gloves and hats, but he won’t take
them ."
"I've got an extra p ile  pullover he could have," I said. "W e've go t to make h im  take 
them . It's not good  for h im ; he'll get sick . "
"He's so polite, though. He thinks it's rude to borrow  our c lo thes."
"I know . Perhaps i f  w e gang up on him  and show  him  all the clothes we have, he'll 
feel okay about taking our extras."
T hat evening before dinner, I pu lled  him into my tent. "Look," I said, show ing him 
m y heaps o f clothes. "I've go t five sw eaters, two pile jackets, three hats, two pairs o f  
gloves, tw o sets o f long underw ear. I have a lot o f clothes. So it won't bother me if  you 
wear this while you are here. " I handed h im  my second-best pile sw eater, with a n ice big 
collar to zip up  around his neck . "It's not impolite," I added. "It's practical. You don 't need 
to be cold. Y ou can ’t work w ell cold. O kay?" He didn 't look too com fortable, but he  took 
the sweater.
B rent repeated the process with h is clothes and m anaged to get M anel to accept a 
hat, gloves, and some long underwear. O nce we had broken down his reticence, he wore 
the warm  clothes every day until he left.
Som etim es the fog go t in our w ay. There were plenty o f m ornings when w e could 
barely see tw enty  feet. C ouldn 't see the b o x , the birds, o r m uch of anything. And it w as 
cold and wet enough that i f  w e were at o u r regular observation points w e'd  get soaked. On 
these m ornings, the Ram C harger that B ill Oswald left us paid its dues.
W e'd m ake coffee and  breakfast a t our "ramada " and scramble in to  the rig, taking 
food and telem etry with us. W e'd  sit, tw o  in front, one in back—taking turns getting out 
and checking telem etry every  fifteen m inutes—and talk, read, and wait until we could  see. If 
w e couldn't see, neither could  our birds, and  neither could any potential predators. A t least 
that's w hat we hoped. O f course, som ething could alw ays go wrong, bu t under the 
conditions the car was the best place to be.
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One m orning when it was really socked in, conversation was exhausted so we read. 
M anel was reading his book about bourgeois Americans, som e sort o f social political 
c ritique  in Spanish. I was reading The Lord o f  the  Rings, and  Brent was reading this 
new sletter. H aw k Chalk, a new sletter put out by  the Am erican Falconers Association, T he 
"chalk" referred to  haw k droppings. He had perhaps five issues, but they ran out before the 
fog cleared, so he  turned to me.
"What you reading?" he asked over the seat.
"The L ord o f  the Rings."
"What's it about?"
"What? Y ou’ve never read it?"
"No. W h at’s it about?"
' "Have you read The H obbitT '
"No."
"You haven 't read The HobbhV."
"No. W hat's it about?"
"The H obbit, or this one? ” I waved m y book.
"This one." He hit it as I w aved it. I g lared  at him, he looked back, innocent and
bland.
"Okay, it's a fantasy, and it’s about a quest, and the search  for a ring, and the good 
guys, and the bad  guys. A nd it has fairies, and wizards, and a hobbit..."
"What’s a hobbit?"
"Brent! H ow  old are you? ”
"Twenty-eight, why?"
"Well, you  should have read The H obbit by  now. Everybody reads The Hobbit.
It's a classic. I f  you grow up in C alifornia, you sm oke dope, you read The H obbit. You 
ju s t  do."
"I've only  read  one book," B rent said.
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"What?" I said, disbelieving.
"I’ve only read  one book. Som ething by Jam es M ichener, I think," B rent said. 
"Books are too long. X read a lo t o f  m agazines, and this..." he picked up h is H aw k Chalk, 
"but books are too long. They're too much. I can 't see how you 're  not bored  with that." 
He leaned over and lightly slapped my book, again.
I stared at h im . His lean hawkish face, tanned and bearded , with d a rk  brown eyes, 
stared back. This w as the man w ho built us the wonderful ou tdoo r kitchen that we used 
m orning, noon, and  night. The one who rehabilitated injured red-shoulders and flew a 
prairie falcon. The one who explained the jokes I couldn't get in Hawk Chalk. But he had 
read only  one book.
"Well." I looked at my book, at the thickness and how I never noticed how m any 
pages there where, and  then back at Brent, who looked questioning.
"W ell...w hen I read, I go  into the story. I go into the book . I'm not sitting here—" I 
w aved m y hand around to the tan interior o f the Charger, the w indow s w hite w ith fog, 
B rent and M anel in  the front seat—"I'm in M ordor, in a cave w ith  wizards, traveling a 
treacherous track, and  wondering what sort o f evil o r  danger I'll encounter next. It's 
alw ays been like that. I go to w here the story is, I go into it. W hen  I was a k id , my m other 
physically put her hand  between m y eyes and the page to tell m e to set the table. She'd talk 
to m e, she'd yell at m e, but I d idn 't hear her. I was in another w orld  "
"W ow. T hat doesn't happen to me at all," B rent said. " I don't think that's ever 
happened. Reading is a lot o f w ork. You should stop reading, and  talk to m e."
"Brent! I talk  to  you all the time!"
"Yeah, but w e can talk som e more." He sm iled his engaging , puppy dog smile.
"Are you bored?" I asked.
"Yeah! and I already tried  M anel, but he's ignoring m e," Brent confided, looking 
tow ard M anel's c lean , handsom e profile, studiously buried in h is  book.
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"I guess I missed that. Okay, look. I ’m  almost done with my chapter." I looked at 
m y watch. " W hy don't you do the telem etry, and let m e finish my chap ter and then we'll 
talk."
" O kay." Brent turned  around, and I w ent back to  m y  book. I'd m uch rather spend 
the morning heading toward M ordor than talking to B rent in a foggy truck. I was pissed at 
him . W hat k ind  o f  person doesn 't read?
Once w e settled dow n to our routine o f  constant vigilance, we talked while we 
watched the birds. I found out that M anel was Castilian, m eaning that he was from the 
Castile province in Spain. Evidently people in this area p ride  themselves on the purity o f 
their Spanish blood. This sort o f explained the book he'd been reading in  the rig on foggy 
m ornings about how bourgeois A m ericans were. This puzzled  me. F irst, I sort o f thought 
that the entire bourgeois concept was very European and a little passé, and  secondly, it 
seem ed a bit, w ell, rude to read  a book criticizing a country you are visiting while you are 
visiting it.
I didn’t fu lly  get the w hole pure-biood thing until one weekend afternoon. M anel 
and I were doing public relations duty, standing around and talking to people about 
peregrines, w hile Brent w as at the observation point. T w o law -enforcem ent rangers on 
horseback cam e by. They w ere  doing w eekend patrol, and o f  course they stopped for a 
conversation. T hey asked how  the site was going. We inquired  about the ir weekend, if 
there was anything we should  watch out for. A fter our ta lk , they rode aw ay. I didn't think 
anything of it until Manel turned to me and asked:
"Those m en work fo r the governm ent?"
"Yeah, they 're park rangers," I replied, m ystified.
"They w ork  for the federal governm ent?" he continued.
"Yeah, th is is a federal park."
"But one was black, and  the other Japanese!" M anel exclaimed.
"M anel," I said, "They are both A m ericans."
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"In Castile, you cannot work fo r the  governm ent if  you are not 100% Spanish," he 
said earnestly.
I w as shocked. I m ean, o f  course I noticed they were not w hite, but this w as the 
B ay Area, bo th  o f them  had probably grow n up in San Francisco, m ore local than I. B ut 
evidently th is was news to M anel.
"Yes. And those tw o m en were from  different countries."
"W ell, probably not. I'd  say they w ere born in Am erica, and m ost likely grew  up  in 
San Francisco." I replied.
" I do  not know. In Spain, that w ou ld  not happen," he said flatly and walked back 
to  the O. P.
In S an  Francisco there were places where you could hear six different languages 
being spoken in the course o f  walking dow n one block, and I expected this diversity. O f 
course, com e to think o f it, I could see w hy  other countries' governm ents wouldn't h ire 
those who they considered foreigners, bu t I hadn't realized how A m erican the concept o f a 
melting pot w as until now.
I looked  down the trail. Another group was com ing up, and eyeing me curiously. 
B ack to education.
"Hi, " I greeted them . "How's yo u r afternoon going?"
*
C ertain things becam e evident from  very early on. During the first week, I’d go  to 
the box to observe. As I started down the steep, crum bly trail, I felt like I was venturing 
onto the draw bridge to the castle where you  find either a  dragon or treasure. Later, a fter the 
birds had fledged and perched all over the ridge it becam e theirs, not m ine. I knew I had  no 
place there. It was o ff lim its, and my presence was a disruption; necessary where the food 
w as concerned, but unnatural. Som etim es I felt this so strongly I could  barely walk the
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trail. In the soft dark  o f pre-daw n, I moved slow ly, carefully, asking forgiveness for m y  
intrusion w ith each step. The box , the ridge, all o f it was hallow ed ground.
I don't know  why I felt so  intrusive. I think it had som ething to do w ith the fact that 
the young were so clearly innocent, vulnerable and wild. And, despite the intim acy o f the 
site, we m aintained a buffer, a distance. W e are dangerous. H um ans are dangerous. W e 
have shot you, captured you, and  now w e've poisoned you. You want no th ing  to do w ith 
us, we are bad, and w e will continue to be that way. But for m e it was also: w e act this 
w ay because we love you.
In fairy tales, there is a m agic door, a potion to be drunk, a spell that is cast, and 
then: lo, everything appears in a different w ay. O r you are turned into som ething else, or 
you gain a m agical ability to see w hat no one else can.
At a hack site that process is longer, harder, and frankly, more boring . It's not 
dram atic, or draped with the m agical narrative o f story. But there is another world, and 
after a week, you see it running beside you in  tim e everywhere. The opening is not a ren t in 
tim e or space—it is that you slow  down enough to see that it w as always there. You sit and 
sit and sit in one place for days, and then there it is. There is no line, no delineation 
betw een the hum an w orld and th is one, it is alw ays there, alw ays surrounding us. W e ju s t 
don 't see it. W e are m oving too  fast, focusing on the wrong things: traffic, m ovies, w ho is 
sleeping with w hom , what we are  going to eat for dinner, do we have enough money. A nd 
all around us is the other world. T he world w here an Audubon rabbit com es up the trail at 
7 :00  a.m. sniffing for shoots, w here  there is som e sort o f weasel living in a hole at the 
bottom  o f the hill, and with luck  you'll catch a quick, vanishing glimpse. T h e  world w here 
a red-shouldered haw k spends the afternoon perched on a pole, watching the open field 
below  for m ovem ent, a lizard, a  snail even.
The other w orld is a p lace where everything is vulnerable to the vagaries of 
w eather, tim e, light, dark, p redators and prey. W hile hum ans live our fast-paced, over- 
stim ulated lives, vulnerable to the whim and vagaries o f a stupid and insecure boss, the
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political system , cultural m ores, or our own family, that w orld is b lessed  with the gift o f  
silence, w ith long afternoons full of sleep, w ith a be-here-now ness. T he joy  o f being an 
attendant is that you get to  go  to that world and stay. It is  for a blessed time, your job .
On a deep level it w as a relief for m e to do that w ork. There w as the discovery o f 
peregrine tim e, and with that discovery cam e a release from  feeling that humans were the 
center o f the world, a realization there were other constant and im portant lives being lived. 
W e had a p lace there, but w e were not the place. For a tim e I got to live in a world where 
blueberry m uffins were exciting, but not as exciting as w atching a b ird  fly. A place were 
there is no fu ture, no past, only now, now, now . The b ird , dropping o ff  the side o f the 
box and out, floating over the Pacific, catching a therm al, rising, and then, sw ifter than I 
cou ld  follow , diving, dow n, down tow ards w hat I do no t know, it cou ld  be an y th in g -th ey  
are just playing at this age—and I drop my binoculars so I can see the big picture. There's 
ou r bird, our baby, stooping on a pelican, a brown, prehistoric, sedate bird, skim m ing the 
face o f a w ave a scant six inches o ff the water. Our bird is stooping, diving, com ing at the 
pelican out o f  nowhere, like a bom ber at twelve o'clock, and  the pelican at the last m inute 
drops, flops, fum bles into the  water w ith an ungainly sp lash , totally disconcerted, its head 
turning to track our bird, w ho pulls up at the last possible moment and with wicked 
m om entum  rises, like m ercury in a therm om eter, straight up  up up against sky, the blue, 
the clear w ind and clouds, hovers a m om ent and then flies toward us, giving us a cool 
glance as it goes over and vanishes beyond the horizon to  the east.
Our days were often  quiet, punctuated by a dazzling display o f  flight, a funny 
landing, or som ething requiring a response—like the m an w ho showed up below  the box, 
clim bed the c lif f  and freaked us out.
That incident, as it turned out, was nothing; m ost incidents w eren't. They becam e 
m om ents o f clarity , o f uniqueness, like the sun breaking through the alm ost constant and 
concealing fog . Now, if I w ent back to  do that work, I m igh t see differently. I w ould see 
m ore, I think, and  less. P erhaps I'd be com placent with experience, bu t experience m ight
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also let m e see deeply. Each m om ent like a bead, a pearl o f  light, o f  scene, g low ing in the 
hand o f  m em ory.
*
W eekends w ere fifty percent watching o u r birds, and fifty percent public  relations. 
A lot o f  people walked those hills on  the w eekends, and one or another of us w ould talk to 
them  about the birds and the project. The thing about the site w as that, as long as you 
w atched the birds, you could talk as m uch as you wanted. T his was nice, because it meant 
I could  talk to folks for as long as they  wanted to  stay. W e'd put on our park service shirts 
and try  to look a little official on weekends.
It was a beautiful Saturday afternoon. T he fog had burned off, Brent w as doing 
public relations duty; and Manel and  I were at the main observation point w atching the 
birds. The Red Queen w as flying spectacularly, and the W hite Q ueen joined her, alternately 
chasing and being chased, ringing up , diving, cacking at each other—spectacular aerial 
play.
Now all three were resting at the box. Alex was lying on his tum m y. White Q ueen was 
asleep, and Red Queen was perched at the edge, watching gulls.
"You know w hat I do not understand?" M anel asked me. W e were sitting  in our 
lawn chairs, looking at the birds th rough  binoculars.
"What?" Red Queen was defin itely  w atching gulls.
"That you have the same w o rd  for what covers your bed and for, you know , your 
poop. I  do not see how that is the sam e word. It is disgusting."
"W hat?" I turned to look at h im . The sam e word for w hat covers your bed  and your 
poop? W hat W AS  he talking about?
"You know, the word for w ha t covers yo u r bed and your poop is the sam e. I do 
not understand this." H e looked irrita ted , that E nglish  was so sloppy, and that I w as not
4 9
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agreeing w ith him. But I w as lost. I felt like I did when I w as reading clues to crossw ords: 
fifteen-down: Covers your bed and m eans your poop. "W hat word is that?" I asked.
"Sheet." he said succinctly.
"Shit," I  repeated. I  felt like a com plete dimwit. One minute I 'm  watching birds, 
then the next I'm  trying to  think of bed  coverings that are referred to  as shit...bedspread, 
blanket, quilt, cover, sheet..."O h! You m ean sheetV'
"Yes, sheet. It is the word for w hat you spread on your bed and for poop. It is very 
disgusting. I do  not understand." His nose  w rinkled slightly, as if w e English bourgeois 
were deliberately rolling in our filth.
"Oh, no. It's not the same w ord at all. The cover on the bed is a sheet, and the 
word for poop is shit." I said  helpfully. B ut I didn't have a com plete g rasp  on the problem .
"How do  you spell?" Manel asked.
"Sheet is S-H -E-E-T, and shit is S-H-I-T. Sheet, and shit." I tried  to accentuate the 
ee sound and the short i, so  Manel could hear the difference. So he could  stop thinking we 
spread our beds with shit.
"Yes, sheet and sheet." he repeated impatiently "It is the sam e. It is disgusting."
I realized he couldn 't hear the difference. And he had a point, w hen I thought o f it, 
it was disgusting. "You’re right, " I sa id  " it's disgusting."
R ight then, while I w as still reeling from  the sheet/shit incident, Brent cam e up the 
trail. He had on his new w ool army surp lus pants held up by suspenders, very natty , and 
the short-sleeved beige ranger shirt over a  long-sleeved w hite shirt, it being far too  cold  to 
go short-sleeved out here. H e'd  brushed his hair and pulled it back in to  a neat pony tail, 
and all-in-all looked dressy, as dressy as one can look living out o f a ten t and w atching 
birds sixteen hours a day. H e 'd  been qu ite  proud o f his outfit this m orning, but righ t now 
there was a large flag o f w hite  hanging by  his crotch. W hen he got closer, I saw it w as the 
tail o f his w hite shirt zipped into his fly.
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"Guess w hat I just did?! I ju s t talked to  an entire group o f Sierra C lub m em bers fo r  
about half an hour up there." He w aved his hand  toward the hillside above us. "They w ere 
to ta lly  into the birds. I did really well," he beam ed.
Manel and I looked up at him  from our chairs.
"Brent, " I said, "did you talk  to them like that?"
"Like w hat?" He looked indignant, like I was im plying there was som ething w rong 
w ith  his clothes.
"Like that," I said, and pointed at the sh irt hanging out o f his fly like a tired gesture 
o f surrender.
He looked down. "Oh." H e looked back  up at us. "I took a piss right before they 
w alked up...so...yeah, oh no, yeah, I think I d id  talk to them  like this." He looked 
horrified . I burst out laughing. It w as too funny.
"What is funny?" asked M anel.
"Brent ju s t talked to about twenty people looking like that."
I gestured to his fly.
"Like that? W ith that thing?" Manel w as shocked.
"Yeah!" I chortled, as B rent hastily tucked it back in.
"To twenty people?"
"More like thirty," B rent mumbled.
"Ohmygod." I laughed even harder, and so did Brent. After a m inute M anel jo ined 
us. I think he was a bit shocked by our lack o f  em barrassm ent, but we were all so tired that 
it fe lt good to laugh—a release o f  stress and exhaustion.
Brent d ragged up his chair and sat dow n.
"You know , though, you do look nice," I told him.
"Really?"
"Yes, quite  attractive. In that outdoorsy sort of way."
"Look, " said M anel, and w e all looked toward the box.
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Red Queen was diving on  W hite Q ueen, who rolled onto  her back and  cached. R ed 
Q ueen  wanted to play and W hite Queen was the available playm ate. White Q ueen took o ff  
a fte r Red Queen, who was ringing up again. A s we looked, A lex dropped effortless o ff the 
b ox  and rose above the other tw o.
"It doesn’t get much be tter than this," B rent said.
In front o f us, the grass-covered hill dropped away into a steep c liff that ended in 
the churning Pacific. The sun w as shining so the background w as blue sky and  sea. In the 
m iddle  distance was a tall-m asted sailing ship, looking like a throwback to  the 1700's, its 
sails not white, as I w ould have expected, but a soft brown. It had appeared to  the south 
som e time ago, and now  was m aking its courtly  way north. In the foreground—the reason 
we w ere sitting on this cliff in the first place, the main attraction—were three immature 
peregrines playing tag, tail-chasing, diving, short stoops, turning upside dow n  in the air, 
cack ing , showing their feet, then flipping upright, like the acrobatics were nothing. This 
w as w hat they were designed to  do.
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H ETC H  H E T C H Y I
I first heard about Hetch H etchy when I called  the B ird Group. I was finishing 
M uir B each , leaving quail every other day, checking to see if  they 'd  been eaten. O ne of the 
birds w as still coming around, although infrequently. Most likely one of the fem ales. I 
didn’t see  her but som etim es a quail's throat had been  mangled, so it looked like she'd just 
cruise through for a snack. I'd call in every three days or so to report. That's w hen Lee got 
on the phone and asked me if I’d like to  go to H etch Hetchy.
T he Sierras? Y osem ite? W ere they kidding? O f course I'd go. In an instant. But, I 
started c lasses the th ird  week o f  A ugust, so I couldn 't finish the site. That's okay, Lee 
assured m e, we can fill in by that time. W e just need you for the critical part; the first two 
weeks.
I left Muir B each, the fog and cold, went back  to Santa C ruz and m et w ith Lee.
"Your contact is Mike W ebb. H e does the bear m anagem ent in Yosemite. You'll be 
the experienced one. T he other guy is from  England. He almost killed him self on glacier 
polish already. The b irds have been in the box two days. You'll get up there and M ike will 
take you to  the site. "
"H ow  do we get back and forth? " I asked
"M otorboat. W e've got one there. "
"I don't know how  to drive a boat, " I said quickly.
"W e'll teach you. Also," Lee looked serious, "there was an incident out there a few 
days ago, a woman w as bitten by a rattlesnake, it w as pretty serious, so I w ant you to be 
extra carefu l there. I f  you get hurt, we'll have to take care of you, and we need to take care 
o f the b irds. That's the problem  w ith th is guy there now. We don 't want to take care o f 
him, we need  to take care  o f the birds. So, I want you to be really  careful. It's a d ifficult 
site, bu t I have no doubt you can do it. "
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"Will M att be there?" I asked. I could d o  better if M att was there.
"He's at W ishon. So  you'll be the ex p ert on this one. "
Great. O ne hack site and I was an "expert." And I ’d be up there w ith a  guy who 
d idn 't know w hat glacier polish was. Yosem ite and Hetch H etchy and m any o f  the valleys 
in the Sierras w ere formed by glaciers. W hen these glaciers retreated, there w as a lot o f  
pressure involved. In some places small particles between the glacier and the bedrock 
actually rubbed the granite into smooth patches—patches that looked and felt as smooth as 
g lass—glacier polish.
I went hom e and read about rattlesnakes. Big boots and loose pants were 
recom m ended, in the hope that the rattlers w ou ld  strike the fabric instead o f your flesh. 
Sucking the venom  was a fallacy; snakebite k its  made things worse. The best way to deal 
w ith  a bite w as to  get to a hospital and get a sho t o f anti-venom . I w asn't com forted. O ne 
book  suggested that you m ake noise, or tap a  stick  in front o f  you, letting the snake know  
that you're com ing. That seem ed fair to me. F rom  my sm all experience at M u ir Beach, I'd  
already noted that most wild anim als didn't w an t anything to  do with hum ans. Accidents 
seem ed to occur when anim als were surprised, o r the hum an did som ething stupid. I d idn ’t 
th ink  there were rattlesnakes there waiting to b ite  me. They were there. W e w ere there. W e 
ju s t needed not to  scare each other.
I dug through my clothes and found an oversize p a ir o f  white pants. Perfect. I w ent 
dow ntow n to stock up on dark roast coffee, and  found a p a ir  o f green-striped pajama 
bo ttom s in a hip boutique, huge and loose. Perfect. A bit loud  perhaps, but no  one would 
see m e except the birds and Clive, the unlucky Englishm an. I packed white cotton shirts, a 
ba th ing  suit, a sundress w ith patch pockets fo r pencils or snacks, sandals, a  hat. And o f  
cou rse  all my w arm  things—the site was in the Sierras, and even though it w as July, it 
cou ld  still snow.
I drove to  Hetch Hetchy on highway 80. There was a certain place in the foothills 
w here  the air sm elled like artichokes. With the windows open  to the heat, the sm ell filled
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my car. Later, I learned th is  w as m ountain misery, a  low  growing shrub  that grew  only at 
certain elevations. Soon a fte r I started sm elling the m ountain misery, I turned onto the road 
to Hetch Hetchy.
E ventually , I w ent through San Francisco's sum m er camp. C am p M ather. It was a 
collection o f  rustic cabins, a store and restaurant. This sort o f surprised me. G row ing up in 
a tourist tow n, where the tow n itself is the destination, things like resorts and sum m er 
cam ps w ere a new  concept fo r me. I had no  idea the city o f San Francisco had a cam p here. 
O f course, H etch Hetchy w as their w ater supply, so it m ade sense w hen I thought about it. 
I stopped at the store, used the bathroom and asked how m uch farther it was to the 
reservoir.
Once I reached H etch  Hetchy valley , the road dropped down in a steep w inding 
diagonal, through scrub oak  and granite outcroppings, before ending in a parking lo t beside 
O 'Shaughnessy dam. As I slow ed for num erous hairpin curves 1 rem em bered w hat m y 
sister had told m e about liv ing  in the S ierras and how inherently dangerous these m ountains 
were.
M y brother-in-law taught the A nsel Adams Photography workshops in Y osem ite 
valley for a tim e in the 1970s, and as a result, my sister and her family lived in the valley 
and were part o f  the small, tight-knit park  comm unity; m ainly Park Service and concession 
personnel, all w ith their ow n reasons for being in Yosem ite. A ccording to her, people  got 
killed all the time; not because they were doing something risky like clim bing, but because 
som ehow the designation o f  Yosemite as a "park" also m ade it "safe." People died o f  
hypotherm ia during day h ikes, were killed scrambling on talus at the base  o f cliffs, 
drow ned in the river, struck by  lightning, hit by falling trees or unexpected rock slides. 
There were a hundred w ays to  die in the Sierras, m any o f  them  ordinary and preventable. 
And I was here—the supposed "expert"—w ith  an inexperienced person and three peregrine 
falcons.
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I got to  the parking lot at 2:35, half an  hour late. I  w as anxious and hungry and 
hot. I saw a b ig  truck with governm ent plates, but no sign o f  anyone w ho looked like he 
m ight be M ike W ebb, the ranger w ho was supposed to m eet me. I sat by m y car and felt 
the  heat and rem em bered how  a w eek before, driving across the Golden Gate bridge, I 
thought about H etch Hetchy and was filled w ith  strong excitem ent or fear. I couldn't rea lly  
te ll—my body reacts the same w ay to both som etim es. B ut as I was driving, m y stom ach 
curled  and grew  cold, and I was filled with a tangible tension. I hoped that it wasn't a 
prem onition. B efore long a blonde man in t-sh irt, shorts and  a Park Service hat came 
w alking up the road.
"Are you Clara?" he asked
"Yes, are you Mike W ebb?"
A lot o f  field work is hauling around your gear. W ith  a hack site at least you aren 't 
h ik ing  and cam ping in different places. But because you are there for a long tim e, there’s 
the initial big haul o f stuff. M ike and I carried m y gear from  my car into the Park Service 
boat. Mike explained the site boat w as already there, and w as much smaller, and that h e ’d 
be ferrying m e out to the site.
Hetch H etchy is a valley as beautiful as Yosemite that was dam m ed for San 
F rancisco’s w ater supply. I knew  the story, but I had never been there. As M ike started the  
boat I stared up at the im pressive facade of K olana Rock that rose straight out o f the green- 
b lack  water. T here was an active peregrine eyrie  here. This year my friend Rob Ramey had  
clim bed in to band the chicks. M ike kept the boat fairly close to the rock, and I stared up  
try ing  to im agine being there, being a peregrine, and landing on one o f  those huge ledges. 
W hen  we were about halfway along the face, M ike turned dow n the throttle and pointed.
"See that diagonal that runs like a ram p up  to that b ig  right-facing com er?" He 
asked. I ’d been clim bing enough to  know that a com er is a section o f the rock that meets at 
righ t angles, like the corner o f a room . Often a corner will have a crack in it, m aking it 
easie r to climb and also, from  a safety point o f  view , easier to  protect.
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"Yeah"
"If you follow the com er up, you can see how  it ends in a ledge system under that 
big overhang. The nest is on one o f those  ledges, I can 't tell you w hich from here ." I 
followed the com er up until it ended in  a area o f the rock that looked rough with ledges. 
The ledges looked well protected by the huge overhang. A good safe place for an eyrie.
"That must have been quite a clim b to get into that nest," I said.
"O h yeah, it took them  three days," Mike replied as he throttled up again. I wasn’t 
too surprised. Clim bing this rock w ould  be like clim bing a big wall, which entailed more 
planning and gear than a shorter clim b. I'd never clim bed a big w all, but I'd alw ays wanted 
to.
Kolana Rock was early in the ride. It took awhile, because the hack site w as 
another 40  minutes to the east by boat. The valley narrowed and we w ound our w ay 
toward w here the Tuolum ne River fed into the reservoir.
"You be careful out here," M ike wamed me. "We had a w om an last w eek get bitten 
by a baby  rattlesnake right near the tributary. Had to  'copter her out to Merced. She almost 
didn't m ake it."
"Yeah, I heard about the snakes." I replied. Ahead o f us I could see a sm all beach 
on the north shore, with big granite boulders sticking out o f the water. There w as a tent and 
a sort o f  tarp/shade rigged up, and a guy  standing there watching us approach. I assum ed 
he was C live. Far above, I could see the box. A tiny white square against the m assive cliffs 
that encircled the valley.
"You're going to w ant to w atch out for this guy, " M ike told m e. "He alm ost killed 
him self sliding down g lacier polish the  other day. I don't know  w hat he was thinking." I 
wasn’t sure if  M ike had w itnessed the slide or not.
"I know , I heard about that too ." I said. G od , I was anxious. Snakes, g ran ite , 
boats, and  an E nglishm an. And, golden  eagles, w hich  meant shotguns. I'd never shot a 
gun in m y life. And I w as the experienced one here.
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The m ain thing I rem em ber about Hetch H etchy was trying not to panic. W hen  
Mike pulled up to the boulder-strew n beach and introduced me to C live, who w as blonde 
and sunburned as only an  Englishm an can be, I w as scared. We unloaded my g ear and as 
M ike left I was exhilarated at being in the Sierras and quietly trying not to flip out. M aybe 
Clive bought into the popu lar misconception that because the site w as in Yosemite "park” it 
was safe, but I didn’t. N o t for a m inute. W e were rem ote. W e had a Park Service radio, 
but here, near the tributary, the canyon w as narrow , and even though the steep ridges were 
covered w ith scrub oak, pines and m anzanita, they were still granite underneath.
Essentially w e were in a  b ig  granite bow l, where radio signals bounced like a p ing-pong 
ball. Som etim es we p icked  up Yosem ite dispatch and sometimes w e couldn’t. N o t 
com forting if  there was an emergency.
There won’t be one. I thought. N ot if I can help it—but I had a  knot in m y stom ach 
that w ouldn 't quit.
Later, I became accustom ed to the way the Bird Group did things on a w ing  and a 
prayer. It was a function o f  never enough m oney and trying to put the money w here  it 
would do the m ost good, w hich m eant as an em ployee, you did the best you could w ith 
minimal training. You go t tossed in. I'd  had my hand held at M uir B each, learning from  
Matt and Brent. But it w as graduation day, and I was being pushed to  the next level. Lee 
decided I could  do this, an d  so I could. I m ight not think so, but w hat I thought w as 
immaterial.
I pitched my tent dow n the beach, away from  C live’s and the general cam p area. I 
already had on my big w hite  pants and hiking boots. A fter I pitched m y tent and tossed  in 
my sleeping gear, I collected  my notebook and field pack. There was a lot of driftw ood 
around, and I selected a n icely  weathered branch to use as a snake stick. I walked back  to 
where C live w as lying on  a  rock in the sun. He had on cut-offs, a tank  top and no  hat, for 
m axim um  sun exposure, I guessed. A s a result he was a disturbing pink. I hoped he knew 
about sunstroke, and w asn ’t going to be com plaining about sunburn later.
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"W ant to show m e the birds?" I asked.
"Sure" he replied, w ithout opening his eyes. T here  was a m om ent while I w aited , 
and  he lay there.
"N ow ?" I pressed. He nodded, opened  his eyes, w inked at m e, and got up. H e  was 
m edium  height, medium  build, with a scruffy  beard and glasses.
"A ctually, before we head up there, can you give me the band num bers, and all that 
inform ation? I want to put it in my notebook," I said.
"Sure." He am bled tow ards his ten t, and I looked out across the water. It w as hot, 
about 85 degrees and blindingly bright. I turned and looked uphill, toward where the box 
w as. It was a steep jum ble o f talus, oak, and  grass. T h is was not going to be an easy jaun t. 
G od only knew  how hard it w ould be in the  dark.
C live returned holding a piece o f  paper with the bird data on it. This listed the birds' 
sexes, age, and  band num bers, and which leg  the band w as on. Later, w hen Lee did the  
release and attached telemetry, he would let us know w hich telem etry transmitters w ere on 
w hich bird. A ll part o f keeping track o f our charges for the duration o f the site and 
hopefully in to  the future as well.
I copied  it into my notebook for easy  reference. I handed the sheet to Clive, w ho  
stuck it in his back pocket.
"Let's go," he said, and started uphill to the east o f  camp. He didn't take a pack  or 
w ater. I follow ed. W e scram bled over big boulders, then  across a bare patch o f dirt and  
leaves, fo llow ed by m ore boulders, some covered w ith m oss. It w as so dry that the m oss 
w asn 't damp, but it m ade a treacherous crum bly  layer on top o f  the rocks. Besides, dow n 
in the cool shade of these tum bled rocks w as what I considered prim e snake habitat. I 'd  
step  on a rock  and thump the one ahead o f  m e before I stepped up. It m ade m e slow, bu t in 
tha t heat and elevation, I didn't mind.
"You don 't really need to  do that." C live inform ed me. "I'm  an expert snake 
handler."
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"Really?" I asked curiously.
"Oh yeah. I caught all sorts o f  snakes back  in Britain. T hey even called  m e in w hen 
they had an escaped cobra." He w as standing above me, w aiting while I tapped  my way to  
him .
"Yes?" I said politely.
"Yeah. This bloke collected snakes, right? And one o f them , a cobra it was, got 
loose. Everyone was terrified to go  after it. B ut then they called m e, and I got it."
"Hmm." The boulder I’d ju s t  stepped on  had shifted a little under m y weight. 
Seeing as it w as about the size o f  a  VW  bug, having it shift was nerve-racking.
"I've collected snakes since I was a child ," Clive continued as he started  uphill 
again. "They're quite harm less rea lly , if  you know  how to handle them." He w as moving 
pretty  fast. I was in okay shape, bu t I could tell that I'd just com e up to altitude from sea 
level. W e crossed another dirt bit, and  ahead I saw  more m oss-covered talus.
"I had the usual; garter snakes, and the like. I had a boa constrictor, o f  course, and 
then I worked w ith a snake rehabilitation unit. " H e zipped up the talus like a sunburned 
rabbit. I watched were he stepped. Perhaps if  I put my feet right w here he had  I could 
dispense with tapping the rocks firs t w ith the stick. Then I rem em bered that som etim es it's 
the second person that gets bit, as the first person merely serves to alarm the snake. 1 kept 
tapping. The rocks here were sm aller. They didn 't rock as sickeningly as the larger ones.
"I don't see w hy you're bo thering  w ith that stick." Clive com m ented. "You don't 
need it. Rattlers alw ays let you know  before they  strike."
I rem em bered m y sister telling  me about seeing a rattler fly straight up  out of a 
boulder field, startling and silent righ t after her 5-year-old daughter had stepped across a 
gap. I kept tapping.
"W e're alm ost there. " C live inform ed m e. I looked ahead. I could see the  white side 
o f the box through the trees.
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"H ow  do you w ant to handle this?" I asked. "I want to observe them, but I don ’t 
think it's a good idea fo r both  o f us to go up  there."
"Oh, I'll just w ait here," Clive said easily. "I w atched them  this m orning w hen I
fed."
I nodded, and looked  up at the box again. The approach w asn 't too bad. Just 
another b it o f  talus and then a bit o f  steep granite outcrop. But no exposure.
"O kay, back in a  bit," I said and started up. I still had my stick, but instead o f 
tapping, I ju s t  placed it in front o f me. I got to the back o f  the box. I could hear a scuttling 
sound, peregrine feet against gravel. I hoped it wasn't because they 'd  heard me. I laid 
down my stick  quietly, took  off my pack, slow  and silent. I looked at my watch. 15:30:15. 
I ’d give m y se lf two m inutes before I looked. I'd set m y watch to m ilitary time. All notes 
needed to be  taken in 24-hour time, as often we are up  and doing s tu ff at 4:00 a.m., and at 
4:00 p. m. W hen reading them  back it's easier to tell the difference betw een 0400 and 
1600. At first it was strange, but by then I sort of preferred it.
The box looked w est, where the outcrop it stood on dropped off. There was a steep 
c liff rising to  the north above the box, a good place fo r the birds to  fly to. R ight now it was 
reflecting the afternoon sun, but the box w as partly in shade due to  a  few large evergreens. 
I looked at m y  watch again . 15:32:40. N o scuttling sounds from the box. I stepped 
forward, p lacing  my feet slow ly and carefully. There w ere sticks and gravel here, all sorts 
o f things that could crunch and alarm  the birds. I got to  the side o f  the box and bent and 
covered the peephole before  I squatted beside it. 15:34:52. One m inute wait this tim e. I 
bent my head  and looked at the detritus at m y feet. The air smelled like heat and pines and 
granite. T here  were gran ite  chips, bits o f  m oss, some sticks, a few sm all plants betw een 
m y feet. I heard  scuttling inside the box again. 15:36:01. Okay.
I pu t m y head c lo se  to the hole, m oved my finger, and observed. Three birds. Just 
like our b irds at Muir B each , except the data sheet had said that we had three m ales. T hat 
was why th ey  were all the same size.
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T w o looked out the front of the box, their da rk  eyes active. O ne was napping, lying 
on his b reast on the gravel. O lder birds sleep standing up, but the younger ones w ill lie 
down. I t’s adorable, actually. Sweet and  relaxed. Its eyes closed, opened, then closed. 
There w ere rem ains o f  a few  quail. It looked like they 'd  been eating. In front o f  the  box a 
w hite-throated swift dropped down the face of the cliff, and the birds heads sw iveled to 
watch it. Locked in. Once they m atured, i f  they stayed  in the Sierras, swifts w ould be a big 
part o f  their diet. Just one m ore indication o f their fly ing ability, that peregrines catch  swifts 
on the w ing, when they are about five tim es as big. B ut both sw ifts and peregrines have a 
similar w ing  shape: curved and narrow, like a boom erang.
I w atched them a bit more. They seemed healthy and alert. Fine, actually. I fought 
an urge to  yawn. Time to head down. I put my finger over the peep hole again to b lock  it 
while I m oved, straightened and as I stepped away, rem oved m y finger from the peep-hole. 
I collected m y pack and stick, and dropped down to  w here C live w as sitting. T here was an 
apple box beside him.
"From  when we brought the b irds up," he said tapping it. "Left it here in case  
anything goes wrong, and w e need to transport one. Actually, " he continued, "I th ink  this 
would m ake a  good observation point. W e could call it the Apple B ox O.P.
I looked around. The hack box w as only about 50 yards aw ay, and you could  
barely see it through the screen of trees. T he drop-off to  the w est was also screened by 
trees. T here  was no way to see any o f th e  birds. It w as a terrible observation point.
"I don 't think this w ill work, " I said. "You do n 't have a c lear view  o f the box . You 
can't see the big picture."
"Yes, but you'll see them  when they fly over." Clive w aved his hand at the patch of 
sky d irectly  above us.
I looked up. The chances of one o f  the birds fly ing over that patch were practically 
nil. I looked  at Clive, w ho w as beam ing at me.
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"W e've got tw o  days to figure out observation points," I said. "Let’s head back 
dow n." Clive nodded, and w ent dow n the talus ahead of me. I  followed slow ly, tapping 
the stick. I thought about the tim e frame. This was day five that the birds w ere  in the box. 
In tw o days Lee w ould  be here to  release them . W e’d have to scout more observation 
points, I had to learn  to  handle a boat, and there w as a shotgun som ewhere I needed to 
leam  to shoot. And then there w as Clive. He seem ed confident about his snake handling 
abilities, but his idea  about what constituted an observation poin t was nowhere. W here did 
they get this guy? W hat was his background? I tried not to w orry  too much. The birds 
seem ed safe, healthy and alert. T hat was all that really mattered.
O nce we got down to cam p, I walked out on the rocks near the water. From  there I 
could see the box, h igh , white, and  far away. But I could also see the cliff face  behind it, 
the area in front o f it, and a bit o f  ridge to the east. This might be  a good O .P. Not for 
seeing i f  the birds ate; but for seeing the bigger picture, especially if  one o f  them  took o ff in 
an unusual direction. There w as no shade, o f course, and the box  was at least a  quarter 
m ile aw ay, which sort o f sucked, but the terrain was such that it m ight be good  to have 
som eone on the w ater where we could  m ove relatively quickly v ia  boat, if  w e had to. 
Besides, we could have a scope here, which would help a lot. I looked over to  where C live 
w as fussing around in  a food box. H e seem ed rem arkably unconcerned about where he 
was, and the birds. I w asn't sure how  to take this. H e treated it m ore like a vacation. True, 
while the birds are in  the box, it w as not as intense as when they are out, bu t still, there 
was plenty to be done. I mean, he hadn't even scouted for observation points! O r m aybe 
that w as what he'd been  doing w hen  he slipped on glacier polish .
I looked at the w ater-rounded granite I was standing on . I 'd  grown up  in 
C alifornia, and visited  Yosem ite at an early age, so I  knew w hat glacier polish  was. I 
looked around, up a t the granite exposed through the trees. Y up, there was som e. I could 
see it shining in the sun, glinting like glass. I still d idn’t see how  Clive could have slipped
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though. I mean, it looked like glass. W ho in th e ir right m ind w ould  step on it? Perhaps 
C live wasn't, then I pushed that thought away. L ee wouldn't p u t m e out here w ith 
som eone who w asn 't reliable.
The next m orning I hiked up and fed. I w anted to see the box again, and leam  the 
route up , seeing as I'd be doing it in the dark. I d id  pretty w ell. D idn’t get lost. A t some 
points, I  was fairly sure I stepped on the exact boulders I stepped on yesterday. Even the 
tilting one. I rem inded m yself not to do  that again.
A t the box, I fed the birds, observed for a while, and then stood at the box fo ra  
few m inutes looking over to the ridge across from  it. There w ere plenty o f  places where 
you cou ld  put an O .P .—the problem  w ould be getting to them . N ot really a problem , I 
reflected, just a slow  heave uphill, given the steepness o f the ridge.
Back at cam p I suggested to Clive we go check for o ther observation points.
"What? W ay up there?" he asked.
"Well, yeah. W e need an O .P. where w e can see into the  box, and m ake sure that 
they are  eating. "
"You’re not going to see anything up there. The trees w ill block you."
"I don't th ink  so. There's an opening that you can see from  the box. I saw it this 
m orning."
Clive just looked at me.
"Were going to have to go up  there and check  it out, C live. W e have to be able to 
see in to  the box. I know  it's hot, and the hillside is steep, bu t that's what w e're here for.
You do n 't have to  com e if  you don't w ant to..."
"No, I’ll com e," he said sulkily. " I just need  to get m y kit."
H e got his pack. I got m ine and the snake stick, and w e headed north-w est out of
cam p, through a thin ring o f trees and brush, w hich  butted up against som e huge boulders. 
A few  had come together to form  a cool shady cave, and I cou ld  see the bright sunlight 
reflecting off a talus field, a huge steep pile o f granite that had flaked off the cliffs at one
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time or another. In this valley , there w as talus everyw here. I was very  careful w alking 
through the cave area. Perfect for snakes, I thought. C live went bounding ahead. A s I came 
out into the sun, I noticed th is talus field  hardly had any m oss so it w as fairly new. 
Sometimes w hen there w as a lot o f rockfall, you could see the lighter scar on the face 
where it had com e off. I looked up and scanned the c liff for a lighter area. There w ere a 
few places on the cliffs w here these rocks could have com e from. I follow ed Clive, w ho 
was suddenly being irritatingly chivalrous.
"This rock ’s a bit steep, but there ’s a good hand hold on the right. Here, you  can't 
get up that. I’ll give you a hand. ” I know  he m eant well, but I’d been clim bing for four 
years and traversed m any a talus field. A nd after his w hining about the hike up here, his 
concern for m y welfare rang  false.
"You know," he said  looking up  at where the box was. "W e're going to go to  all 
this trouble, and we won’t see  a thing. W e can't see the box from here, the trees are 
blocking it, and they’ll b lock  it higher up as well."
"No, they won't," I replied. "See over there? " I pointed to w here the talus ended 
and a steep dirty scrub covered  hill began. "We re going up that. T here aren't m any trees, 
and once w e get high enough. I’m betting w e’ll be able to see directly in to  the box."
"If you say so." C live  gave m e a look o f utter doubt. W hat w as it with this guy? 
W hy was he even here if  everything is so hopeless?
”I say so, and I'm  righ t, ” I snapped. I ignored his outstretched hand at the next 
steep boulder, and stem m ed up in a sm ooth series o f m oves that left h im  looking a little 
astonished. I w as pissed. It w as difficult enough at a site w ithout som eone with a bad  
attitude.
W e w ere scram bling o ff the talus and onto the dirt o f  the ridge w hen I heard the 
peregrines cack. I tilted m y head and scanned the sky. I d idn’t see any raptors flying by. I 
looked across at the box. I cou ld  see the front o f it, w hich m eant the young  were probably 
cacking at us. Good. One, w e ’ll probably be able to get good visuals from  some p lace  on
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this ridge. Tw o, they were no t imprinted. T hey were a larm ed at the sight o f hum ans. "Stay 
that way, sw eethearts," I th ink , "good for y o u .”
Clive w as ahead o f m e again, but I d idn’t mind. T h e  ridge w as steep. He stepped 
around a bush and stopped.
"I think th is is it," he  said.
W hen I go t to him, he was standing on a level spot across from  and just a little 
below  the box. T he young had  stopped cacking, but were probably still w atching us.
"This is great! Look, w e can see right in!" He raised  his bins and looked. I did too. 
I saw  all three birds; at least I saw their silhouettes through the bars.
"This is brilliant, ju st brilliant!" Clive w as beam ing, like it was his idea to com e up 
here, like he’d ju s t  invented buttered toast, like he wasn’t w hining before.
I looked around. N o shade o f course, bu t that's the breaks. A good view o f the 
box, the birds, the  cliff to the north and the area in front o f  the box. I cou ldn’t see cam p, 
but I could see the point that stuck out beyond it, the place I was thinking o f  for a second 
observation point. That was good. It would be nice to be able to keep an eye on each other, 
especially from  the point o f view  o f safety.
"Look," C live said. "This is the perfect place to sit." He pointed to the flat spot. 
"And we can see that cliff. ’’ H e waved at it. "Too bad w e can ’t see cam p, though."
"Too bad, ” I said. I g lassed the box again and also the cliff below  it, just to get a 
sense o f  what ledges the birds m ight perch on. Although tha t was im possible to predict. 
W ho knew w here they’d go? I w asn't a bird, I didn 't know  what they liked, where they'd 
land, how they'd behave. The m ost we could do  was find a  good place to  observe them.
"Head back?" Clive asked.
"Sure," I said. I looked at my watch, and follow ed C live, thinking about everything 
we had to do before  release. I k ind  o f daw dled, actually. I w as in no rush. W hen he'd 
grabbed my hand to assist m e his palms w ere hot and sw eaty, and I didn 't w ant to repeat 
the experience go ing  down.
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I spent the  next day m aking sure the cam p was set for release. C live fed, but I h iked  
to the box in the afternoon to observe. I tim ed m y hike up and back. In daylight, being 
carefu l with the snake stick, it took  me an hour and eight m inutes. "Oh God," I thought, 
"that's such a long  time, tim e that I can't be w atching the birds." I didn't see a w ay to m ake 
it faster, though. N ot with the snake danger. I f  I got bit, that would take m e aw ay, Clive 
aw ay , bring in a helicopter o r boats, disturbance, and who w ould take care o f  the birds? I 
cou ldn 't get sloppy  here. T oo m uch riding on m e. Especially with Clive, w ho, when I 
returned from observing and tim ing the hike to  the box, had not pum ped the w ater I'd 
asked  him to, bu t w as sitting in the full sun w ithout a hat o r shirt, feet up on a boulder, 
reading  som ething by Robert Heinlein, a science fiction w riter who thought that women 
w ould  still be w earing  aprons on M ars in 2320.
"An hour and 10 m inutes up  and back," I  informed h im  as I filled up m y water
bottle.
"Hm m m ."
"It's go ing  to be longer in the dark. "
" I timed it," he said w ithout looking up.
"And?" I queried.
"Half an hour up and back." He sounded smug.
There is no  way he'd gotten up that slope  and back dow n in ha lf an hour. If he w as 
an e lite  climber, a  Sherpa, or one o f  those tribesm en in M exico who run high elevation 
races between villages, maybe. B u t he wasn't. H e was C live.
"Well, I guess it will be longer when I feed, " I said. I  knew he cou ldn ’t have done 
it in that time, bu t I felt inadequate all the same.
"Are you going to pum p that water or not?" I asked.
"Right. I 'll get to it," he assured me, and  went back to his book.
I looked around. The w ater was my m ain concern. I still needed to m ix fuel for the 
boat, and make sure  the gas tank w as full, but otherwise, everything was a go. I could
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hoof a chair up to the h igh  observation point, leave it, and time m y se lf up and back. I 
looked longingly at the water. It looked dark, placid and cool. N o  bathing though. San 
F rancisco 's w ater supply . Right.
"I'm  going up to  the upper O .P . I want to tim e it, and I'll take  a chair,"
I told C live. "Keep an ea r out, I'll yell if  I get into trouble,"
H e looked up.
"Y ou're going to  hike all the w ay up there? In this heat? Y ou're bloody crazy."
"It'll be hot tom orrow , and I have time today. A fter release, time is w hat we won't
have."
"If you say so." H e looked at m e like I was an idiot. That coupled w ith the Heinlein 
and the w ater bottles p issed me off.
"You can start w orking on filling those w ater bottles. T hat's got to get done by 
tom orrow . "
"Right. I said I'd  do it, and I w ill." He looked aggrieved.
I b it m y tongue, and started off. The guy was unbelievable. I navigated across the 
boulder strew n beach and into the brush  before the hill started in earnest. Once I reached 
the shade, I looked back. He was reading . I looked at m y watch. 14:36.
It took me 45 m inutes to get to  the observation point. The b irds cacked at m e again. 
Good. B eing alarmed b y  humans w as always good. M an has not been  kind to predatory 
birds. In the 1920's and 30's farmers sho t hawks in the m istaken b e lie f  that they  harm ed 
their livestock and crops. Fear and ignorance. Fear and ignorance. I sat in the chair and 
looked across at the box. The sound o f  the birds cacking echoed o f f  the rocks. T he bushes 
in front o f  the box shim m ered in heat haze, and m y feet were hot in my thick boots. 
Som etim es I despaired o f  our culture. W e were so selfish. These are owr crops, our  
chickens, the deer are here  for us to hun t, so are the ducks and geese. The fruit on the trees 
is ours. It's all ours. G o d  gave it to  us.
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D idn't they ever th ink  that God gave those things to  other beings? Som etim es I 
thought our selfishness w as so extreme that it now seem ed radical to step  away from  it 
even a little. I knew  people who'd hassled m e because I refused to eat m eat, refused to kill. 
I carried bugs ou t o f the house, so they could  continue th e ir bug life, and  now I sat on this 
hillside, in bru tal heat, being  paid, I'd calculated at M uir Beach, about nine cents an hour, 
to get these b irds their lives back. John M uir wrote, "The world, we are told, was m ade 
especially for m an—a presum ption not supported by all the facts." An opinion that I heartily 
agreed with. D espite what our culture seem ed to think, peregrines had as much right to live 
and thrive as I did. As m uch right as any hum an. As m uch as Clive—curse his lazy ass— 
did.
I drank some water, got up, stashed the chair, and scouted around a little for a place 
w ith shade w here I could w atch  the box. T here wasn't one. Maybe h igher up, but that w as 
a lot o f effort, and I didn't have it in me. I w as too hot.
I was half-way dow n the talus field w hen I realized I didn't have to im m ediately go 
back to cam p. A fter that it w as the w ork o f an instant to ju stify  jum ping in San Francisco's 
w ater supply. T here was a lot o f bear scat around, and I knew  when the w ater level rose all 
the bear poop w ould get in to  the water. W ell, I was hot and  dirty and sw eaty, but I didn 't 
see how what I'd got on m y skin was any w orse than a p ile  o f bear scat. Tw o at the m ost. 
A nd given the num ber I'd seen, hundreds o f p iles were end ing  up in the water. I knew  
M ike the ranger said we w ere not supposed to  swim  in the reservoir, but he hadn't said 
w hy. And I w as here re-introducing an endangered species. A  noble and selfless job ; one 
that required m e to be m entally fit and up to the challenge, which started tomorrow. A dip 
in co ld  m ountain water w ould be just the thing to  restore m e. By the tim e I reached the base 
o f  the talus, I w as convinced. The only thing I w as concerned with w as hiding from  Clive. 
I cut west, th rough  trees, stepping carefully, both for snakes and for quiet. W hen I cam e 
out o f  the brush , I was behind  a rise w est o f cam p. I couldn 't be seen. B elow  me w as an
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inlet screened by boulders. Perfect. T h e  water w as dark  green, alm ost black. I had  never 
seen anything so inviting.
I stripped quickly, but the hot granite burnt m y bare feet as I stood, so I stuffed 
them back  into my unlaced boots for the  few steps to  the edge. I stepped out o f the  boots 
and into the water. O H M Y G O D , cold.
I stood there, my ankles going num b, reconsidering the entire idea. I cam e to  the 
conclusion that if  it m ust be done, 'tis better it be done quickly. I w alked a few steps, and 
dived in.
T he w ater took m y breath. I tried  to swim a few  strokes, but on top of not being 
able to breathe I kept sinking. I realized that usually when I dove into something th is cold, 
it was the Pacific, filled w ith salt w hich gave me ex tra  buoyancy. I treaded water fo r a few 
minutes instead. The heat shim m er against the ridges seemed surreal in this all 
encom passing cold, but the shim m er reflected the shim m er of the water, the reflection of 
my pale body  distorted against the dark  o f  the bottom . Ohhh, I d idn’t w ant to th ink  about 
the bottom . About this lovely drowned valley. I d idn’t want to think about the bear sh it in 
the w ater either. I was only 10 feet from  shore. And to think at one point I'd considered 
sw im m ing to  the other side. B ig joke. I stayed until the hot white boulders looked inviting. 
I clam bered back to m y boots and slopped over to m y pile of clothes. 1 sat on m y shorts so 
my butt w ouldn't burn, and draped my sh irt over m yse lf in case anyone came along.
It w as heaven. I w as so cold, the heat meant nothing, and the breeze was pure  
pleasure against my skin. I felt like I had  ginger ale in m y veins. Suddenly my situation 
didn't seem  so bad. Perhaps I’d sneak b ack  here and do  this again. I stayed another twenty 
minutes relishing my privacy and cold. W hen my hair was dry, I dressed and returned , 
straight to m y tent. I didn 't care if C live had  filled the  w ater bottles. I’d do it later, and  hold 
it against him .
T hat night Clive built a fire out o f  the driftw ood that was piled everywhere along 
the w ater’s edge. I sat on a log, thinking and watching the flames. C live sat across from
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m e, and in the tim e honored tradition o f cam pfires everyw here, told m e a story about going 
walkabout in the Australian outback. He rented a m otorcycle, took it som e place on a dirt 
road, stashed it, took off all h is clothes, and w ent w alkabout.
"W hat to  you m ean, walkabout?" I asked.
"I w ent walking around out in the bush," he replied.
"For how  long?"
"Two w eeks. I took o ff  my clothes and walked in to  the bush. T he aborigines do it 
all the time." H e seemed com pletely sincere.
I didn’t bring up the fact that aborigines are much m ore suited fo r walking around 
naked in the heat o f the A ustralian outback than a blonde Englishm an w ho doesn't know 
w hat glacier polish  is.
"W hat d id  you do fo r food? For w ater? Didn't you take a pack?"
"No, nothing. I k illed lizards and drank their blood. And at the end  o f two w eeks I 
cam e right back  to my m otorcycle." The fire-light glinted o f f  his glasses as he poked a log 
closer to the center.
I turned this over in m y mind. I tend to believe people. I tend tow ard gullibility, 
actually. Dating a lawyer for a few years cured m e of som e o f  that, but I still gave people 
the benefit o f  the doubt. B ut this...this was flat out unbelievable. And actually, Clive said 
he'd been handling snakes for fifteen years. But he was on ly  twenty years old. That m eant 
he 'd  been handling snakes since he was five. O h sure.
"That m ust have been quite an adventure," I said
"Oh, it w as, it was," he nodded enthusiastically. T hen  he told m e about riding w ith 
the outback's equivalent o f  the H ell’s A ngels w hen he got back  from his "walkabout."
They had evidently  been so im pressed w ith him , they’d m ade him an honorary m em ber.
The th ing  about pathological lying, is that it is that: pathological. So  the person 
lying absolutely believes the lie. W hich m akes him  persuasive and hard to  disbelieve. M y 
encounters w ith pathological liars had been, up to  that point, limited. So  I can't really fault
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m yse lf for taking an entire tw o days to conclude that Clive, sunburned, snake-savvy, 
accented Clive, w as a com plete wacko.
W hen I got back to my tent, I left my head lamp on and looked at a lacew ing 
craw ling up the side. Its eyes glow ed with a fire-blue, delicate, and magic. I'm  up here 
w ith a pathological liar, I said to the lacewing. It's me, the b irds, a bunch o f snakes, and a 
pathological liar. O h God. Outside, I heard crickets and the occasional chirrup o f  a bat. 
R em inders that m ine was not the only story, that m ine was not the only life here, but one o f  
m any.
But w hat if this place had a jinx  on it? A woman bitten by a rattler three days before I 
arrived and Clive alm ost fell o ff a cliff, I lay in the dark and w ondered if the site would be a 
success. What if  there where Indian spirits here like in Tenaya Canyon? M y sister and 
clim ber friends o f  m ine had both told m e stories about Tenaya. It was the site o f  a horrible 
m assacre, and there were stories about people hearing voices and seeing strange things. 
W hat i f  there were spirits here and our presence disturbed them ? Before I slept I talked to 
them , and told them  w hat we were try ing to do w ith  the birds, how we didn't m ean to 
disturb them  and I asked for their help and understanding. It m ade me feel better, at least 
enough to fall asleep.
The next m orning after breakfast Clive asked me to take his picture. He wanted 
photos to  send back to  his girl in England. W hen I said I w ould, he started taking off his 
clothes. "What is going on," I thought, but I d id n ’t give him the benefit o f  being  shocked. 
He posed , com pletely naked, with a  beat-up shotgun in one hand, and a couple o f  slings 
draped around his torso  like bandoleers, against the  back-drop o f  the w ater and granite. I 
snapped the pictures. I was sure that he'd use them  to perpetuate some horrendous lie, but 
at this point, it seem ed like his lying w as more in the realm o f  egotistical tall tales rather 
than something_that m ight endanger the birds. O f  course, once I ’d thought it out, his being 
there w as endangering the birds, but there was nothing I could do about that, at least not 
until L ee  got there.
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L ee arrived around 11:00 w ith  Mike, the bear m anagem ent ranger. G od, it was 
great to see him. I felt like he was a savior com ing across the w ater to save m e and the site. 
I didn't know  what C live  felt and I didn't care. Lee brought a bunch  of five gallon 
containers o f water, a s  he'd heard w e were pum ping.
"You aren't going  to have tim e to do that once we release the birds," he said as we 
unloaded them. "You can  fill them  up at the dam  w hen you go in  for quail." H e'd  also 
brought m ore quail. M ike  wasn't staying, but said he’d try to m ake it back on the day o f 
release and stay the weekend.
First thing w e d id  was take Lee up to the box, so he could  look at the birds.
"They look good," was his com m ent. "H ealthy. It’s som e hike up here, though.
It'll be hard  in the dark ."
"I know, " I rep lied , "I've been  thinking about that. "
"And?" he queried
"I'll ju st give m yse lf plenty o f  time I suppose." I replied. I didn't see tha t there was 
anything else I could do. It was a long, difficult hike. N o way to  m ake it easier.
Then Clive show ed him the "apple box" O.P.
"You can't use this, " Lee said, w ith a sharp alm ost incredulous glance at Clive. 
"You can't see the b irds at all."
"You can w hen they fly over," Clive said defensively.
"No," Lee rep lied . "It's too close to the box, and the birds m ay never fly  over. This 
is not an O .P . "
I didn 't say anything. I d idn 't want to get in to  it. I knew the other observation 
points w ere good.
"Do you have others?" Lee asked, looking at me.
"Tw o more," I  replied. "W e can show you from  camp."
H etch Hetchy w as were I really  learned Lee's m anagem ent style. I'd seen  it a bit at 
M uir B each, but there everyone had been w orking hard. Here, because Clive w as such a
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doofus, and I w as, well, the on ly  one w orking, I got to see w hat Lee could  really do. The 
way he m anaged w as that he w orked harder than anyone else, and he expected you to keep 
up. Set the exam ple, and people  will follow. Everyone but C live, who did not seem  as 
sm itten with Lee as I was.
W e m ade ou r way dow n, me w ith the snake stick.
"That's the stupidest th ing," Clive com m ented again.
"No it's no t, " Lee rep lied . "It's dam n sm art. It's dangerous out here. It m ay be 
slow, but we don 't want you getting  bit by a snake, or tw isting your ankle." I felt better.
"Well, I've worked w ith  snakes for fifteen years," C live  said sulkily.
Lee turned to m e as Clive continued down the talus, his back to  us.
"Fifteen years?" he mouthed silently, with a skeptical look. I knew right then that Lee had 
C live's number. "Fifteen," I m outhed back. Lee rolled his eyes and follow ed Clive, w hile I 
tapped along behind them. T hus the alliance o f C lara and L ee against C live was formed.
W orking in the field is a strange thing. At least w orking a hack site is. I think that 
any experience w here people are asked to do difficult, som etim es dangerous things, to go 
through the same experiences under duress and pressure you can get really close to who 
you are working w ith. You fo rge  a bond that is unique and strong. I've never fought fires 
o r been in the m ilitary, but I suspect there's a sim ilar intim acy. No one is having fun, you 
are putting up w ith various hardships, and you end up bonding in a special way. W hen 
B rent and I worked M uir B each, within a m onth we were fussing at each other like an old 
m arried couple, o r  a  pair o f m aiden  aunts who'd lived with each  other all their lives.
T here's an elem ent o f  condensed intimacy. W hen Lee gave m e that secret look, I knew  I 
had an ally. The entire  hike dow n, I allowed m yself to hope that the site m ight w ork out, 
that C live's w hining and critic ism  weren't going to bring m e down.
Back at cam p, we took L ee to the O.P. on the water, w here we could  see the box 
and the surrounding area.
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"Okay," he said. "This will do once they are flying. But we also need to see directly 
into the box. W e need to track when they eat."
"I know," I said. "The other O .P . is there." I pointed to the ridge across from  the 
box. " W e can hike up if  you 'd  like."
"I’d like," Lee said.
W e stopped in cam p, filled our w ater bottles, and set o ff  to the west ridge.
"Y ou'll like this one," Clive announced, "It's ju s t brilliant."
"You picked this one and the one by  camp, d idn 't you?" Lee m uttered as he gave 
me a hand up a particularly large boulder. I nodded.
"I thought so." He looked a little grim . "We'll talk  later."
T he west O.P. m et w ith  his approval. Once again  the birds cacked at us.
"O h, that's good, that's good." he said.
B ack at camp, I stopped at my tent to leave m y pack. Lee w as talking to C live, and 
then I saw Clive take o ff tow ards the reservoir O.P. L ee cam e over to me.
"I sent him  o ff so w e could talk," he said. "Som ething's going on here, and I need 
to know w hat it is."
So I told him how I thought C live w as a pathological liar, how he whined. H ow  I 
hoped that Lee could stay after release, and  if  he couldn’t, could he ju st take Clive w ith  him 
and I'd do  the site by m yself, because w ork ing  with C live was like w orking with a ball and 
chain.
"O kay," he said when I finished m y  litany, "I'll see what I can do. I wanted to  
release in the  morning, but I ’ll need to ca ll in, let them  know  w hat’s going on. How about 
if  you drive m e to the dam  this afternoon? G et some boating practice? ”
O n release day we found a baby rattler, right across our path in the rocks. It w as 
curled in a p ile  o f  driftwood, its gray-black-tan m arkings an exquisite contrast and p lay
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against the white granite and golden  gray sticks o f  driftwood. W e didn't t k ill it. Clive took 
pictures o f  it, and m ade a big fuss about knowing all about snakes. Eventually he picked it 
up w ith a stick and threw it into the water—which it im m ediately swam out of. Lee was 
im patient, today w as about release, not about snakes. Clive to ld  us once again  how m uch 
he knew  about snakes, and then it was up the hill and on with release.
Clive got the front off the box practically by himself and  while Lee w as still in the 
box, I left—my stom ach cold and palm s sw eaty—to hike down the  hill, past w here the rattler 
had been that m orning, through cam p, and up another poison oak , snake-filled talus field to 
the upper observation point. I took  my snake stick, tapping everyw here in front o f me, and 
rem inding m yself that in Africa they say the best w ay to do som ething is to  hurry slowly, 
so that w as how I w ould  do it. It w ouldn’t help m e or the birds if  I got b itten  by a snake. I 
m ade it to my O.P. in  an hour and fifteen m inutes, which was pretty  good, considering the 
terrain. T he birds flapped their w ings, explored a little, and spent most of the afternoon 
sleeping together in the shade o f  the box.
A t about 5 :00  Mike W ebb showed up in a boat. I could see him unloading lots o f 
gear and water, and I hoped he w ould stay, as it w as always good  to have an extra person 
at release. Around 7 :30  I heard L ee  and Clive in cam p, their voices floating up  in the clear 
hot air. A bout this tim e the birds show ed signs o f roosting, but they were w iffling, slowly 
deciding on the best place for their first night out o f the box. I w as impatient because I was 
hungry, and didn’t w an t to hike in the dark if  I could help it, bu t I stayed until 8:00 when 
one o f the birds fledged, flying from  the box to a ledge on the c lif f  face. O h, you’re 
sneaky, I thought. B u t I had a feeling  one w ould pull som ething like that. I w as glad 1 
stayed. I heard Lee yelling for m e to  come on dow n, so I did, happy  that I cou ld  report a 
fledge.
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Telem etry  has com e a long way from  when I w as first using it in 1987. N ow  birds 
can be tracked by satellite, a  fantastic tool, enabling researchers to appreciate how far 
animals can travel, and how  big a territory o r habitat rea lly  is.
I really  learned the finesse o f telem etry in H etch Hetchy from  Lee. I was okay 
before, but at M uir Beach everything was open, hills w ere relatively easy to get on top of— 
there was no  bounce and it w as easy to use triangulation to  track the birds. Besides, even 
though the transmitter failed on Alex, he w as always w ith  White Q ueen the first few weeks 
anyway. A fter that, it d idn 't matter. But H etch Hetchy w as a granite bowl, and the signal 
bounced all over. Plus, it was incredibly difficult to get a  triangulation. You couldn't ju st 
run to a ridge-top. Getting into the boat, and doing telem etry from the water was a 
possibility, bu t this required hiking to the boat, then firing  it up. A lw ays a production. Not 
that I'd been doing badly—circum stances had been in m y favor, but L ee showed me how to 
really detect bounce.
W e w ere set up on a spit o f granite, hot white granite, next to  a small tree— spindly 
w ith effort— struggling to  grow  out o f  a crack  next to us. That m orning we'd set up a 
rem ote feeding station. T hat's what Lee had called it. W e got up early and blanketed the top 
o f  a large flat boulder sticking out o f  the w ater about 500  yards east o f  us with quail. The 
birds had perched there fo r tw o days now, in the afternoon. And none o f them had returned 
to the box. S o  this m orning we boated out w ith thirty quail.
"W e’ve got to use enough so w herever they land they’ll be c lose  to a quail. They're 
getting hungry, but they w on't necessarily recognize the quail as food. W e've got a better 
chance if they land close to  one," Lee said. He squatted by  the bag o f  quail industriously 
breaking their wings at the shoulder and the elbow. W e wanted the w ings to wave in the 
breeze, if possib le , to a ttract the birds' interest. "Peregrines are a w onderful bird, 
wonderful, bu t they are no t the sharpest tool in the shed," he said, handing me a plastic bag 
o f  about ten quail with m angled wings. "A raven, now they 'd  be com ing into cam p already 
fo r those quail. But these guys, you'd better hope they land  right on top  o f one. T hat's
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what it's  going to take. N ow , I w ant you to scatter those all over. A bout five, ten  feet 
apart. T hat should do it."
I nodded, and w alked over to  the other side o f the little island. It was still cool, the 
air c risp  with m orning. I carefully p laced  the quail in a random  pattern, for m axim um  
coverage. W hen I was done, I went back  to the boat. Lee had already taken care o f  his part 
of the island and was sitting at the tiller.
"Let’s get out o f here," he said and started  the boat as I stepped in. W e swept back  to 
camp.
B ut now the light sparkling o ff  the reservoir was fierce. There was no shade. I kept 
squinting. I hadn't perfected the technique of keeping my sunglasses on and looking  
through binoculars. I w as afraid I m ight miss som ething and right now , waiting and 
hoping that the birds w ould feed, I d idn 't want to  m iss anything.
Lee stood and picked up the telemetry from  beside his cam p chair.
"Here, I'll show  you how to  w ork  with bounce. First, turn the volume w ay  down. 
Then pu t the receiver on your shoulder with the speaker right next to your ear. T hen  scan 
with the antenna. You have to listen hard  but the true signal will be ju st a bit sharper and 
cleaner. Just a bit. It's a difference that gets lost w ith more volum e, o r if the speaker isn't 
by your ear." He low ered the antenna and took the receiver o ff his shoulder. "R ight now, 
I've got it dialed into the red transm itter. It's bouncing from two different locations, and 
then the tm e signal. Let's see if you can  identify the bounce and the location o f  the  
transmitter." He w aited w hile I stood and then handed me the antenna and receiver.
I imitated Lee. I put the receiver on my shoulder, heard the faint ping o f  the 
transm itter, and then raised the antenna and started to sweep. I'd learned that ho ld ing  the 
antenna vertically or horizontally changed how w ell you got the signal. I vertically swept 
the antenna, slowly turning in a full circle. The pinging was equally  strong to the  SW , the 
NE, and  NW . Dang. O ne o f  those locations was w here the transm itter was, and th e  other 
two w ere bounce. I shifted the antenna to vertical, and slowly turned around again . I
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listened carefully . Ah, the ping to the NW  w as distinctly softer. I sw ept again, listening 
hard between the SW and the NE. NE was ju st a little clearer, a little cleaner. I low ered the 
antenna, took the receiver o ff  my shoulder and pointed.
"He's there."
Lee sm iled.
"See, that wasn’t so hard, was it? G ood job." H e leaned back in his cam p chair and 
stretched. In fron t of us, about 500 feet east, the flat island o f granite em erged out o f  the 
cool cobalt w ater. I could see the quail like dark rocks, scattered across its hot surface. So 
far, none o f o u r birds had appeared to  feed, even though they had perched all over this rock 
yesterday afternoon. W ell, it wasn't afternoon yet. At 1100, it was still technically 
m orning, so w e had a w hile to wait.
"So," L ee said." W hat do you want to name them ?"
"W hat?" I had been glassing the quail with binoculars, seeing a broken wing flutter 
here, a totally still lump there. "Name them ?"
"Yeah. It seems like we should. It's about the righ t time. Y ou haven't yet, have
you?"
"No." I  glassed a snag  a little to the south. No b ird . "I haven't."
"W ell." Lee sat up straight. "Let's nam e them."
I put dow n my bins and looked at him.
"At ou r last site, we gave them  nam es that helped us rem em ber the transmitter 
colors, so we could  know w hich  was which. And here, because you so  nicely had two 
blue transm itters, we've rea lly  got to keep that straight," I said.
"Hey, those were the colors we had," Lee protested. "At least I put them  on 
different legs."
"1 know . I've been referring to  them  in m y notes as BR and BL."
"Blue right and Blue left?" Lee asked
"How d id  you know ?" I grinned at him .
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"How about a double nam e thing to help u s remember, like in the south. B illy Bob, 
you know ," Lee suggested.
"That works. B illy  for blue and what for r ig h t and left?" I asked.
"W e can do R oy  for right, that has a nice ring."
"Okay. And blue/left can be your namesake."
L ee looked at m e quizzically.
"Billy Lee." I said.
"Excellent!" he  laughed.
"A nd, then w e 'v e  got red," I continued, "Robert, Roy, Raym ond, R ichard..."
"Randell" L ee said.
"Randell? Y ou seem  very sure o f  that."
"O h, I am," he  said. And that's were it stood. Billy Roy, B illy  Lee, and Randell.
Sitting out on  the hot granite rocks with L ee, with the w ater right there, we had a 
good v iew  when our th ree  birds landed on the granite island. T hey ate, and then napped. 
W hat a relief. This gave  me a chance to look around a bit, take in Hetch Hetchy close to the 
water. A  pair of red-headed m ergansers swam by and  I wrote this:
13:20 Lee says take notes in pen, as they are used as an original legal document, 
sometimes. The clouds flo a t over like great white entities o f  their own...against the clear 
blue a n d  the wind, s tro n g  warm winds, blowing the pages o f  th is notebook, and  anything  
else no t weighted dow n with a rock. This morning I  saw  three im m ature m ergansers, rust 
brown heads, Sunday gray  backs, white tummies a n d  lovely rose p ink  fe e t  a n d  bills. They 
swam b y  close to the shore, ducking their heads under the surface occasionally g iving me a 
flash  o f  w hite as they turn  over to preen  in the water, and then, a ll diving, their strong fee t 
pum ping the green tow ards some unsuspecting fish ...a ll  three o f  them. H ow  am azing  they 
are hits m e as I  write, a bird-flyer, with wings fo r  the air, and flo a ts  above the water, 
fo rag ing  below  the w ater, at ease in both elements...waterfowl.
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We saw  another 'buzztaiV this morning. Lee w as down by the  water, s ta rted  to 
boulder around a rock a n d  pu t his fin g e rs  2 "from  a rattler coiled in a  niche in the rock. I  
was above him, and saw  h im  suddenly ju m p  back into the water, (w hich was shallow ) and  
then he called to me: "come down and  see another rattlesnake!" I  w en t and looked into the 
niche fro m  a safe distance. There it was, coiled, its m arkings a little indistinct in the shade, 
a good  p lace fo r  a snake to  sleep and  be cool, close to the water...Lee named h im  'Larry” 
and on our o ther trip dow n to the w ater we can now  look and see h im  serenely deadly, 
coiled there.
We saw  a very sm a ll tree-frog, jeepers ' in Lee's words, th is morning in the p re ­
dawn camp darkness, he w as caught in our head lam ps light while w e looked.
Last night a bat bum ped my h a t...I  love watching them, there are hundreds o f  them  
here, and  every night a t d u sk  the air is f il le d  with their awkward flu ttering  shapes, and  
shrill chirps, that go on a ll night—a counterpoint against the crickets song.
This is a rough, w ild  area, though. The danger fro m  rattlers is real and high. No  
fa ir  being stup id  and spacing  out in th is country. It is good, so fa r  f o r  the birds however, 
the only encounters we've h a d  with o ther predators getting too close are red-tails, although 
Lee saw  an eagle way o ver a ridge two days ago, and  we both heard  a hom ed ow l the other 
morning about 4:00 am.
Experience is ou r only real reference...com passion, empathy, love, we bring  our 
experiences into our situations...! can never know com pletely how som eone else fee ls , but 
/  can refer to m y own life, a n d  find  the circumstances, the situation a n d  realize, a n d  apply 
m y perceptions...how  am azing , and we som etim es presum e we 'know  how the o ther  
person really fee ls . ' and  ye t, perhaps w e do. A no ther w onderful fo re v e r  mystery.
I finished writing, looked up, checked the birds.
"So," said Lee, "W hat do you th ink  we should do with C live?"
"God, I don’t know ," I replied. "Can you take h im  away?"
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"W ell, we'll get the other attendants here as soon  as we can. They're alm ost 
finished at Lake Tahoe. I'm  just w orried that he'll kill him self before  then."
"T here 's always that possibility." I said. "You know who he rem inds m e of?" 
"N o ."
"D id  you ever read  the Chronicles o f  N am ia  b y  C.S. Lew is?"
"N o ."
"T hey 're ch ild ren 's books. T hey 're great. T here 's  one. The Voyage o f  the D aw n  
Treader, w here  the characters are exploring on a ship. A nd one o f  the characters doesn 't 
want to be  there, and he 's ju st awful. He m akes fun o f  the other people, and he w hines, 
and he expects everything to be done for him, and he 's a  huge drag. His name is Eustuce. 
W ell, C live reminds m e o f  Eustuce."
"Hm m m ." Said L ee. He lifted his bins and looked at our babies. They were still 
asleep. "W ell, he's certain ly  useless alright."
A fte r that, we referred to C live as Useless.
"W hat would y ou  do to Useless anyway. If you  could do anything? " Lee asked. 
This was interesting. I didn 't norm ally consider "doing" things to people, at least not 
verbalizing it.
"L ike what?" I asked
"W ell, like taking him  out to the m iddle of the lake in a boat, tying a boulder to his 
leg and dropping him in ," said Lee.
"O h." I was a little  shocked. "Isn't that a bit m uch? I mean he 's useless, but no t
bad."
"O kay, how abou t taking o ff all o f his clothes, and making him  go on a w alkabout 
here? " L ee suggested
"A lright. Then w e could have a group of Hell's Angels w aiting at the dam  to pick 
him  up," I sa id
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"Yeah, they could take h im  down to  M erced with them , riding naked all the w ay
dow n."
"W ith no helm et, so he gets bugs in h is face."
"Bugs in his teeth," said L ee with satisfaction 
"Hugh! B eetle bits that he 'd  be flossing out for days!" I shuddered 
"Yeah, you’re getting th e  hang of it," L ee said "Now, w hat would w e do to the 
b irds if they hadn't com e in and eaten?"
"To the birds?" I had n ev er even thought o f going there. How could we do 
anything to the birds? The All-Im portant-Noble-Sacred-Birds.
"Yeah, the birds, " Lee prodded me.
"You start th is one," I p leaded. "I d o n ’t have any ideas. W e w ouldn't kill them." 
"Oh no. But we could rough  them up a bit. I tell you what. W e'd ca tch  all of them
first. "
"And put them  in my tent." I said.
"And then w hat? W hat cou ld  we do to  them? " Lee m used. " I know , we'd put them  
in the tent, and then we'd shake them  around, like popcorn in a popcorn popper, until they 
cam e out and ate!"
I had an im age o f the three birds tossed like big popcorn kernels around in my tent, 
dow n flying off, feet scrabbling. O f course, in  the fantasy nothing would be happening to 
their feathers. That w as part o f  the  reason that not just anyone could handle the birds.
W hen the juvenile plum age com es in over the down, the shafts o f  the feathers are filled 
w ith blood so the rest o f the fea ther can grow. The feathers do not become "hard-penned" 
until a few w eeks after they take their first flight. This is the only time in a falcon's life that 
all the feathers com e in at once. That's why it w as so im portant that the birds not break a 
feather. It can seriously affect the ir ability to fly.
"1 know  w hat we else w e could do to  Clive," I said.
"What?"
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"W e could spread honey on h is face while he's asleep, and then  a bear w ou ld  come 
and lick his face and w ake him up."
"Oh, that's good. A nd then he 'd  yell...." W e both  laughed. I felt sort o f  bad . It was 
m ean to be talking about Clive like that, but he'd been pretty rude and this helped blow  off 
steam . I guessed it w as okay. And it w as funny.
"Look, one o f  them 's awake. W hich one is that?" Lee said.
"Um , blue/right transceiver, oh , that's B illy Roy."
I made a note in my notebook:
1546: B R  wakes up fr o m  nap. O ther two birds still sleeping. A ll three still 
perched  on island by fo o d . None o f  the  birds has returned to the b o x  to feed. This will no w 
be the fo o d  station. N o t bad, as is ea sier  to fe e d  here. N o  long hike in the dark uphill, 
m erely a little boat ride in the dark, which is much less stressful. W eather clear, w est wind, 
warm.
At this point, m aking  notes w as as much som ething to keep m e awake and  alert as it
was a recording o f w hat the birds w ere doing.
*  *  *  *  *  *
That evening, w hen  we got to  cam p, M ike the ranger had m ade  a fire. W e sat 
around it after dinner, talking. I was tired but excited, and besides M ike  was talk ing  about 
bears.
"So you haven’t had  any trouble with bears yet out here?" he  asked, looking  at me 
and Clive.
"No." Clive rep lied . "But I'd like  to see one." H e'd  gotten a lo t quieter now  that 
there are two older m ales around.
"No," I said. "B ut w e're using the bear box, and keeping a c lean  camp."
"I only ask because Hetch H etchy is one o f  the places where w e dump the trouble 
bears. You know , the ones that are repeatedly breaking in to  cars, dum pster diving, coming 
up while people are eating  and scaring them."
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"Is that right?" Lee asked.
"Yeah. There isn't that m uch public use ou t here, and m ost people who are here are 
savvy about the back-country and act accordingly. It's funny, though it only puts o ff  the 
problem . They always find their way back to either the Valley o r Tuolum ne. Som ewhere 
where there are people and cars."
"W hat do you do after that?" I asked.
"W ell, they get three chances. W e dart them , tag them, and haul them out here three 
times. A fter the third time, they are labeled incorrigible and w hen we catch them  again we 
dispose o f  them."
"You mean you kill them ?" I asked.
"Yeah. Shoot them  usually." M ike looked in to  the fire for a minute. All o f  us are 
silent, aw are of anim als and death, the heavy dark around the light o f  the fire.
"The sad thing about it," he continued, "is that we are killing the bears that are 
evolving. W e're killing the bears that are pushing the evolutionary edge. People, cars and 
dum psters are a new food source for them . And they 've learned how  to take advantage of 
that. I've seen sows teaching their cubs how to get in to  a dum pster. Seen the m om  send the 
baby up  a tree after food  that's been hung in the back-country. Seen  a bear com e up to 
hung food , look at the food pack, look at the rope, find  the tree that it's tied to, and untie 
the rope to  get the food down. They are smart, sm art animals, and  we are killing the 
sm artest ones. I m ean, think about it."
H e shifted forw ard, earnest w ith his subject.
"W hat would you rather do, forage around all day for som e berries and insects, or 
walk up to  a car, bust out the w indow  w ith your paw , and eat an ice chest full o f  food? It’s 
energetically  smarter to  bust the w indow . It doesn't hurt your paw . You get a lot m ore 
calories than if you forage all day, and nothing happens, except som etim es some people 
show up  and  yell at you. I'd do it. Hell, w e’d all do it. T h a t 's  w hat I hate about m y job . I
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have to kill the smartest bears because they  are inconvenient to us. I really  don't like that 
policy. It seem s like we cou ld  do som ething else."
I'd never thought abou t it like tha t before. I was dreadfully afraid o f bears and  
didn't w ant them  getting m y food, so I w as scrupulous about keeping a clean cam p w hen I 
was in bear country. Besides, when my sister lived in Y osem ite, she'd had a bear tear the 
wing w indow  o ff  her VW  bug trying to  get to the laundry it thought w as food. A friend  o f 
hers had aw akened one night to  see a faint light in the kitchen. W hen she went to see what 
it was, she found it was the refrigerator light, shining around the dark bulk  of a bear 
foraging through the crisper drawers. B ut I liked M ike's point. We w ere killing the sm art 
ones.
"It's interesting," L ee  said, leaning forward. "W hat you're describing happens over 
and over w ith hum an interactions with w ild  animals. I f  it's not working, the anim als get 
taken out. "
"Yeah, but that's not the case w ith peregrines, is it?" M ike looked at Lee a little 
enviously, I thought.
"You're right, we got really lucky w ith that one," Lee agreed.
"What are you talking about?" C live asked.
"Urban peregrines," L ee replied. "The peregrine's adaptation to  urban 
environm ents. N o one could  have predicted that. In fact, if  anyone had, I bet they w ould  
have been laughed out o f the scientific com m unity. But it happened. "
"W hen you think abou t it, it's not that surprising," M ike said. "Skyscrapers and  tall 
buildings give the same steep isolation that a cliff face does. There are sim ilar air currents 
and pigeons are a plentiful food  source."
"Close enough," L ee replied. "So far the main problem  with urban  sites is the 
young birds getting hit by cars. But com pared to the adaptive advantage, the problem  is 
pretty sm all. N ot only that, peregrines don 't mind people. T hey aren't as sensitive to  
disturbance as som e other species."
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I thought about this. T h is  was new. I'd know n about urban  peregrines, o f course. I 
guessed it was unusual that a w ild  animal adapted to human presence w ithout it becom ing a 
m ajor problem. U sually  the outcom e was m ore like what happened with the bears. D eer 
overw helm ed gardens, and got h it by cars. R accoons infested attics, skunks got under 
houses, squirrels raided  bird feeders. And our response? W e killed them.
The peregrine was unusual as an endangered species, because its problem  w asn't 
habitat loss, like practically everything else. It w as pesticides, and poisoning. A problem  
that was potentially solvable. T he argument and the accom panying proof that the DDT that 
poisoned birds a lso  poisoned hum ans was a strong one. The argum ent that we shouldn't 
expand our cites, o r build in a w etland because it was the only hom e of a particular animal 
was weak. It m ade intuitive sense to me, but people are not very  responsive at being told 
that they can't do w hat they w ant. W e pride ourselves on our lim itlessness more than we 
do on our judgm ent. O r wisdom , o r restraint. W e like control, but not restraint. And 
usually  control is control of "N ature" to get us w hat we want, not restraint in response to 
nature, not acceptance to the w ay things are, but seeing nature as a challenge to be 
overcom e.
W hen 1 w as a child, m y parents used to read me bedtim e stories out o f  a book titled 
Z.en Flesh, Zen B ones. These w ere  parables, stories and koans that illustrated right 
thinking. There w as a story about the bam boo that grew next to  the big oak. The oak m ade 
fun o f  the bam boo because it w as so thin and spindly. It b ragged that it w ould be around 
forever, because it w as big and strong. Then a storm  came and blew  the oak over, because 
the oak tried to resist the force o f  the storm. And the bam boo? It bent with the wind, and 
survived. It seemed to  me that g iven  the conflict betw een anim al and hum an, the animals 
couldn 't bend as easily  as we could . But that w asn 't a strong argum ent either. Not many 
people were going to  see this like I did. Not m any people w ere going to consider that bears 
had as m uch of a righ t to eat their food as they did. And the bears were there first. Doing
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their bear thing. The entire situation m ade m e sad. I cou ld  tell M ike w asn 't any too happy  
w ith it either.
"Hey," Lee com m ented, " you ever notice how people look like the animal they  
w ork with? L ike Mike here, he looks ju st like a big b londe bear." He grinned across the 
fire at M ike, sort of serious, sort o f teasing. Mike was like a bear, though. He was a b ig  
guy, with one o f those bodies that look soft but aren't. L ike bears that seem  cozy on a 
certain level bu t can run thirty m iles an hour in a charge. I looked at Lee. H e was like a 
falcon, narrow  curved nose, deep set intense eyes, com pact build.
M ike grinned back. "W ell, you certainly look like  a falcon," he says, m irroring my 
thoughts.
"I've alw ays thought that I could w ork  with w olves." Clive stated suddenly. H e'd  
been so quiet lately, and I was so relieved to  be free from  expecting him  to do anything that 
I'd almost forgotten he w as there.
"I'd be quite good, I expect." he went on. "G iven my experience w ith snakes."
H ow  this fit in I had no idea. M ike and L ee ju s t looked at him. "You know , dangerous 
animals." C live clarified.
"A cool head in stressful situations?" Lee asked, looking hard at Clive.
"Oh yes. I'd say so." C live glowed. "It's one o f  the most im portant things w ith  that 
k ind of w ork. And I think I sort o f look like a wolf as w ell."
I g lanced across the fire at Mike. H e was looking down, but in the firelight I saw  
the corner o f  his lip tw itch ju st a  bit. Lee stared at Clive for another m inute, and then 
abruptly turned to  me.
"I don 't know w hat I'll w ork with, so I don't know  if  I look like it yet." I sa id , but 
I was covering. I knew w hat I'll work w ith. Gerbils. O r gophers. Som e sort o f roden t w ith 
a round face. "You have a full-m oon face," m y mom used  to say, and it drove me nuts. N o 
hope for sculpted cheeks or a dynam ic jaw  line. My face was round and sweet. M aybe I 
could look like a pika, a very cute  high e levation  rodent. That wouldn't be so bad.
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"H m m ," said L ee. " I think you 'll work w ith birds." But he  w as being k ind , I 
knew . He thought I'd end  up working w ith rodents. N ot that I m inded, exactly. It didn't fit 
the sexy predator image, bu t rodents are under rated. P ikas store straw  for the w inter, rats 
are incredibly smart and social, and som e Arctic ground squirrels have antifreeze in their 
blood, so they can h ibernate and not freeze during the winter. They ju s t aren't as culturally 
cool as predators.
Physical lim itations always co lo r science, influence what w e know and assum e, 
and yet they are rarely talked  about. Y ou can study som ething, but the knowledge that you 
gather and interpret is lim ited by w hat you observe, the sensitivity o f  your instrum ents, you 
at the m om ent o f observation, the w eather, the air, thousands o f d iscreet variables. Not to 
imply for a m oment that there are not valuable experim ents made and  duplicated, not to say 
for a m om ent that what w e know and have learned and still have to  learn is not trem endous, 
just to say...there is alw ays an elem ent o f  doubt, there is always an unknown variable, 
there is alw ays an effect that may be greater than was first assumed. Good scientists always 
rem em bers the mystery and  it keeps them  humble.
One o f  the things that I love about field w ork is that it is direct; on a certain level, 
simple, and a lot of what I have read and heard discussed in the literature and in theory gets 
blown to hell as soon as you get it out in to  the field—a place where there are no controlled 
perim eters, and practically every card is wild. A place o f  disasters and miracles. H opes and 
fears. W here you can be lulled into predictability, and experience constant surprise.
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H etch Hetchy II
There's magic in getting up in those strange hours past m idnight. I started my day 
right when I should have been  dropping deep into REM  sleep. I drove through the foggy 
night to the B ird  Group, the little collection o f trailers and tem porary buildings filled w ith 
endangered falcons where three juveniles enclosed in boxes that said Best Washington 
A pples  w aited fo r me on the deck in front o f the office. A pple boxes w ere the preferred 
m ode of transportation— room y enough for the bird to crouch com fortably, but not so 
room y they cou ld  hurt them selves. W hen I peered through the hole in the side o f the box at 
each one, they glared at m e. Defensive. Their brown and tan feathers still had leftover b its 
o f  down poking  through and each one had a pow der-puff o f  white on top of its head, 
w hich made them  look adorable despite their fierce eyes. Adorable and vulnerable. These 
w ere our ch ild ren  for the next six to eight weeks. I carefully lifted each box and set it in the 
back  seat o f  m y  silver D atsun B210 a car m y grandfather left me w hen he died. The boxes 
did  not hold organic apples. M y grandfather worked for M onsanto chem ical all his life. T he 
three birds enclosed in those boxes, w ould probably be ex tinct if the D D T  m anufactured by 
M onsanto w ere still being used  in the United States.
I'd p roved  m yself last year, so th is year I was trusted  to transport the birds to H etch 
H etchy, my first site o f the season.
It w as as I was putting the last box onto my back seat that Janet cam e out o f the lab. 
She 'd  left the b irds for m e, and even though it was 3:00 a.m . she w as aw ake. B aby 
peregrines and hatching eggs didn't really pay attention to  night and day.
"I see you  got the b irds. " she said.
"Yeah, safe and sound."
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"You’ll need this too." She handed m e a folder w ith the band num bers o f the b irds, 
th e ir place o f origin, and copy o f  the M OU or m em orandum  o f  understanding. Seeing as I 
w as transporting an endangered species, I needed this in case I was stopped for any 
reason. W ith an endangered species, possession is the crim e. I could be arrested  for having  
a  peregrine feather, m uch less three o f the live birds. This piece o f paper stated  that I w as 
transporting the birds for the B ird  Group w ith the agreem ent o f  both the federal and state 
agencies that were concerned w ith wild anim als. I put both o f these in my field notebook in 
the front seat.
"Hey, before you go do  you  want to see the m iracle o f life?" Janet asked. I m ust 
have looked blank because she added, "I’ve got an egg hatching as we speak."
I follow ed her into the lab , a long w hite  room , very w arm , with incubators full o f  
eg g s on one end, and tall tables w ith large p lastic  trays lined w ith white tow els on either 
side. Heat lam ps hovered over the trays, w hich where filled w ith little dow nies. Janet led 
m e to a tray right by the incubators where a young peregrine had hatched halfw ay through 
the shell. She pulled the rest off, and there w as this little red and white living being curled 
inside. It was about as big as a g o lf  ball. I’d seen what those w ings and feet could do as an 
adult, and to see, ju s t these little red  stubs, that small beginning, I was suddenly  struck 
w ith  the futility o f w hat I was try ing  to do, and the necessity o f  m y doing it.
I walked out o f  the w arm th  of the lab into the chill dark, got in my car filled with 
peregrines, and left. I was driving early, because  young peregrines can get heat stressed, 
and I had to cross the Central V alley  where tem peratures could go into the hundreds. It w as 
b est to just avoid that whole problem .
The drive w ent sm oothly. I drove w ith  my shoes off, as m y sister had  told me that 
it helped keep you awake. W hen I hit the foothills o f the Sierras the road go t windy. A s I 
w en t around the first few curves I heard a soft skittery sound from  the back. The birds 
try ing  to keep their balance on the shifting cardboard o f the box. After that I took the curves 
as carefully as I could.
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At 7:00 a.m . I stopped for gas in Buck M eadows, ju s t  after the station opened. By 
8:00 I turned onto the road leading  to Hetch Hetchy. It w ound through patches o f m eadow  
and forest. In one meadow an old house sat far back from the road. It had  a porch and a 
m etal roof. I p layed one o f m y favorite games, fantasizing that I lived in the house, and 
w hat m y life w ould  be like i f  I did. W ith this house, I loved the metal roof. I would w ork 
as a wildlife biologist and c lim b in the valley on weekends. I'd  watch snow  from  the 
porch, I'd hear rain  on the m etal roof, I’d com e to know the anim als for m iles around. 
Perhaps I'd m eet a world-class clim ber and we could have a torrid rom ance until he had to 
return to whatever country he w as from or was tragically k illed  in an accident involving 
heroics, bad w eather and El C apitan. This occupied me long after I'd passed the house.
Halfway to  the reservoir the steel gray sky started to  spit snow, sm all dry flakes. 
T his is much co lder than last year, I thought. But it was also earlier in the season. It could 
snow  anytime o f  year in these m ountains.
This year I m et my hack partner Tay G erstell at the dam keeper's house. I not only 
had the birds, I had  the two boxes o f quail that needed to be pu t into the freezer in a shed 
behind the house. T his was w hat we'd done last year, and as it still w orked; there w as no 
reason to change.
That done, we loaded all our gear and the birds into the Boston W haler that 
belonged to the city  o f  San Francisco. Steve, the dam keeper, w ould be driving out the 
b irds and our gear, Tay and I w ould follow in the site boat.
I almost tipped  us into the w ater m aking a turn too fast as we started out. An 
expression of alarm  crossed T ay 's face, and he grabbed the side. I laid o ff the throttle and 
we evened out, bu t I was a little startled myself.
"Are you sure you w ant m e to drive?" I shouted at h im  over the roar o f  the boat.
"Better you than me!" he  replied.
The air sm elled like snow  and water. To the north w ere  oak-covered m ountains, 
w ith the occasional "digger" p ine, named insultingly for the "Digger Indians" who had
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lived in  the area. But the pines them selves where beautiful: tall, and  solitary, w ith  gray- 
green needles that were not really dense, so they looked like an eddy o f smoke against the 
deep green  o f the oak. T o  the south, alm ost im m ediately, w as a sheer granite c lif f  rising 
straight out o f the water for at least a  thousand feet. The boat skirted the cliff, and  I tilted 
my head and looked at that huge expanse of virgin Yosemite granite. The clim ber in me 
started to  drool.
I f  I was good enough, oh. I 'd  lead that sw eet finger crack that cut diagonally  across 
that face, or that clean hand crack that led to a right-facing corner and then a w icked roof, 
beyond which I couldn't see. Perception changes w hen you start to climb. You no longer 
see c liffs  purely as part o f  the landscape. They becom e puzzles. You trace potential routes 
over all rock faces you encounter, even  crumbly ocean cliffs. But th is—this w as forbidden 
territory. Glorious Y osem ite granite, some o f the best clim bing rock in the w orld. The 
Valley w as already an international clim bing M ecca. If this c liff was not totally restricted, it 
would be  crawling w ith rock-jocks.
Three days after release one m ale "blew out," site term inology for flying out of 
range and never com ing back. W e knew  he was too young to hunt on his own. M ale 
peregrines get restless, start to fly, go  too far, lose  their w ay, and—the assum ption is—die. 
The fem ales are larger, develop m ore  slowly, and  the risk o f  b low -out is less. B u t those 
little m ales. Gotta w atch them  every second.
W ell, we watched. W atched h im  ring up and up against the steep granite sides of 
the canyon where the Tuolum ne flow s into Hetch Hetchy. W atched him  becom e a speck 
against the high c liff face, watched h im  silhouette against the sky at the top and disappear 
over the  rim. Out o f  sight, out o f range , vanished.
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"Damn!" Tay exclaim ed. I  grabbed the telemetry receiver and antenna, dialed it to 
the m ale's frequency, hoisted the  metal box to  my shoulder so the speaker was right against 
m y ear, and sw ept the antenna in  a  slow arch towards the c liff face where he disappeared. I 
could  hear the blip  o f  his transm itter, like a  heartbeat on an EKG.
B eep ....beep ...beep ....beep ...then , fainter, then  gone. All I got was the so ft hiss o f  static. 
T ay  looked at me. I lowered the  antenna.
"Gone." I said, taking the receiver o ff  my shoulder and setting it carefully on the 
boulder-strew n ground.
Hetch Hetchy. First release  of the second year. Last year all the peregrines had 
lived, but only because circum stances, providence, and fate had all lined up  on our side. 
T he second year everything tu rned  against us.
*
It takes a lot o f  work, tim e  and m oney to restore a peregrine falcon population—In 
the fifteen years that peregrines w ere listed as endangered in California, the Santa Cruz 
Predatory B ird Research G roup used three strategies for réintroduction. T he first was nest 
m anipulation. An observer w as hired to w atch a known nest sites early in spring. T heir 
official title was nest attendant. T he nest m anipulations were done only on nests where the 
eggshell fragm ents collected the previous y ear showed a dangerous level o f  thinning. Som e 
nests were m anipulated every year. Others w ere watched, m onitored, but never needed to 
be m anipulated, the peregrine parents producing viable eggs each season.
During a m anipulation, the attendant informed the B ird Group w hen the fem ale laid  
eggs. Usually there were a few  w eeks of courtship before that. The male arrives at the nest 
site  first, and does aerial d isp lays in front o f  the cliff. Stoops, o f  course, tha t stunning 
straight up to 200 m ph dive, bu t also long vertical corkscrew s, loops, som etim es 
descending so fast that you hear a sound like a  jet, feathers cutting air w ith a vengeance.
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T he female arrives, and is hopefully m uch taken with this. W hen she had decided on a 
ledge for the nest the male begins to hunt for her. He’ll b ring  her birds, and she encourages 
h im  with hunger wails. U sually  at this point, w hen the m ale  comes in w ith food the birds 
are quite noisy. I'd heard o f  one  peregrine researcher, low  on sleep during the field season, 
w ho would go  to  the cliff to  be observed, and rather than scanning the face for w hite-w ash 
or guano with a  spotting scope, would find a flat place and take a nap. W hen the m ale cam e 
in w ith food, h e 'd  wake to th e ir cries, and locate the nest.
After the attendant had contacted the Bird Group to say that eggs had been laid, 
biologist/clim bers went into the nest. The eggs were rem oved and porcelain eggs put into 
their place for her to warm. T he artificial eggs were painted the soft speckled brown o f the 
actual eggs, and the porcelain retained the heat o f  the m other’s body, so they did not grow 
cold .
O f course during this process the peregrines were upset, lots o f  cacking and diving 
on the intruders. A  helmet w as m andatory for the clim ber, and often shoulder pads as well.
Once the biologist had  the eggs, they'd transport them  to incubators at the B ird 
G roup—their shells fragile and thin. If the pesticide accum ulations were not too great, the 
eggs hatched. W hen the dow nies were about tw o weeks o ld , they were returned to the nest 
and the dum my eggs rem oved. After the adults' initial surprise that their eggs had suddenly 
m orphed into large downy chicks, instinct kicked in and they  raised them . This gave the 
young the advantage of having real birds as parents. This w as by far the m ost successful 
w ay to get m ore peregrines in to  the wild.
The second strategy w as cross-fostering, which Lee had explained to me during m y 
interview . Y oung peregrines w ere put into prairie falcon nests for the prairies to raise. 
Prairie falcons w ere much less impacted by pesticides, m ainly  because they tended to have 
a m ore general diet, reptiles and  mammals in addition to b irds. This variability coupled w ith 
a tendency to nest in very rem ote  areas had kept them from  becom e a statistic in the annals
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o f  endangered anim als. C ross-fostering w as also successful, and was preferred  to the last 
m ethod which was to  do a hack  site.
Hack sites w ere energetically expensive for what you got back. W hen  the birds had 
hum an foster parents they w ere much more vulnerable. W e couldn't protect them  the w ay  
th e ir parents could. W e could fire  a shotgun to  scare o f a predator, but w e couldn't fly. W e 
couldn 't follow  the young w ith food once they  fledged, and feed them w herever they 
perched. W e needed them to retu rn  to the sam e place to feed. Even though the peregrines 
w ere able to do this for the m ost part, the m argin  for error, for failure was m uch much 
larger.
The places selected for réintroduction were historic peregrine falcon sites that w ere 
no longer occupied. The Bird G roup  had a num ber of them  throughout California. H etch  
H etchy was one. The flooding o f  the valley that holds the reservoir was the project that 
b roke John M uir's heart. He d ied  within a y e a r o f the project's approval. N ow  it was part 
o f  Y osem ite National Park. In the mid 1980's Yosemite got extra funding fo r peregrine 
hack  sites. Hetch H etchy was unusual as there was an active healthy peregrine eyrie on 
K olana Rock at the m outh o f the valley. But ou r site was farther east, far enough  that the 
peregrine adults wouldn't be a problem . At least if  all went well. Right now  it was not 
go ing  well.
"Let’s check the others." T ay  picked u p  the receiver, and dialed it in to  the frequency 
o f  the other male. He was on the  slope just below  the box som ewhere. W e hadn 't been able 
to  locate him  visually in the th ick  tangle of oaks and manzanita. But he'd been  there all day. 
T he fem ale's signal w as above the  box. I scanned the granite outcroppings w ith  binoculars. 
U sually the birds perch where they  can see around them.
"I've got her," I said.
"W here?" T ay set down the telemetry, and joined me.
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"Um , ju st to the right o f the box , there's a dead snag...fo llow  it up, and see where 
it forks at the top? Just to  the left o f  that fork is an outcropping, and  she’s on the side 
closest to the snag."
"Okay. I see her."
The young usually  didn't fledge right after release. Usually it was one to tw o days 
after. And then it could be a  day or tw o before they m ade it back to  the box. That is the 
most critical part of the release. They needed to return to the box and eat there. O nce they 
did that, they associated the box w ith food and when they were hungry  they’d return. They 
needed to return som ew here regularly to  eat. It d idn’t have to be the box. If they had a 
favorite perch and didn't show an in terest in the box, we fed them there.
But w e didn’t have wings. W e couldn't follow  them  around responding to  their 
hunger wails like their real parents w ould. I'd say not having wings is  the biggest lim itation 
when doing a site.
B y nightfall, the m ale had flow n again, and ended up closer to  the female at the 
outcrop. N either of them  had returned to the box. By tom orrow  m orning he w ouldn 't have 
eaten in two days. The fem ale fledged a day after him, so we didn't have to be so worried 
about her.
"W hat do you w an t to do?" T ay  asked me. He was sitting on a boulder, eating chili 
out o f  the can. I stirred m y ramen noodles. The flam es o f  the stove cast a dim glow . Above 
us, the stars were glorious.
"I'd say feeding station, but they  aren't perching anywhere regularly yet."
"Didn't that happen last year?" he asked.
"Yup. They d idn’t go  back to the box. But it was really hot, so  they ended up by 
the water. W e ju st scattered quail all over the rocks and that made it easy." I looked over at 
him, and he blinked in the  glare of m y head lamp. I flipped it off.
"That's not going to  happen th is year. It's too cold " His voice came out o f  the
dark.
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"Y eah, it is co lder. If  it w ere up  to  me I'd say  watch them  tom orrow , hope they go 
back and eat, or hope they decide on a regular perch w e can get to. Then set up a feeding 
station."
"A nd if that doesn 't work?"
"Hell if I know . You're the expert." I said. T ay  had done six  hack sites to m y two. 
But one o f  mine had been  Hetch H etchy the previous year.
"T hat's right, I am." He sounded amused. "Hopefully they 'll feed. W e've got 
enough quail?"
"Tw enty-four in the cooler," I replied. Tw enty-four in the cooler buried in the sand, 
124 back in  the freezer on the dam -keeper's shed, a 45 minute boat ride and another world 
away.
"O kay. I'm go ing  to turn in. See you in the m orning." I sensed  rather than saw  him 
unfold h im self from his seat, am ble to where our garbage was, deposit his can and head for 
his tent. N o  head lam p for Tay. A  m inute later his ten t illuminated down the beach, a soft 
blue dom e.
W e lost the second male the next afternoon. A fter a m orning o f short experim ental 
flights, h e 'd  flown across the w ater and perched on top  o f a large granite outcrop next to a 
scrub oak. In full view  o f us and the golden eagle that grabbed h im . I didn't see it. I was 
scanning fo r the female. I heard Tay yelling, and saw  the eagle ou t over the water.
"O H M Y G O D N O !" I scream ed and reached for my shotgun. From below  m e Tay 
was still yelling, and there was a fusillade o f shots. T he eagle flew  northwest w ith deep 
strong w ing  beats, landed  in a talus field about a quarter mile aw ay, and ate our bird.
It didn 't eat the transm itter though. The tiny radio  continued to transmit, a loud bip 
bip bip. B right and harsh. A rem inder o f  the lim itations o f telem etry. W hen you get the 
signal, all it means is that you can pinpoint the location of the transm itter. It does not mean 
anything about the anim al.
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"Alright," Tay said. "It's over. That first m ale blew  out, now one o f  our babies is 
eag le  food. W e've gone from a fam ily o f five to a fam ily o f three. Let's p ick  her up and go  
hom e."
"And how are we going to do that?" I asked. It's one thing when the birds are 
young , don’t know how  to fly, and you're transporting them  to  the site in apple boxes. It's 
entirely  different once they are released. T hey are wild, flying, and you are clumping 
around in a steep shrub-covered granite bow l with rattlesnakes, deep w ater, and no w ings.
"We w ait until she lands, sneak up on her, throw a T -shirt over her, and bring her 
in," Tay replied. I look  at him . Vietnam  vet, biologist. He's handled birds, he knows how  
to catch them.
But I have m y doubts. I 'd  rather have a bal-chatri, a trap used in falconry. A live 
m ouse was put in the trap, and covered w ith the bell-shaped w ire top. W hen the bird 
landed on it trying for the m ouse, slip-knotted fishing line attached to the w ire would catch  
h e r feet, her talons, hold her still, until we could  reach her. The T-shirt th ing seemed thin. 
Som ething like this m ust have show ed in m y face.
"It sounds crazy, but it works." Tay said "I've done it before. W e d o n ’t have tim e 
fo r anything else. W e go in tom orrow  early, before the w ind picks up, get her and get out 
o f  here. "
"Okay." I trusted Tay. H e showed m e how to fire the shotgun off m y  hip so the 
reco il wouldn't bruise my shoulder. It's not as if  we w ere aim ing at anything. He'd 
advised the technique o f firing all the shots in quick succession, creating a w all of sound to 
frighten away w hatever w inged predator m ight be in the area. O f course, that's assum ing 
y ou  see the predator. W e didn’t see the eagle until it had our bird. We had rad io  telem etry, 
a  spotting scope, tw o pairs o f  b inoculars, tw o  shotguns, and a  boat. Now w e were dow n 
to  a  T-shirt. I hoped Tay was good  with the shirt. I'd never re-trapped a peregrine, and no t 
o n ly  that, I had serious reservations about the sneaking up part.
"You've had this happen before, haven 't you? " I said.
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"W hat?" he asked.
"H ad sites fa il,"I replied.
"O h yeah." H e looked aw ay  from me, across the water.
"H ow 's it feel?  I mean, how  do you feel about it?"
"It never feels good. I never get used to it." He smiled ruefully. "But it has to be 
done. I ’ve gotten m ore birds out than  I've lost. But, since you're asking, th is site is failing 
faster than most." I nodded. I felt awful. As if all o f  us, the fem ale, Tay, and I w ere sliding 
inexorably towards the  edge of a c lif f  and nothing could stop it. W e hadn’t even  named her 
yet. U sually  that com es later, after you get a sense o f  the bird 's personality. B u t she was 
still ju st "the female." I didn't w ant to think about it.
T he next m orn ing  we got h e r  signal early. In the afternoon west w inds cam e up, 
m aking it easier for he r to fly and fo r us to lose her. W e only had  a one day w indow . As 
far as w e could ascertain, the fem ale had not fed yesterday or the day before. Y oung 
peregrines get the m oisture they need  from the blood o f their prey . Their kidneys will 
function fo r three days without food. After that, even if  they eat, their kidneys shut down 
and they die. We had som e luck; according to telem etry she w asn 't perched high on a slope 
or on an unreachable c liff  face but low  near the water, towards the  confluence.
"W e'll use the boat, " T ay said. "You drive. I ’ll do telem etry. You know  I'm  lousy 
w ith boats."
"Okay." I d idn 't think I w as that much better w ith an outboard, but I w as banking 
on his trapping skills. Keeping the boat at a quiet idle, we slipped through the dark  w ater o f 
H etch H etchy. In the g ray  light o f  daw n, bats skim m ed the surface and the sm ell o f 
m ountain-m isery m ingled  with the  dam p scent o f decay. All around us rose the granite 
walls, w ith that ineffable presence o f  granite: dignified, vibrant.
T ay silently po in ted  north. Boulders ju tted  out o f  the w ater, and covered the flat 
area that he indicated. I cut the m otor, and we drifted to  shore.
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"Here." Tay took the telem etry and handed m e the T-shirt, d irty  and w ell-w orn. 
"Follow m e. W hen w e're close, I'll ask  for it. I'll ge t behind her, and  you block h e r from 
the front."
"How do I do that?" I asked. I didn 't think I could really b lock  anything tha t could
fly.
"Hold your arm s up, like b locking a shot in basketball." I never played basketball, 
but I d idn 't say that.
"O kay, " I said. "Okay."
I follow ed him over the rocky ground. Setting my feet quietly. After about 50 yards 
he stopped. Looked east.
"I see her, " he w hispered. I cam e up beside him , and looked as well. She w as 
another 2 00  feet away, perched on a rock  with her back  to us, a dark  brown shape on top 
of a larger gray one. I could see the c risp  outlines o f  her wings folded across her back. She 
was still. N ot moving, or stretching, o r preening. N ot even shifting her weight. N o t a good 
sign. It m eant she w as w eak.
"O kay, here's the plan. Forget the  blocking. I w ant you to go back, walk slow ly by 
the edge o f  the w ater and then turn in. D o n ’t look at her, that’s w hat a predator w ou ld  do. 
She'll see you and hopefully  be distracted. While you do that. I'll get behind her and  nab 
her w ith the shirt. Take the telemetry. L eave it by the boat. W e don't need it now." Tay 
looked intense, like a hunter, com pletely focused.
"Hmm." I nodded, and handed h im  the shirt. He gave m e the telemetry. I turned 
and w alked carefully tow ards the water. W hen I reached it, I left the telemetry and turned 
east. I tried  to imagine I w as a deer o r a bear, som ething looking for food, som ething that 
didn't have the responsibility o f another life. But m y arm s and legs felt heavy and it was 
hard to m ove. The m orning air was c lear, and I could  see dust m otes where the sun was 
starting to hit the cliffs. I turned north, one foot in fron t o f  another, slow.
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H er call split the a ir  like light. F ierce and loud.
C A C K C A C K C A C K C A C K C A C K . W arning m e? Herself? I had no idea. I stole a 
quick glance. She was there , cacking, bu t no w ing-flapping, no other sign of agitation. Tay 
was about 50 feet behind her. I looked dow n, stepped a few steps aw ay  from her, turned 
m y back. The cacking stopped. She'd be  watching me now. This w as the stupidest, 
com pletely-harebrained-seat-of-the-pants idea, but it was all we had. I stepped a few  more 
feet, glanced. T ay was a lm ost to her. H e had the shirt up in front o f  h im , spread out, 
raised. I looked down, co u ld n ’t alarm h e r now. Then I heard the cacking  again, higher, 
shriller. I looked. As Tay jum ped  tow ards her, sw inging the shirt o v e r her, she gave a leap 
and was airborne, her w ings pumping in the still air, her calls echoing o ff the hard cliffs. It 
was difficult for her, I cou ld  see her w orking. She flew straight for the c liff face to  the 
north, and as I watched, breathless, she slam m ed into it, and dropped.
"GO!GO!GO ! " T ay  yelled. "W e've got her! She's stunned! "
Stunned o r dead, I thought. I stumbled over the rocky ground, tow ards the trees that grew 
at the base o f the cliff, tow ards where I had seen her fall. T ay was a little ahead. W e got 
there at the sam e time.
She w as lying on h e r  side in the duff. W hen she saw  us, she struggled upright. Her 
eyes were bright and she panted  rapidly. Stressed.
"Q uick," Tay h issed , "Block! " H e advanced, T -shirt spread. I m oved tow ards the 
one opening she had. She took  off practically  at me. I grabbed at her, but some sense o f 
not wanting to hurt her kep t m e from a desperate lunge. I felt the air from  her w ings on my 
face and then she was gone, out of reach. A thermal caught her and carried  her up and up, 
then she stopped flapping and  drifted east, like ashes or sm oke. As w e watched, she 
slam m ed into the cliff face again, but h igh , and tumbled like soft, silent rockfall. She cam e 
to rest on a ledge about 500  feet above the ground. H er signal stayed there while w e broke 
cam p, stayed while we retrieved the transm itter o f the m ale eaten by the eagle, stayed as we 
left.
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I knew  that she probably  wouldn't have made it w ithout her siblings. The young  
learn from each other and policy was if you got down to one, you caught them  and re- 
released them  later. I knew w e had to try to  trap  her—she w as a trem endous investm ent o f 
m oney and tim e, a valuable addition to a population that had slipped close to the edge o f  
extinction. B u t I didn’t w ant that im possible task. I hated our odds. I hated loving her.
But w hen she flew past m e, when she made that perilous and terrified leap aw ay 
from  two predators she did w hat she was m ean t to. She stayed free. She stayed wild.
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C A L L
I slathered m yself in sunscreen, made sure I had a lot o f  w ater, picked a  good 
boulder to pee behind, filled the pockets of my shirt with shotgun shells, m ade sure my 
pack and my shotgun w ere in easy reach of my folding chair, opened my notebook and 
prepared to spend the day  sitting and waiting and calling.
Ten years ago, i f  som eone had  come up and told me after a gig that m y ability to 
m ake m yself heard over bass, drum s and guitar w ould becom e invaluable one day  on the 
side o f  a m ountain in Lassen C ounty, California, and that I'd no longer be fronting  a punk 
band but be working on peregrine falcon réintroduction, I w ould have said first, "you’re 
nuts," and second, "W hat's a peregrine falcon?"
In Lassen county , in 1991, the  world w as popping. It w as overflow ing w ith  life 
and energy. Now I w as no  longer a num bskull. N ow  it was m e w ho delivered the 
peregrines to release sites around California. It w as June, that stupendous tim e o f  year, 
when everything is b loom ing and breeding and com ing to life. D ays are long, breezes and 
storm s com e up; everyw here you lo o k  something new is happening. For two w eeks I got 
to jo in  the site attendants at Lassen and help with the initial days o f  release. I w as an extra 
person. I wasn't needed in  Santa C ruz  yet. My friend Rob Stein w as running the site with 
his g irlfriend Lisa, and the num ber o f  birds and flow ers in the area w as amazing. W ho 
w ouldn 't stay?
By then I was sure o f m yself. I had opinions on the falconer/biologist tension. The 
thing about the falconers was that they wanted an intim acy with the birds and it seem ed to 
me they  had the illusion that they w ere somehow in control o f  the situation. In the  field I 
could som etim es see them  lose track o f  the fact that the birds w ere wild, that nature was a 
m ystery, and that what we did often had  little or no effect on the outcom e of a situation.
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T en  days after I  arrived, the peregrines had been  released, flow n and returned to the 
box to eat. T he site w as o ff  to a successful start. U ntil one o f the m ales got lost. It had been 
a  good day. L isa was at the upper observation point, w hich was right by our cam p, got 
sun, and looked  down on  the box. I was at the lower one, east o f  the box by about 200 
yards, and a little below it. This O.P. stayed in the cold  shade until noon, and I put on all 
m y warm clothes when I was there. D espite the coldness of the site I liked it better. You 
had good v iew s of one side o f the box, and  it was on a  small outcrop that put you ju st 
above the top  o f many o f  the sm aller trees and larger bushes. As long as you held still long 
enough, you could get great views o f all the little foraging birds as they came through, 
gleaning insects off the stem s and leaves. In my w eek  here I had  seen W ilson’s, 
orange-crow ned, and A udubon w arblers, m ountain chickadees, and ruby-crow ned 
kinglets. I h ad  even seen the ruby-crow n, which is surprisingly sm all and difficult to spot. 
You have to  be looking directly dow n onto the top o f  the bird, and how  often do you have 
that view? W ith  the sm all birds, unless they 're at a feeder outside your window, you are 
often struggling for identifying marks. The bird shows itself and then vanishes into the 
depths o f a large bush o r a  leafy tree. You can hear it rustling or calling...and then you see 
it for a second, a wing, a  glim pse o f  tail, a m ovem ent behind a screen o f leaves. A nd then, 
it's gone. U sually , birding for the sm aller b irds is an exercise in frustration.
W hich  is why the low er O.P. was like a secret banquet. B ecause you were there all 
day, just sitting , the b irds got used to you. N o sudden m oves or loud  noises. P lus the 
above-the-foliage viewpoint. It was one scrum ptious sighting after another. Som etim es I 
had to consciously m ake m yself look at the box. If I had  known the plants there as well, I 
think I w ould have gone practically nuts w ith delight. A s it was, the only draw back w as the 
cold.
R ob w as on guard  duty. This m eant he wasn't even  looking at the box, but w as 
stationed on the southwest edge o f the cliff, looking w indw ard, w here most o f the potential 
winged predators might show  up. Rob believed that the  best defense was a strong offense,
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so  anything w e saw  that looked remotely threatening got a  volley o f  three shots from the 
shotgun into the air, the sound m eant to discourage them  from  com ing closer. But we 
d id n 't see m uch. Hardly any golden eagles, ju s t  a few balds, who despite their size w ere 
m ore  scavenger than predator, and not really a threat.
This w as the first tim e that I'd really seen bald eagles. They were wonderful, regal 
b irds, but with the funniest vocalization. T he first time I heard one I couldn't believe it. A  
squeaky yarp, the  sound you'd expect from a wimpy gull. N ot what you'd im agine from  a 
noble  raptor. A lthough I think m y image o f  b ird  sounds has been perm anently damaged by 
H ollyw ood, no  one wants to hear what a bald  eagle actually sounds like. Every time you 
see  a bird of p rey  on film, you hear a red-tail scream. U nless it's a docum entary. 
Com m ercials, m ovies, anything fictional—red-tail scream. ALW AYS. It m akes no 
difference that the bird that you are seeing is not a red-tail. In my post-num bskull phase, 
w hen  I could start to begin to identify raptors, this drove m e crazy.
There I w as watching the peregrines, getting distracted by the w arblers, trying to  
stay  warm. I'd count the hours until the sun h it the O.P. O ne o f the m ales flew  straight ou t 
from  the box, and  then veered w est and out o f  my view. I hoped L isa could see him. I f  
no t, she had the telem etry. It w orked better from  up high. D ow n where I w as I couldn't 
h ave  gotten m uch o f a reading. I opened m y notebook.
6/27/91: 1130, b lue male f lie s  west, out o f  sight, red fem a le  and  white m ale still in view at 
the  box.
That w as that. The day stretched ahead o f me, a day where I w ould sit in one place 
and watch the w orld  around m e. A t 1:30, L isa  came down.
"Have you  seen the blue male?" she asked.
"He took  o ff to the w est about two hours ago, and  I haven't seen him  since."
"I can't get his signal from  up top, and  neither can Rob."
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"Crap," I said. This w asn 't good. O ut o f  sight for tw o hours, and no  signal. A nd  it 
w as still in the first tw o weeks o f  the site. W e were not out o f  the woods, still in the critical 
period. Actually, there never w as a not-critical period; there w ere only tim es when there 
w as less and less that we could  do. "W ell, that's w hat I cam e down for, to  see if  you 'd  
seen  him, or knew som ething w e didn't." L isa  looked tow ards the box. T he  female w as 
eating a quail. H er head dipped and her beak cam e back bloody.
"I am ignorant, " I said. "Even though w arm er than I was."
Lisa grinned at me. She had  this O .P. yesterday. "Okay. Well, I ju s t  thought I'd 
find  out. I gotta get back."
"O f course. K eep me posted ."
She scram bled down o ff the outcrop , and started  the stiff hike up the hill. I opened my 
notebook.
1330, red fem a le  eating quail, w hite male p e rch ed  on box. L isa  came down, inform ed m e  
tha t they can't get a signal on b lue  male, a nd  haven't seen him  
f o r  two hours, shit.
I shut my notebook, looked  at the box  again. That's pretty  much all I could do. Sit 
here. Look at the box, watch the birds. W rite com m ents in my notebook to  keep m yself 
aw ake.
The white male looked o v e r at the fem ale eating. She saw  his look and mantled over 
the quail, hunching her shoulders forward and spreading her w ings out and around the 
quail in front o f her. Sort of like w hen a toddler yells, M IN E!, and tries to  scoop up a huge 
p ile  o f toys, and protects it w ith he r body. In all honesty, though, the m ale didn't look like 
he w anted her food, there were p len ty  of quail. It was sort o f funny, her strong  reaction to 
his look. In falconry, m antling is considered bad  behavior.
But even w hile I was am used , I was w orried. I was glad I was here w ith Rob. 
S erious and experienced, he w as getting a degree  in ornithology at U.C. D avis. Not m uch I
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could d o  now, just w atch  the birds, brainstorm  possible scenarios, and figure ou t how  we 
w ould respond.
1538: fem a le  napping on box. m ale perched, alert, looking around. /  wonder w hat he can 
see? Increased cones and  the different shape o f  their eyes m ean vision more acute than 
ours. D istance, m ovem ent, UV? I 'd  love to see w ith  those eyes, ju s t  once. Second  male 
still o u t o f  view. P ossib le  scenarios: H e returns th is evening to roost. He doesn 't return.
We sc o u t around, try  to get his signal. What do we do i f  we g e t it? N o idea, a sk  Rob. I f  we 
don't g e t it? Cry. There are several mountain chickadees getting excited about som ething in 
a bush below  me.
W eather: clear, warm, about 70. S light breeze, som e clouds.
A t around five Rob cam e down. He sat beside me on the outcrop and looked at the
box.
"Nice view."
T he male w as eating, the fem ale rousing, w hich is the term  for when a bird fluffs 
all its feathers out and  sort o f shakes itself. After that, if she pooped, she m ight go for a 
short flight. Birds frequently "lighten their load" before flight. That's why if  you see one 
poop, it can  be a sign that the bird will take off soon after.
"Yeah. The on ly  thing that w ould make it better is having the blue male up  there," I
replied.
"W e still can 't get his signal. W e've been trying all day," he said.
"W hat do you  w ant to do?" I asked.
"Are you up fo r a little night work?"
"Sure. A nything. W hat are you thinking?"
T he female had  backed to the edge of the box. She leaned forward, lifted her tail, 
and a stream  of w hite guano shot out and copiously decorated the  side o f the box. 
W hitew ash. In the w ild , it's how  you find cliff nests. Also know n  as eyries. L ook  for the 
w hitew ash on the sides o f the rocks. O ften it m arks the nest location  of a bird o f  prey.
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"She's gonna fly," R ob stated. W e w ere sitting side by side, w atching the b ird s as 
w e talked. I brought m y binoculars up and  focused on her. She w as bobbing her head , 
looking north.
"U h-huh."
She took off and sailed over the tree  tops, using the breeze for loft. She started to 
circle and rise. W hen birds soar in ascending circles, usually it’s because they are rid ing  a 
thermal that will take them  higher w ithout too much energy expense. Birds o f prey do  it 
frequently.
W e watched her. The birds were still young enough that flying w as a big deal, for 




W e watched for another minute and then Rob said:
"I'm  thinking we w ait for these g u y s to roost, and  then we do a little foray to the 
west with the telem etry, drive the truck and  keep checking, see if  we can get his signal, see 
i f  he's still around."
"Sounds good to me. D o you th ink  all three o f  us should go?"
"Y eah, I do. I m ean, once they've roosted, there 's  nothing we can do anyway. And 
I'd  value your input, but I also think it w o u ld  be good fo r Lisa to see how it's done. She 
hasn't done any tracking yet."
I thought about this fo r a minute. H e  was right. O nce the birds go to roost, their 
m ain danger is a great hom ed owl. G H O 's are com pletely bad ass. They are big, silent, 
and vicious. Successful predator, in capital letters. M y first release partner, Brent, had  
monitored a  nest where he saw  a GHO com e into the eyrie , kill the adult female, and eat the 
three juvenile  young. B ut here, we hadn't heard  any hooting  in the area.
"I th ink  that should be fine," I said.
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"Okay. So that's the plan." R ob  stood. The fem ale is about 150 feet above the 
trees, still ringing up. "I be tter get back , in case she goes som ew here. I'll see you  later."
"You bet," I rep lied , eyes still on the bird. I didn 't even see R ob  leave. O r hear him 
either. She's soaring north  now, but I can still see her w ith binoculars. With m y bare  eyes, 
she's ju s t a  speck.
"Sheesh, good flight," I m uttered to myself. "Just be sure you  come back."
T hat night we looked. We cram m ed into the cab o f  Lisa's truck, and w hile Rob 
drove, L isa leaned out the window w ith the telemetry. I squeezed in to  the middle and gave 
hints. W e stopped periodically  and one o f us would hoof it to a high point for be tter 
accuracy. W e got his signal, but it w as faint, and kept disappearing.
"W ell, we know w here he is," I said when we returned to cam p.
"But that doesn't he lp  us, does it? " Lisa asked. She looked beat.
"Not really," said R ob, "It only tells us that he's still around, not com pletely gone. 
W e can 't do  anything un til tom orrow, anyway, so let’s get what sleep  we can. W ho 's 
feeding in the morning?"
"I am ," Lisa said. Feeding m eant you got up an hour before the  other a ttendants and 
crept in the dark  down to  the box w ith a  bag o f quail, so the birds w ouldn’t see you.
I yaw ned. Sleep depravation w as part o f bird work, but I never quite got used to it. 
"I'm going to  bed, see y ou  in the m orning," I said and crept off to m y  tent.
N ext morning I go t up and m ade coffee and took a cup to L isa. She was at the top 
O.P., but now  that I w as up , she w ould  m ove to the low er one 1 w as at yesterday.
"H ow 'd it go?" I asked  about the feeding.
"O kay, they're bo th  eating at the box. I did telem etry, no signal on the b lue  male. 
The o ther signals are strong. Let me know  when you're ready, and you  can take over 
here."
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"I'm ready now," I said. A nd I was. B inoculars, coffee, water. T his O.P. was 
righ t next to cam p, so I could go rum m age fo r food w henever I wanted to. L isa left m e the 
spotting scope and telemetry.
6/28/91 0548: Searched fo r  m ale last night. G ot his signal, about 3 m iles west, but fa in t, 
fa d e d  in and out. Could be distance, where he was perched, transm itter fa ilure. Good to  
kn o w  he's still in area. Will talk to Rob about possible solutions. Now: Clear, calm. B oth  
b irds eating on top o f  box. D id  telem etry on blue, no signal. Will do telem etry every 15 
m ins, ju st in case. Lisa at low er O.P.
Rob w as at the stove. He cam e up w ith his coffee in a pub pint glass that for som e 
R ob-reason he had brought up from  Davis.
"So w hat are we going to do about th is blue male?" I asked.
"What do  you suggest?"
"Well, i f  we had som e o ther folks here, they m ight w ant to bum p' him  back 
tow ards the box. 1 heard it w orked at Ft. R eyes last year, bu t personally, I think it's stupid  
that the Bird G roup even has it as an option."
"Damn straight. T here is no way we d o  that." Rob looked grim. "That's falconer 
shit. There is no reason that ju st because you w alk up on a b ird  from one direction, it's 
go ing  to fly in the opposite direction, and not only that, there  is no guarantee that it'll see 
the box when it does fly. A nd you scare the c rap  out of it. W e won't do that."
"So," I asked," given that w e both agree that the recom m ended official option is 
b u ll, what do w e do? T here 's trapping , but w e don't have a trap  and we'd have to find h im  
first anyway, and  there's all these trees he'd be  up, so I doub t if  the T -shirt th ing  would 
w ork . I don't th ink  it w orks anyw ay. I think it's  a myth."
"Oh yeah, you w ere at H etch-H etchy." R ob looked at me.
"Yeah. D on 't get m e started  on that."
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Okay. But the T-shirt th in g  does w ork," Rob said. "I’ve done it. B u t not here. 
T oo  m any trees, too m any places he could be. Tracking him w ould just be a w aste of 
energy . I've got a d ifferent idea."
"W hat?" I squinted up at him . The sun had risen and w as right at eye  level.
"W ell, I was doing a lot o f  reading last quarter on bird behavior and calls. Some 
species have a very strong response to calls, location calling in wrentits, a larm  calls w ith 
ja y s , stuff like that."
"Alright, but how does tha t apply here?" I asked.
"W ell, we re in a bad place. We've basically lost him . " H e turned tow ards me. 
"T he problem , as I see it, is that w hen you flush the bird back tow ards the box , you terrify  
h im  and there is no guarantee w h ich  way he'll fly." He looked w est again, perhaps hoping 
that even as we discussed him the male w ould appear. "The prem ise isn't b ad , though, 
try ing  to get the bird tow ards the  box. But le t’s turn it around. R ather than push  him back, 
le t's  DRA W  him  back." He continued  looking west. "So w ith that in mind. I'd like to try  
an experim ent. I want to  call him  back." Rob glanced at m e to see how I'd take  this.
"How? I m ean, what exactly  are you thinking of? Do you have a tape o f  calls in 
y o u r tent? " I was confused.
"No. I'm thinking we do the  calls." H e brought this piece o f inform ation out like it 
w as the coolest thing since iced tea. But I w asn 't following. I d idn 't see how  it was going 
to w ork. "First, what call? C acking  is an alarm  call, echupping is too soft, and hunger 
w a ilin g ..."
"Hunger w ailing is what the female does to stimulate the male to hunt during 
nesting." Rob said. "It's what the young do to  stimulate both parents to hunt once they are 
hatched. And, even though there aren't any studies out on it. I 'm  betting that it's also a 
location call o f  sorts fo r the young once they start to branch out. But no m atter what, w e 
know  it’s a stim ulation and response call. I th ink  we should hunger wail."
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I leaned back in  m y chair and thought about this. It m ade sense. N o running after 
the birds. N o scaring them , or trying to  get them to do  what we w ant. Using their calls, 
their stim ulus, their w ay  o f locating. I sm iled up at R ob. "You've sold me. I think it's a 
great idea. So  the next question is how often are you going to do it?"
"N o, the question is, how often are YOU go ing  to do it? N o..." he raised his hand 
before I cou ld  protest "I’ve heard you sing. I know yo u r secrets. I heard your dem o tape. I 
know you 've  got some serious pipes. A nd what we need now is V O LU M E."
"O h crumbs," I said. "But I can’t do bird calls. I can't w histle  loud. I'm  lousy. 
See?" I tried  to whistle a trill, but it cam e out as a sputter.
"H unger w ailing is not a w histle. Look, I'll try , and you try , and w hoever sounds 
the best does the calling."
"O kay, that's fair. "
R ob took a deep breath and got this sort o f goofy  expression on his face. 
Concentration, I supposed, but it still looked funny. H e opened his m onth and yarped. 
Loudly. It sounded aw ful. And not anything like a hunger wail.
"T hat didn't sound  anything like a wail, " I said.
"D uh." He pushed  his glasses up on his nose, they slipped while he was yarping. 
"Your turn."
"I th ink  I’d better stand up for this, " I said, getting out o f  m y chair. "W atch the 
birds, okay?"
"I’ve been w atching. You're ju st putting o ff the  inevitable."
"Y eah. I am." Suddenly  the w hole absurdity o f  the situation hit me. Tw o hum ans 
on top o f a cliff, in big sunhats, fleece sw eaters and sarongs, cups o f  coffee, b inoculars, 
spotting scope, telem etry and a shotgun, intently yarp ing . There are very few jobs w here 
this would be  the beginning o f your day. B ut this w as also serious. I took a deep breath 
and shut m y eyes. 1 tried to  hear the hunger wail in m y mind and im itate it. I opened my 
m outh and this sound em erged. It w as loud. And it took  my entire body  to do it. It seem ed
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to  start in m y feet and flow up. L ike the cry  w as being pu lled  out o f  the earth , through m e, 
in to  the air.
"W ow!" Rob exclaim ed, as I opened m y eyes, disoriented for a m om ent. "Y ou've 
go t it." He looked  surprised and admiring.
"Um," I said. I felt like I'd stepped through som e portal, suddenly seen som ething 
I d idn’t expect. A s if, by m aking the sound I'd  blurred the line betw een hum an and bird.
"Try it again," Rob said. And I did. T his time I took  a deeper breath, focused, and 
called. Once m ore it seem ed to com e from the ground. It vibrated my entire body. This call 
w as W ORK. Below  us the white male wailed too, despite the fact that he w as half-full o f  
quail.
"A response already," R ob grinned.
"If th is works, Rob Stein, you will go  down as dazzling in the annals o f peregrine 
history. Or at least in my field notes. I'm go ing  to have to  drink lots o f  w ater," I said.
"Okay, this is how I th ink today should  go," Rob said "Lisa at the low er O .P. I ’ll 
stay  up here at the upper O.P. w ith the scope and telem etry. You do defense, and call, 
w hat, every tw enty  m inutes? You're right by  a little ravine there, and you know  sound 
carries well dow n ravines."
"Every thirty m inutes. I m ight have to  do this all day. Or m ore than one day. I 
w on 't be any good with no voice. "
"Every thirty m inutes then. Let's do it."
I left R ob  at the top  O .P., and went dow n and to ld  L isa what was going on. T h en  I 
collected my gear and w ent to the defense O .P ., about 200  yards southw est o f  our cam p on 
top  o f the cliff. You couldn 't see the box or the birds, bu t it was a good lookout for o ther 
predators com ing  in.
It was strange, doing the call. Every h a lf  hour throughout the day, as m orning 
tu rned  to m id-m orning turned to  noon to m id-afternoon, I wailed. I’d stand, and face dow n 
the  ravine, so  the sound w ould  echo  out. I im agined that I w as a peregrine, that I w anted
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food, that I needed it, and as I called , m ade that sound that I had  heard so often, the 
urgency o f  that desire seemed m ore and more tangible. I kept being surprised at how 
w holly that wail encom passed m y body. This w as not m erely a noise, it w as a legs, torso, 
lungs, chest-head-he art sound. W hen I did m y first site at M u ir beach, I had revelation after 
revelation. About anim als, and nature and time. Incidents and situations that I didn't even 
know  I needed to learn. This w as another one. But it didn't involve my intellect. It 
involved my body. It brushed up  against som ething wild, and  way, way beyond me. It 
w as exhausting, and loud. A nd at 4:30, just as the day started to  tinge w ith possibility o f 
coolness, it was answ ered. F rom  below  me. Loud, fresh, and indignant. O utraged, even.
"Oh my G od." I w hispered, "Oh my G od." I walked gently  to the edge o f the cliff 
and peered down. In the rocky, shadow ed slot o f  the ravine, on  a shaded ledge about 75 
feet dow n, was the  b lue  male. H e looked pissed. R auow w w it Rauowwwit, R auow w w w it. 
He w as going off. F rom  around the corner his siblings answ ered him. He w as here, he 
was back. I was looking  at him . W e did it.
I heard rocks crunch, and  turned and saw Rob. I put m y  hand up to  signal silence 
and pointed down. I backed aw ay from the edge and let Rob take  my place. I watched as he 
leaned over and looked, and sm iled , a shit-eating grin.
"We did it," he silently m outhed.
"I know," I m outhed back .
Later, Rob and Lisa and I toasted our success with a d inner of Kraft m acaroni and 
cheese, pepperm int tea, and a Fosters, split three ways. The m ale  had gone back to the 
box, gorged on quail and fallen asleep for the rest o f  the afternoon.
"No 'bum ping ' back to the  box," I said "N o scaring the  bird, none o f  that over­
controlling stuff."
"Amen." R ob  raised the Fosters can. L isa leaned against his shoulder.
"This was a good day, w asn 't it?" she said.
"Better than most," he replied .
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T he dark surrounded us like a blanket. There w ere crickets, and a few bats. I 
rem em bered the night haw k I had seen in the dusk a few  nights ago, its body alm ost 
invisible, the  white w ing patches flashing like lights. A t first I'd thought it w as a ghost, 
and even w hen I understood what it was, I still was left with the sense of a spirit. T oday  
had an e lem ent o f that. N ot the fleeting instant of aw areness of other, but som ething m ore 
unspeakable and tiring. Som ething that I w asn’t even quite sure I knew .
"I feed  tom orrow ," I said. "I'm  going to bed."
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